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The Songs 

 

Jim Crow – 1828 

 T. D. “Daddy” Rice (1808-1860) one of his first parts in show 

business was that of a Negro field hand in a local drama titled “The 

Rifle.”  Rice saw an old, deformed Negro cleaning the horses in a stable 

near the Louisville Theatre, singing an odd melody and doing a curious 

sort of shuffling dance. Every time he reached the chorus of his song, he 

gave a little jump that set his ‘heel a-nicken.’ His right shoulder was 

drawn up high and his left leg was crooked at the knee and stiff with 

rheumatism, so that he walked with a limp. Rice decided to imitate this 

old Negro on the stage, and to copy his song, making up additional 

stanzas of his own. His impersonation, his shuffling step and jump, and 

his song, all caught the fancy of the public. In the innumerable stanzas 

of “Jim Crow” we find echoes from topical events ranging from politics 

to the verse on Paganini. Thus rice’s song became the first great 

international song hit of American popular music.  
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Negro Spirituals 

 

Rain Fall and Wet Becca Lawton  - 1867 “Slave Songs of the U.S.” 
 Who Becky Lawton was, and why she should or should not be wet, and 

whether the dryness was a reward or a penalty, none could say. I got the impression 

that, in either case, the event was posthumous, and that there was some tradition of 

grass not growing over the grave of a sinner: but even this was vague, and all else 

vaguer. 

 Lt. Col. Trowbridge heard a story that “Peggy Norton was an old prophetess, 

who said that it would not do to be baptized except when it rained; if the Lord was 

pleased with those who had been ‘in the  wilderness,’; he would send rain.” Mr. 

Toulinson says that the song always ends with a laugh and appears therefore to be 
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regarded by the Negroes as mere nonsense. He adds that when it is used as a rowing 

tune, at the words “Rock back holy!” one rower reaches over back and slaps the 

man behind him, who in turn does the same, and so on. 

 If one does not take a repeat in measure 8, the form would be a 12 bar blues. 

Perhaps in transcribing the song the performer repeated the first 8 thinking 

perhaps he made a mistake. Usually in a repeat the words are different and the song 

makes sense if the repeat is not taken. 

 

 
 

Cakewalks 

 

Walking For Dat Cake  - 1877 – Dave Braham 
 Written by Dave Braham and Edward Harrigan, this piece was published in 

1877. The cakewalk was originally a plantation dance accompanied by banjo music, 

generally on Sunday when slaves would dress up in fancy clothes and prance around 

to the music. The custom developed of the master giving a cake to the couple that 

presented the proudest movements. It first appeared in the minstrel shows and 

passed into the variety acts of early vaudeville. 

 The team of Harrigan and Hart presented, in 1877, a musical selection called 

“Walking for Dat Cake.” It was billed on as an “exquisite picture of Negro life and 

customs.” 
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 The rhythms are laced with dotted figures with some use of syncopation. 

However, it is the words that seem to be of more importance than the rhythms. The 

lyrics give a good explanation to the cakewalk style and the social affair that it was. 

 The song is divided into four sections with the 4th section an instrumental one 

before it repeats to a D. C. This piece does not use the traditional cakewalk rhythm 

and perhaps should not be called an early ‘cakewalk,’ but the title indicates the use 

of the activity of cakewalking as a viable article. 

 The lyrics describe individual participating in the cakewalk. There is no 

evidence of the traditional cakewalk rhythm (short, long, short) but the song 

contains dotted rhythms (dotted 8th and 16th notes), and if we put two in a row 

(short, long, short, long) we see a quasi cakewalk rhythm. The lyrics do state: “Den 

all forward four, just in de gay quadrille – O Lord how we perspire. No use, we 

can’t keep still; Oh, please to stop dat music – a walking for dat cake.” 
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Early Ragtime 

 

You’ve Been A Good Old Wagon – Harney & Biller – 1893 
 Written by vaudevillian Ben Harney in 1896, “Wagon” is probably the first 

American popular music piece that could be said to have elements of ragtime. We 

find the Cakewalk rhythm in the introduction and in the first two sections. There is 

a Negro dance presented in the 4th section. “Wagon” is one of the earliest examples 

of the birth of ragtime. Benjamin Robertson “Ben” Harney was born on March 6, 

1871 in Louisville, Kentucky. There was controversy as to whether Harney was 
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white or black. W. C. Handy referred to him as ‘white.’ His song “Cake Walk in the 

Sky” is said to be a version of vocal ragging (early scat singing) and was singing 

authentic sounding blues in the 1890s. 
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Blues 

 

One O’ Them Things – 1904 – James Chapman 
 Published in 1904 and written by James Chapman and Leroy Smith, the song is 

labeled “Rag Time-Two Step” The song begins with an introduction in the cakewalk 

rhythm (short, long, short) then a 12 bar blues section is presented. The middle two 

sections, not in the blues form, are followed by a D. S. that repeats the first section in 

blues progression. There is use of syncopation in the blues section. Most blues (either 

authentic or so titled) were considered to be rags during the early 20th century, thus the 

labeling as a ragtime piece. The cakewalk rhythm is used sparingly in section two. These 

sections sound like a cakewalk. Thus we have the mixing again of styles and form. 

Within this piece we find the cakewalk, the blues, the march form (or three sections with 

a D. S.) and the dancers dancing the two-step to the rhythm presented. 
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I got the Blues – 1908 – A. Maggio 
 In my search and later collection of early printed jazz music I found what I think 

is one of the earliest printed arrangements of a blues. It is by the New Orleans musician 

A. Maggio. It is a true 12 bar blues and in section ‘C’ it goes into the minor. I have the 

first page of the piano part and the full violin part which carries the melody, and the 

arrangements piano part. 

         Piano page 1 
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At a Georgia Campmeeting  - 1897 – Kerry Mills 
 Kerry Mills of New York was probably the first person to launch a ragtime piece 

on the musical market, no doubt innocent as a lamb at the time he set afloat his “Georgia 

Camp Meeting,” that the syncopate fever would follow in the wake of this famous piece. 

 There is one anecdote about how Mills came to write the song. Mills was a 

teacher in New York and also played at dances and receptions. Harassed with tone deaf 

or careless pupils, as are many of our music teachers. Mills one day announced to his 

suffering fellow dance musicians, that “I intend to do something desperate to extricate 

myself out of poverty and unsatisfactory musical environments.” He did do something 

desperate! He wrote the music for “Georgia Camp Meeting,” which is a clever 

composition and eventually became very successful. He published it himself and sold; it, 

leaving copies at various music stores in numerous cities. At first, sales were insignificant 

and the profits were not ‘rolling’ in. To push his music he dressed up in a fine suit of 

clothes with new patent leather shoes, a silk hat, a fancy cane and other accessories and 

looked as though he had just became wealthy. Then he visited music stores appeared to 

the owners as very elegant and prosperous. 

 They thought “business must be good. Kerry replied “That Georgia Camp 

Meeting of mine is going like wild-fire.” 
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The dealers didn’t see much of a demand for the piece but Kerry declared, “that Mr. so 

and so, was selling cart-loads of it.” So Mills got the dealers interested and the piece 

began to sell. 

 After the advent of the song ragtime dances began to multiply and soon became 

the most popular form of popular music. 
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Scott Joplin 

 
Magnetic Rag – 1914  

 It is almost un-necessary to say much about Joplin that has not been said. He is 

said to have been a musical genius in his own field of Ragtime. Publishing numerous 

rags, and other popular song styles of his day that included a rag opera. His last rag was 

the Magnetic Rag and included in one section is a use of the blues form (but with two 

bars inserted in the progression. 

 It was published three years after Berlin’s “Alexander’s Ragtime Band.” The 

publication of this piece hastened the fate of classical ragtime. These ‘Tin Pan Alley’ rags 

were not really classical rags but popular songs using some ragtime rhythms and were 

much easier to perform. 

 The third section of “Magnetic Rag” possesses a quasi blues form. There is an 

extension of the 12 bar progression after the first four bars are presented and continues 

with the blues progression after this insertion of two bars almost like an extension within 

a phrase. Perhaps Joplin did not want to use the 12 bar blues form as it carried with it a 

certain down grade of musical classicism. We find a description of Magnetic Rag at the 

beginning of Joplin’s collection of his piano works. It states: 

 ‘Magnetic Rag covers a range of moods unusual even in Joplin’s work, one that 

almost strains the capacity of the short form. The piece as pure music is an impressive, 

although sadly premature, close to Joplin’s piano works. It hints at future directions and 

demonstrates ragtime’s potential capability of expressing profound musical thoughts.” 
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All Coons Look Alike to Me – 1899 – Ernest Hogan 

  

 
 

 Ernest Hogan was born in 1865 in Bowling Green, Kentucky. As a young man he 

joined a minstrel troupe and in 1865. This song had a profound effect and influence on 

the development of ragtime music. 

 Hogan was not the author of the lyrics. He had heard a song played by a Chicago 

pianist in a salon called “All Pimps Look Alike to Me.” Hogan changed the words and 

substituted “coon” for “pimp”. He added a cakewalk rhythm he had been hearing in the 

backrooms of salons. The song sold over a million copies. Hogan remarked that it was 

really a love song. There were many imitators and a large group of ‘coon’ songs were 

written and became known as “Coon songs.” Because of this song and its inferences 

Hogan was overlooked as one of the originators of ragtime music. Just before he died 

Hogan stated: 

 “That song caused of lot of trouble in and out of show business, but it also was 

good for show business because at the time money was short in all walks of life. With the 

publication of the song, a new musical rhythm was given to the people. Its popularity 

grew and it sold like wildfire. That one song opened the way for a lot of colored and 

white songwriters. Finding the rhythm so great, they stuck to it, and now you get hit 

songs without the word ‘coon.’ Ragtime players were the boys who played just by ear 

their own creations of music which would have been lost to the world if I had not put it 

on paper.” 

 Hogan became the highest paid performer in vaudeville. Hogan and his wife 

Louise staged the first “syncopated music” concert in 1905. 
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Alexander’s Ragtime Band – 1911 – Irving Berlin 

 One of the most popular and influential pieces of the early 20th century. 

Alexander’s Ragtime Band paved the way for the beginnings of the famous “Tin Pan 

Alley.” Berlin was primarily a popular song writer and whatever was selling was the style 

of his next composition. “Alexander” was the name usually attributed to the Negro leader 

of a band. It made Berlin’s career. During this era one of the most popular and socially 

acceptable was the band playing concerts and dances in the town square or park. With the 

popularity of ragtime this song bridged the gap between classic ragtime and popular 

songs that were called ragtime. 
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Oceana Roll – 1911 – Lucien Renni & Roger Lewis 

 One of the greatest ragtime pieces – it tells the story of a pianist aboard the 

USS Alabama. It was written by a Frenchman, Lucien Denni (1886-1947) who was 

born in Nancy, France and migrated to the U. S. around 1900 and found success and 

fortune in the ‘new’ world. He was a pianist in vaudeville and night clubs and as a 

composer. Roger Lewis (1885-1948) was born in Colfax, Illinois. 
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 America was becoming a world power and the U. S. Navy ranked 2nd in the 

world, next to England. President Roosevelt sent the Navy on a world cruise. Lewis’ 

lyrics as it refers to England and Spain and shows the confidence of the US before 

WWI. The song was a hit from the very start 
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Jogo Blues (1913) & St. Louis Blues (1914) W. C. Handy 

 W. C. Handy is called the ‘father of the blues.’  

 

          Jogo Blues  

 

 

 

  

The Jogo Blues (Jogo-Negro) was published in 1913 in a band arrangement published by 

the Pace & Handy Music Company of Memphis, Tenn. This band arrangement was the 
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one played by the Handy Band. As one can observe it is a rather difficult piece to perform 

and the musicians in Hendy’s Band must have been good readers and very schooled 

musicians. After a 4 bar intro we see the theme of St. Louis Blues used. There are 5 

sections to the arrangement and scored for a ‘society band’ – violin (1st & 2nd parts), flute, 

clarinet (in A) cornet (2 cornets in A), trombone, bass, piano and drums. When used in a 

larger orchestra for theaters there is included a viola, horns in G and a bassoon part. 

 

 
 

Saint Louis Blues 

W. C. Handy’s most famous song was written after his song The Memphis Blues. 

Handy said he found his inspiration for the song while wandering the streets of St. Louis. On 

one afternoon he chanced to meet a black woman who was tormented by the absence of her 

husband: “Ma Man’s got a heart like a rock cast in de sea.” He used this experience to begin to 

combine ragtime syncopation and a Latin rhythm and a blues feeling along with a spiritual 

tradition. 

Handy composed most of his songs in a Memphis bar named Pee Wees, on Beale Street 

which was his band headquarters. The bar was owned by an Italian immigrant named Pee Wee. 

The place had a back room which served as a band room where musicians would gather. It was 

a place to relax and talk to others about their music. Handy had written a band piece entitled 

“Jogo Blues,” with a melody that came from Handy’s preacher and later used and called the St. 

Louis Blues. As a boy, the preacher chanted tune as the collection plate was passed. St. Louis 

Blues was dedicated to Mr. Russel Gardiner, a St. Louis friend, who had liked his previous 

composition, “Jogo Blues.” The song was initially turned down by all the publishers Handy 

approached. The song began to gain popularity when Handy and his partner Pace, formed their 

own publishing company and moved to New York City. While the first performance was by an 

unknown singer, a young Ethel Waters heard it that night and acquired the performance rights 

and became the first woman to publicly perform the song. 

The song was said to have sparked one of the greatest dance crazes, The Shimmy. It is 

said that the first woman to sing the song on Broadway was the famous night club singer Gilda 

Gray who performed the song at the Winter Garden in New York City. The recording industry 

was thriving and helped the song and it gained popularity. Sophie Tucker recorded it in 1917 

and the record became the first blues to sell a million copies.  
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It reached Europe and in 1940 the French called it “La Tristesse de Saint Louis” – (the 

sadness of St. Louis.) In Vienna where the musicians continued to play American jazz it was 

called “Sauerkraut. 

 It might be mentioned that the St. Louis professional hockey team took the song 

and they became known as the St. Louis Blues Hockey Team. (My thanks to Tom Morgan for 

many of these above facts.) 
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Tres Blues – “Blue Boy Blues” by Cole Porter (1922), “Left All Alone Again Blues” 

– by Jerome Kern (1920), and George Gershwin (1922), “Yankee Doodle Blues. 

 The earliest published band arrangement of the blues I have found is “I Got the 

Blues,” by G. Maggio, published in New Orleans in 1908. In sheet music we find, in 

1904, a piece “One O’ Them Things,” that includes a section with a blues progression. 

The blues, at first a solo vocal style, became on e of the influences of early jazz. During 

the jazz age of the 1920s, many songs were published using the word ‘blues’ in the title 

but were not true blues, but did use some of the ‘blues’ tones (flatted 3rd and 7ths) in the 

melody. Most every composer seemed to use the blues in some of their compositions. 

Three of the most famous popular song writers did this. I have selected three of them for 

the suite written by three major composers of the jazz age -   Porter, Kern and Gershwin 

 

Blue Boy Blues – 1922 – Cole Porter 

 Cole Porter, one of the most sophisticated popular song composers, wrote this 

composition in a theater revue entitled “Mayfair and Montmartre. It used the blues scale 

which gives it the ‘blues’ feeling as well as some sections in the traditional blues 

progression. 

Left All Alone Again Blues –  1920 - Jerome Kern 

 This song is not a true blues but in popular song from (A A B A ) that is repeated. 

WE find the use of muted brass as part of the arrangement. The song comes from Kern’s 

musical play “The Night Boat” and is orchestrated by the great Robert Russell Bennett 

one of the most respected arrangers in popular music. 

Yankee Doodle Blues – 1922 – George Gershwin 

 This arrangement begins with a bass pattern descending quarter notes g, F#, F, D 

(four bars)  Next a 12 bar blues chordal progression (with a limited use of blue notes, 
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notably in the 10th bar), is again repeated for another 12 bars). The song modulates C 

from G. Section B is in song form with the 1st 8 given. The 2nd 8 begins the same, then 

changes in the 2nd half of the 3rd bar with different harmony. This section is 16 bars       

long with the second 8 different in melody and harmony but not like a bridge. Last 8 bars 

have the first 2 ½ bars the same. It then changes to another harmony (unlike other 

beginning 8th’s that lead to a typical period ending). 
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Sister Kate – c1922 

A controversy remains to this day about the composer of the tune “I Wish I Could 

Shimmy Like My Sister Kate.” Louis Armstrong claimed that he composed it. Piron and 

Williams have their name on the publication which was published by the Williams Publishing 

Company in New York City in 1922. Writing in ‘Jersey Jazz,’ Jack Bradley addresses the 

controversy: 

“Louis Armstrong did, in fact, compose Sister Kate. His title was “Up in Maddie’s 

Bunk.” In 1915 he sold it outright to Piron for $50. Without knowing it, he relinquished all 

rights to the tune. This is documented in the book “Treat It Gentle,” an autobiography by 

Sidney Bechet.; “Jazz Masters of New Orleans,” by Martin Williams, and “Hear Me Talkin’ 

To Ya,” by Nat Shapiro and Nat Hentoff. The latter book quotes Louis directly. If any more 

evidence is needed, I have in my possession a copy of a letter from Louis Armstrong stating 

that he wrote “Up in Maddie’s Bunk.” 

Piron had it copyrighted in 1919 and in 1922 the copyright was assigned to the 

Clarence Williams Music Publishing Company, Inc. (Sic: The Piron/Williams partnership 

lasted only about a year. Williams left New Orleans for Chicago and then New York about a 

year later.)    

Louis never recorded the tune as he felt Piron took advantage of him and therefore did 

not want to contribute to Piron’s royalties by recording it. For some strange reason Piron 

himself never recorded the tune either. (Sic: First recorded by the Memphis five in 1922.) 
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                                                 A.J. Piron                        Louis Armstrong 

 

Additional info: 

Pops foster told why New Orleans pianist Clarence Williams’ name was on so many 

jazz tunes: 

“Clarence wasn’t down there too long when he and Armand Piron opened a little music 

store and music publishing house. I think that was around 1910 or 1912. We used to rehearse 

there sometimes. If you had written a number, you’d go to Clarence to write it down. He could 

write very fast; as fast as you could do the number, he could write it down. After he’d write it 

down, he’d arrange it and send it to have it copyrighted and published. Clarence always 

managed to cut himself in on a number. When a number was published, it would have four or 

five names on it. Clarence would get as much of it as he could. His name would be in two or 

three places and the guy who really wrote it was usually way down the line. After he got 

through, he had more of your number than you did. Louis Armstrong wrote “Sister Kate” and 

had Clarence put it down, copyrighted and published it, and Louis never did get nothing’ from 

it. Clarence was a real horse thief.” 
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Fidgety Feet (War Cloud) – 1919 -     ODJB (LaRocca & Shields) 

 The two songs are the same; the title of “War Cloud” is on the published band 

arrangement which in New Orleans was known as “Fidgety Feet.” IT begins with an 

introduction that used the cakewalk rhythm and then proceeds to a 16 bar song form with a 

theme reminiscent of the “12th St. Rag.” There is a quasi stop tune section to begin the 2nd 

strain and is as close as the song comes to having any type of stereo typed Indian music sound. 

While the melody in the 1st strain is in 16th notes, it is contrasted in the trio with a long not 

theme that sounds more like the theme for the trio of a march. Students of New Orleans music 

will recognize the basic tune as Fidgety feet. It was said that the ODJB put a new title on the 

song in hopes that it might sell more. 
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The Ten Top Tunes of the last  5 0 Years 

 

 In the 1934, January issue of Etude Doron K. Antrim, has composed an article on the 

top 14 songs of the last 50 years. I am familiar with all but one of them. (Down in Jungle 

Town) I will give a description of the tunes with some remarks and then present the sheet 

music. Many were very influential and made their mark on the history of American popular 

music, most often appearing in the performances of jazz performers. The list: 

 

 

1) – Georgia Camp Meeting (Kerry Mills) 

2) – Maple Leaf Rag (Scott Joplin) 

3) – The Bamboo Tree (Cole & Johnson) 

4) – Hiawatha (Charlie Daniels/Neil Moret) 

5) – Down in Jungle Land (Johanson/Morse 

6) – Ida, Sweet as Apple cider (Eddie Leonard) 

7) – Alexander’s Ragtime Band (Irving Berlin) 

8) – Memphis Blues (W. C. Handy) 

9) – St. Louis Blues (W. C. Handy) 

10)-Ballin’ the Jack (Chris Smith) 

11)-Nola (Felix Arndt) 

12)-Dardanella (Felix Bernard) 

13)-Man I Love (George Gershwin_ 

14)-Stardust (Hoagy Carmichael) 
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 If one made a similar list today there would be a number of changes in the list, but 

these were the songs that were around as jazz evolved. The harmonies, rhythms and 

progressions have evolved into more complicated and sophisticated practices, each tune in its 

day was significant and either heralded or stated entirely new trends. At the turn of the 20th 

century America was developing into a world power, not only in commerce, world influence, 

but also in the arts – The great classical music of the early 20th century, the emerging of jazz 

and the invention of the phonograph – all made America the place to be. With the coming of 

age of our own Native American popular music there developed a place for strictly American 

music, written by Americans and sang and danced to by Americans. 

  The following lists is just an attempt at showing some of the more popular and 

influential popular tunes of the first decades of the 20th century. It was put together by 

Doron K. Antrim in the 1934 January, 1934 issue of the music magazine the “Etude.”  

 

 “President Elliot of Harvard once said that the world’s best books gathered 

together would displace only five feet of shelf room. The best American popular tunes of 

the last half century do even better than that. You can count them on two hands. 

 Don’t shoot yet. It is true that a raft of good tunes have gone under the bridge in 

the last 50 years. But popular music is built to sell and therefore subject to strict 

limitations of pattern and form. Very seldom does a composer jump from the ruck and 

start his own baililwick. It’s too hazardous. The publishers don’t like to take a chance and 

the public are liable to find something new over their heads and let it alone. So the tune 

smiths expecting a pay-off, stay pretty well put. Once in a blue moon a composer throws 

away all the formulae and knocks out a new model. It may change the course of nations 

or it may not. Let’s see if we can track down the ten pace setting tunes of the last half-

century and find out how they made history. There may be some surprise packages in the 

list. 

A Tough Assignment 

 

 It’s a tough assignment to dig out the few standouts from thousands of hits. I 

found it necessary to impose qualifying limitations. By top tunes I mean the most 

significant tunes, those that either heralded or started entirely new trends. Also the tunes 

only are considered and their rhythmic, harmonic, contrapuntal, etc., treatment. Lyrics are 

left out of the talley. While lyrics are important in making a song, they are not so 

important as the tune for the reason that you remember the tune long after you have 

forgotten the words. These limitations naturally rule out hundreds of songs which might 

otherwise clutter up the outcome, such as bananas. 

 And finally, the number must be 100 per cent American, born and brought up in 

this country. That lets out the waltz for instance. We have had many beautiful waltzes 

written here and also their derivatives such as the hesitation waltz, abut we created 

nothing decidedly new or American with this old form which goes back a thousand years. 

There are other engrafted rhythms such as the tango, rumba, etc., none of which come to 

this setting. On the other hand, we did create the fox trot which has outlasted a flock of 

other form as the turkey trot, Charleston, Black bottom, etc., and looks like a permanent 

acquisition. And so, having defined our basis of selection, what have we? 

 The Negroes of the South set the inherent tempo of American popular music; a 

lively, springy tempo as contrasted to the sad, somber tempo of Russia. Since this tempo 
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reflected the life of the whole nation which was dynamic, happy and energetic, it became 

the American idiom. Syncopation was one of its devices, but used in an individual way. 

Syncopation is not new, but its treatment by our native sons is. 

 The granddaddy of this American music is, strangely enough, a white man from 

Detroit, named Kerry Mills, nom de plume for F. a. Mills, and he set its tempo in a piece 

called At A Georgia Camp Meetin’ in 1898. There had been plenty of music written 

before this in syncopated tempo and even ragtime. But this is the first piece that caught 

everybody’s ear, fancy and feet. It went over a million copies, has sold through the years, 

and still sells a couple hundred copies a year. Kerry Mills’ first cakewalk, Rastus on 

Parade, brought him to New York and started him in business. His next was Happy Days 

in Dixie, and his third, Georgia Camp Meeting, was a home run. 

 

Starting Something 

 

 This piece was revolutionary in its day. It broke in on a lot of slobbery, sob stuff 

and other simplicities such as After the Ball and set the darkies to cakewalking which was 

more of a body contortion than a dance. It opened up the way to ragtime which followed 

soon after. 

 What a piece! There is vitality about this melody even today. It moves with a 

syncopated stride that gets under the skin. This number was the pathfinder to ragtime, 

jazz and what have you in modern American music. 

 A song in 1899 a tune came to a head all at once from the fermenting elements of 

ragtime all about it. 

 That year a colored man, Scott Joplin wrote Maple Leaf Rag, probably, the 

greatest rag ever scored and some 30 years ahead of its time. This was first an 

instrumental piano number and technically way beyond the ken of the average piano 

pounder. But despite that, it sold up into such big figures 5,000 copies at a time – that it 

was issued with words in 1903 and enjoyed many years of popularity. Originally issued 

by Stark of St.  Louis it is now handled by Melrose of Chicago. 

 This tune not only define dragtime, but set the trend for a long line of pianistic 

numbers to follow culminating in real technical war-horses, such as Confrey’s Kitten on 

the Keys: which showed up almost 30 years later, In between there were innumerable 

opuses of the same tripe as Temptation Rag, Tiger Rag, Dill Pickles, etc. 

 It was a big music year – 1899. Eighteen smashing hits made their appearance in 

that year and the rag microbe was beginning to inoculate whites as well as blacks. One of 

the best examples of the new trend was Howard and Emerson’s Hello My Baby.  Max 

Dreyfus jumped in with Hello My Ragtime Girl and it was hello to scores of dusky belles 

for years to come. 

 

Fiddler’s Breakdown 

 

 Just at the turn of the century came the best example of a diffler’s break down 

ever written. Turkey in the Straw, O’Bonnell (Illinois Music Co.). It was in the tempo of 

the times, but it signaled more a closing epoch than a beginning one and, therefore does 

not rate on our list. 
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 About in 1902 Whitmark published Under the Bamboo Tree, Cole-Johnson, 

which carried a repetitious but intriguing rhythm. The Johnson brothers were walking 

down Broadway one sizzling summer day with Rosamond humming over the spiritual 

Nobody Knows de Trouble I’ve Seen. 

 “It’s a great tune,” said his brother. ”Can we use it?” 

”Don’t touch that,” Rosamond barred it finality. “That’s scared.” 

“Change it. Can’t you change it?” insisted the other. “If you can’t your music 

school do---you   n--- 

 

So they used the  ---- meter as the spiritual, but different notes and got the ideal for the 

verse from Charminade’s Flatterer. 

 The boys were beginning to have fun with the rag tempo. The year 1902 was also 

notable for the publication in this country of Glow Worm when inaugurated a gavotte 

style made famous by Pavlowa. This number, however is not American and, therefore 

ruled out for top honors. 

 Our third pathfinder hit the music stands with a thud in 1903. It was Hiawatha by 

Neil Moret (Chas. Daniels). This prize winner was first published in Kansas City and 

collected nothing but dust on the shelves for five years. It was acquired by Jerome H. 

Remick of Detroit for what was considered a magnificent advance in those days and even 

now nothing to sniff at - $5,000. The firm got behind it with the biggest song ballyhoo 

yet put on and opened up a gold mine. 

 The A. H. Goetting enterprises bet on this number with what is believed to be the 

largest single order on record for sheet music. Their representative negotiated for 100,000 

copies of Hiawatha for $12,000 cash. This whole deal was consummated while Remick 

and the Goetting representative were riding in a two-wheel sport racer, with the former 

trying out one of his new race horses. J. H. Remick had quite a racing stable at Belle Isle 

which is directly across the river from Detroit. 

 

Indian Music Begins 

 

 Hiawatha started a long train of Indian stuff, but more than that, it emancipated 

the bass from the um-pa, um-pa which had gone before almost exclusively. The bass in 

the chorus shows a strain of counterpoint against the main theme and the orchestra boys 

hopped on this with gusto. Popular music was getting away from the I, IV, and V chords. 

In piano accompaniments, the bass which was given over mostly to a seesawing back and 

forth between the bass note and its chord began more interesting work. The right hand 

borrowed some of the “left” stuff and began its development which has continued down 

to the present day. Hiawatha showed no new rhythmic device. But it did break up the 

mass formation in the bass. 

 Another standout of 1903 was Down in Jungle Town. Johnson, Morse. It is chiefly 

interesting for its clever use of the five-tone scale. 

 The years 1905 to 1907 were also fat ones for the publishers with hits of 

diversified character riding. Harry von Tilzer, one of the most prolific hit writers in 

America, was getting into his stride. He fashioned waltz songs, ragtime novelties and 

ditties and his numbers sold into the millions. He was an adept on forecasting public taste 
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and molding it. In the nineteen hundreds and down until jazz broke, he reigned supreme. 

One of his numbers that best caught the spirit of ragtime was Cubanola Glide. 

 In 1905 Ida, Sweet as Apple Cider, Leonard (Marks) saw the light and presented 

the foxtrot. Another departure in that period was a number in 6/8 time. Dearie, -----

(Remick), which achieved a captivating effect. 

 In 1909 Berlin began tampering with the tantalizing tempo in That Memorizing 

Mendelssohn Tune, giving one of the first new formulas in jazzing the classics. H---

himself an adept; in such numbers as Ragtime Violin and Everybody’s doing it. The last 

named was one of those true numbers which coagulated later into the foxtrot. But 

Berlin’s big tune was yet to come. 

 At this time, back to ballads was the cry. It was said that ragtime had played itself 

out. Berlin bridged the transition period with Alexander’s Ragtime Band. The funny part 

of it is that this is not ragtime. It has only a few minor syncopations throughout and is 

otherwise a straight march tempo. But it revived interest in a waning cause and prepared 

the ground for jazz. It shows interesting harmonic treatment especially the descending 

bass in the chorus. The number qualifies in our list of ten. 

 But real jazz broke with the blues; specifically Hendy’s Memphis Blues, Handy 

and his orchestra were playing this number as early as 1909 and using one of the first 

recorded breaks. It was not until years later that the blues took hold. Handy wrote 

Memphis Blues under a nom de plume and shortly thereafter sold it for 4100. 

 This first blues labors under a somewhat academic style. The Father of the Blues 

told me he was ashamed of this original Negro music with its dialect and strove to 

compensate by making it as musically as possible. The result was like a dockhand 

dressing up in a cutaway. 

 But when Handy sensed the appeal this music had on the public, he took off the 

fixings, got down to earth and wrote the St. Louis Blues. This number was copyrighted in 

1914 and caught on very slowly. Phonograph companies shied away from it and leaders 

only played it occasionally as a novelty. But it finally came into its own. To date there 

have probably been more arrangements and recordings of this number than any on the 

list. It took precedence over Memphis Blues, because it was easier to play, easier to sing 

as Memphis Blues has a range of over an octave and a real moaning’ low number. 

 The post war slump almost ruined Handy. The closing out of 600 Woolworth 

music counters left him with half a million unsold copies on his hands. Legally he might 

have dodged his obligations by bankruptcy. Instead he labored unremittingly to pay every 

cent he owed and almost ruined his eyesight and his health. But today he has recovered 

both and has just moved his publishing office to larger quarters. He was the first to score 

breaks and to formalize the blues. 

The Foxtrot Breaks 

 

 During this period dance steps were as awkward admixture of struts, hops, trios 

which finally settled down into the formal foxtrot. The turkey trot as exemplified by Too 

Much Mustard was no doubt the direct descendant. Probably the finest foxtrot, 

recognized as such was Ballwin’ the Jack by Chris smith (Marks), copyrighted in 1913. 

There may have been foxtrots before, but this number set the form with four accented 

beats. It is an interesting number with its shifting tonalities and forth right beat. 
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 Ballwin’ the Jack took on immediately and established American priority right 

from the foxtrot all over the world. Nobody seemed to know what the title was all about – 

a Negro dance in Georgia – but the tune soon blared from millions of phonographs. The 

composer was a colored gentleman from the Deep South. 

 IN fact the Negroes set the tempo and traditions of American music. The white 

brethren carried on, extended and developed. 

 In 1915 Felix Arndt wrote a piece called Nola which gave pianists something to 

live for and helped build more than one reputation of pianist leaders, as that of Lopez. It 

was not easy to play and difficult to put into an arrangement but its original and ingenious 

rhythmic treatment captivated the public and it is just as good today as it ever was. 

 Nola boosted the stock of purely pietistic pieces and was the bulwark of the piano 

roll industry for years. Its forerunner was Maple Leaf Rag and its successors – such 

pieces as Comfrey’s Kitten on the Keys, some numbers of Duke Ellington, etc. It was a 

big step away from the early simplicities. Felix Arndt, who died during the flu epidemic, 

was a skilled pianist and Nola was his chief contribution to posterity. 

 

Wakes Up the Entire Industry 

 

 In 1919 Dardanella broke. It was so novel in rhythmic figuration that it woke up 

the entire industry. Felix Bernard and Harry Black placed this number with Fred Fisher 

who had taken over McCarty-Fisher. It lay around gathering moss for some time then 

Fisher gave it to some orchestras. Suddenly a clamor arose for the piece which swelled 

into a chorus. Fisher offered Bernard, who was playing vaudeville in the west, $100 for 

his rights and Bernard accepted. When Bernard realized he had sold a hit song for a song 

he sued, a compromise was affected and he was put on royalty. 

 There were probably more law suits over this number than any other of recent 

vintage. No less than eight different arrangers tried to supply the demand. It is said that 

Arthur Lange suggested the pattern in the bass. If so, he is responsible for the chief 

ingredient which made the song. This bold basic figure playing counterpoint against a 

melody which borrowed some of the bass’s rhythmic features, caught everybody’s fancy. 

How the arrangers sweat over it,   particularly over the bass which they finally assigned 

to the low register clarinets. This number set new standards for the popular song and 

helped put the arranger in the running. It defied imitation which is about the best thing 

you can say for any musical number. Zez Confrey wrote Stumbling, a little later, which 

employed a clever rhythmic figure, but outside that and a few others, Dardanella stood 

alone. 

 

Experimentation 

 

The decade beginning with 1920 was one of great diversity and experimentation on the 

part of writers, arrangers and orchestra players. Jazz reached its apogee. Songs of every 

character from the simplest to the most sophisticated were falling over each other. In 

1920 Paul Whiteman made symphonic settings of such tunes as Whispering, Avalon, etc; 

and sold millions of phonograph records. The radio broke in and stimulated more 

diversified songs and a greater number of them. There were some significant tunes but 
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out of the lot only two emerge as standard bearers. They are Gershwin’s Man I Love, in 

1927, and Carmichael’s Stardust in 1929. 

 Gershwin is the white hope who has inherited the intent and spirit of jazz and 

Man I Love is a culmination of all that which is best in this idiom. The chorus is a 

masterpiece of building a beautiful tone structure from essentially simple means. He 

employs only a three tone blue progression with varying tonalities. Man I Love has been 

called the best popular song of the century and it is undoubtedly the best in the jazz 

idiom. 

 The most original song harmonically is Stardust, which is more an art song than a 

popular song. That this song attained any popularity is due to a more discriminating taste 

on the part of the public. It is hard to arrange, sing, and play with chord combinations that 

rarely rear their heads in popular music. 

 This song has no jazz antecedents although the composer was brought up in this 

school. It can only be described by that vague term, modern. While the song has created 

no vogue unless it be pointing the way back to melody, it has influenced higher type 

songs, a breaking away from pattern and more experimentation. Composers have been 

tampering with the 32 bar, we have songs with chorus first, songs without chorus, songs 

without words, songs with coda, ad infinitum. It’s a period of transition and what is 

coming next is still in the bag. 

 These ten songs are a thumb nail history of popular American music to date. 

Probably no similar list of songs would show up a more impressive sales total. And yet 

publishers took a long chance with most of the numbers since they were well off the beaten 

track. Which is an argument in favor of the pace setters instead of the mere imitators. We have 

slowly emerged from the simple to the complex. But the inherent tempo of America as set by 

those early writer, still remains. It is just looking for new forms. 

 

The Songs 
 

1) At A Georgia Camp Meeting – 1899 – Kerry Mills 

Kerry Mills was a popular composer of song around the turn of the 20th century. In 

1899, It was first classified as a ‘Coon song.’ but after being at a religious meeting and as a 

response to what he saw and what he considered the degrading lyrics of many coon song Mills 

wrote this with a more respected lyric. After no one showed an interest in its publication Mills 

formed his very successful music publishing company. The vaudeville team of Genaro and 

Bailey used it in their act and it became immensely successful. 

On the sheet music we read: “This March was not intended to be a part of the Religious 

Exercises “At a Georgia Campmeeting” but when the young folks got together they felt as if 

they needed some amusement. A Cake Walk was suggested, and held I n a quiet place nearby – 

hence this Music.” 
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 2) Maple Leaf Rag - Scott Joplin – 1899 

 This most influential rag was written in 1899 by Scott Joplin and got its name from a 

short-lived Sedalia social club, the Maple Leaf. Sales were slow at the start but soon became a 

national best seller. The publisher, John Stark met Joplin by chance and gave Joplin $50 and a 

penny for each copy sold. This penny blossomed to a large amount of money as the sheet 

music sold over a million copies. 
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3) Under the Bamboo Tree – Cole & Johnson – 1902 

 This song, written by vaudevillians Roseamond Johnson & Bob Cole was used in the 

production of Sally in Our Alley starring the then famous Marie Cahill. It is probably better 

known as the song that Judy Garland and Margaret O’Brien in the film Meet Me in St. Louis.  

Roseamond John played Lawyer Frazier in the original 1935 production of “Porgy and Bess.” 

Rosamond’s name did not appear on the song and later he explained why: 

‘Had I known at the time that “Bamboo Tree” would become an international hit – I 

would have not objected to having my name appear on the copyright. Remember my telling 

you that the theme was an inversion of the old Negro spiritual “Nobody Knows De Trouble I 

see” and I thought it below the dignity of a student of music at the Conservatory.”  
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4 - Hiawatha - 1901 

 Daniels first love (not the woman he married) was Ruth Peebles. He had been her 

accompanist and was asked to visit her in the quaint community of Hiawatha, Kansas, named 

after the Longfellow poem “Hiawatha.” On the train ride there the clacking of the train wheels 

inspired    him to think of a song and upon arriving he played the song for Ruth and her family. 

They adored it and named it for the town. Daniels remarked later that “Had Ruth been 

vacationing in Kalamazoo that would have been the name of the tune.” He published the piece 

under the name of Neil Moret in 1901. As it wasn’t ragtime it was not popular at first but when 

he got John Philip Sousa to play it, the song soon became a big hit. On July 4, 1901 Daniels got 

a telegram from Sousa – “Congratulations, Dear Boy, “Hiawatha” is the biggest hit I’ve ever 

played. John Philip Sousa.” It was at this time that Remick bought the Daniel’s music catalog 

for the huge amount (at this time) for $10,000. It was the arrangement of the song by Harry 

Guy that actually began the “Indian” craze of this period. 
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5) Down in Jungle Town – 1908 – Theodore Morse. Lyrics-Ed Madden 

A picturesque cover adorns the cover of this song. Morse outdoes himself in creating what was 

subtitled “monkey ditty.’ Such an artful cover and the artist unknown. This song is called a 

‘master stroke.’ The song is characterized by a two note bass line (g to d) conveying an exotic 

sound. Just like the later tune “Aba Daba Honeymoon, the song     shows us a monkey couple 

‘tying the knot’ and then heading for their honeymoon. The monkey king is the groom and the 

chorus is considered where the work really stands out.  

A memorable double melody and a clever and interesting accompaniment, Morse creates a 

delightful musical experience. He fills in the long note of a phrase ending with a 16th note run 

that adds to the attractiveness of the piece with his use of dynamics adding emphasis to the 

excitement of the music. The music is worthy of any lyric that might have been added. The 

lyricist was Edward Madden born in 1878 and died in 1952. He was a charter member of the 

lyricist society and h ad worked with a number of other composers. With Gus Edwards he 

wrote “By the Light of the Silvery Moon,” and “Moonlight Bay” with Percy Weinrich.  He 

wrote for the great Fanny Brice and enjoyed great success as a main member of Tin Pan 

Alley’s inner circle.  
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6) Ida, Sweet as Apple Cider – 1903 – Eddie Leonard 

 A noted vaudevillian, He sang this song in the musical “Roly Boly eyes. The Germanic 

root (Ida) earning ‘work.’ It gained more fame when the famous entertainer Eddie Cantor 

(Edward Israel Iskowitz - 1982-1942) used the song as his theme song and to honor his wife 

Ida Tobias Cantor. He had sung the song when he was with Gus Edward’s vaudeville youth 

act, imitating Leonard style of singing. In 1917 it was recorded by the Earl Fuller Novelty 

Orchestra.  Alfred Lord Tennyson used the named in his poem “The Princess” in 1847. 
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 The composer died in a $3.00 a day Manhattan hotel room. He had been one of the 

great vaudevillians whose blackface showmanship. Fine voice and nimble feet keep him on the 

top of his professional for nearly 40 years. He was the composer of over 40 songs. Wealthy 

during his time he lost his fortune in the 1929 market crash. In his pocket when he died was a 

pair of baseball passes.   
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7) Alexander’s Ragtime Band – 1922 – Irving Berlin 

 One of the most popular and influential pieces of the early 20th century, Alexander’s 

Ragtime Band paved the way for the beginnings of the famous “Tim Pan Alley.” Berlin was 

primarily a popular song writer and whatever was selling was the style of his next composition. 

Alexander was the name used when person of authority would call a Negro, thus the name of 

the song as typical of the Negro jazz band.  
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W. C. Handy 

 
William Christopher Handy was born on November 16, 1873 and grew up in post-Civil 

War Alabama. Taking music lessons his first instrument was the cornet, which in later life he 

played with his own brass band. It was first in 1892 in Mississippi that he first heard what was 

called ‘Delta Blues.’ Called the ‘father of the blues’ this distinction probably was used with the 

popularity of his first blues written in 1908. The song was published with the title Mr. Crump, 

written as a campaign song for the mayor of Memphis, Edward H. Crump. Later he retooled 

the song in 1912 and called it The Memphis Blues.  

 Handy’s most popular and well-known song was The St. Louis Blues. 

 

8 - Memphis Blues 
 In 1909 Handy wrote a song for candidate Edward H. Crump, who was running for 

Mayor on what was then called a reform ticket – to help muster the Negro vote. Handy used a 

campaign song in the style familiar to the cities Negroes – the blues. He scribed words and 

music at Pee Wee’s Saloon on Beale Street. The title he gave to the song was “Mr. Crump.” It 

became so popular that it became a significant factor in Crump’s election. After 1912 Handy 

rewrote this piece and called it The Memphis Blues. He sold it to the Bennett Music Company 

of New York for $50 with added lyrics by George A. Norton. 

 The October 16th, 1909, in Musical America we find a paragraph about the “Memphis 

Blues:” 

 “In 1909 the fight for the Memphis mayoralty was three-cornered, the corners being 

Messrs. Williams, Talbert and e. H. Crump. There were also three leading Negro bands: 

Eckford’s Bynum’s and Handy’s. As a matter of course the services of these three were 

engaged for the duration to demonstrate to the public the executive ability of their respective 

employers; through Jim Mulcaby, a ward leader before whose saloon the Handy forces had 

often serenaded, his candidate turned out to be Mr. Crump. This was a matter of moment, 

involving the organization of sub-bands in order to cover all possible territory, and Handy was 

spurred to creative effort, which he happened to exercise through the aid, not of remembered 

tunes, but of that blues form which had, without analysis, somehow imbedded itself in his 

thoughts. His band opened fire at the corner of Main and Madison with a piece (named, of 

course, “Mr. Crump), of such vivacity that it caused dancing in the streets and an outbreak of 

public whistling With such a song, and none like it forthcoming from Eckford’s or Bunum’s, 

the popular choice (Crump and Handy) was a foregone conclusion; the one became mayor, the 
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other locally famous, the sought-after for all celebrations, the writer of manuscripts of his one 

lion-child for the belles between numbers at the dances, the magnificently tipped accordingly 

by their beaux; the proprietor of a whole chain of bands, sending out nearly ninety men to this 

quarter and that of a single night.” Thus did a new form win immediate recognition for itself 

and its instigator and a political at the same time.” 
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9 - Saint Louis Blues 

W. C. Handy’s most famous song was written after his song The Memphis Blues. 

Handy said he found his inspiration for the song while wandering the streets of St. Louis. On 

one afternoon he chanced to meet a black woman who was tormented by the absence of her 

husband: “Ma Man’s got a heart like a rock cast in de sea.” He used this experience to begin to 

combine ragtime syncopation and a Latin rhythm and a blues feeling along with a spiritual 

tradition. 

Handy composed most of his songs in a Memphis bar named Pee Wees, on Beale Street 

which was his band headquarters. The bar was owned by an Italian immigrant named Pee Wee. 

The place had a back room which served as a band room where musicians would gather. It was 

a place to relax and talk to others about their music. Handy had written a band piece entitled 

“Jogo Blues,” with a melody that came from Handy’s preacher and later used and called the St. 

Louis Blues. As a boy, the preacher chanted tune as the collection plate was passed. St. Louis 

Blues was dedicated to Mr. Russel Gardiner, a St. Louis friend, who had liked his previous 

composition, “Jogo Blues.” The song was initially turned down by all the publishers Handy 

approached. The song began to gain popularity when Handy and his partner Pace, formed their 

own publishing company and moved to New York City. While the first performance was by an 
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unknown singer, a young Ethel Waters heard it that night and acquired the performance rights 

and became the first woman to publicly perform the song. 

The song was said to have sparked one of the greatest dance crazes, The Shimmy. It is 

said that the first woman to sing the song on Broadway was the famous night club singer Gilda 

Gray who performed the song at the Winter Garden in New York City. The recording industry 

was thriving and helped the song and it gained popularity. Sophie Tucker recorded it in 1917 

and the record became the first blues to sell a million copies.  

It reached Europe and in 1940 the French called it “La Tristesse de Saint Louis” – (the 

sadness of St. Louis.) In Vienna where the musicians continued to play American jazz it was 

called “Sauerkraut. 

 It might be mentioned that the St. Louis professional hockey team took the song 

and they became known as the St. Louis Blues Hockey Team. (My thanks to Tom Morgan for 

many of these above facts.) 
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10) Ballin' the Jack – 1909 – Jim Burris & Chris Smith 

The composers, in 1913 wrote this song based on a Negro song that became a dance fad 

throughout White America .In the early 1900s; it was a dance on its own. Eventually it merged 

with the Lindy Hop and lost its originality. It is thought that the Negroes laying rail for the 

railroad in the 1890s would sing this song. “Jack” was a name for a locomotive and Ballin’ was 

the trainman’s hand gesture to mean ‘faster’ or ‘to have fun.’ 

The dance was a sensual, gyration dance with the use of bumps and grinds. It was done 

as a solo dance. Its first public appearance was in 1913 at the Lafayette Theater in Harlem in 

the play “The Darktown Follies.” It appeared in the first act called “At the Ball, That’s All.” It 

was also used in the Ziegfeld Follies of 1913. 
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11 - Nola - 1915 

 

Written by Felix Arndt in 1915 and named for his fiancée Nola Locke, a vocal teacher 

and a professional concert singer. Arndt was a self taught pianist who later studied formal 

music. Arndt’s life was cut short in 1918 in the flu epidemic. 

 

 

 
 

12) Dardanella 1919 -  Felix Bernard & Johnny Black 

Black was part of vaudeville shows in Cincinnati and then went to New York City. He 

fell in love with an oriental dancer who asked him to create a new oriental number. That night 

Black in his kitchenette, with a photo of this girl, wrote the song “Dardanella,” completing the 

song in about an hour. In 1936 Black and a customer at Shadowland, argued and had a fight 

which killed Black. 
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13 - The Man I Love 

 When the Gershwin brothers were working on “Lady be Good” George opened his 

notebook and took out one of the tunes and played it for Ira. Ira said, “That verse would make a 

good chorus, better than the one you’ve got. Ira began to put words to the new ‘chorus.” It was 

entitled “The Man I Love” was to be sung by Adele Astaire. The producer didn’t like the song 

and it got taken out of show. It was said to have slowed up the action and was too hard to sing, 

with all those chromatics and it was thought that it was too slow in a show filled with dancing 

and rhythm.  Lady Mountbatten liked it and took a copy back to England. Meanwhile the 

Gershwin’s were working on “Strike up the Band”. The tune was tried and cut from that show. 

The tune was again tried in a show called “Rosalie” but was cut from its third show. Returning 

tourists from England began talking about how popular the song was in England. It crossed the 

channel with Lady Louis Mountbatten where she had the Berkeley Square Orchestra introduce 

it in London and then later it was played in Paris. It then found its way to America to become a 

hit. Thus the tune became popular in America in 1928 by Helen Morgan. When a revival of 

“Lady Be Good” is performed the tune is included. 

 The song was never heard on Broadway until the revival. It was first heard at a concert 

by Eva Gauthier with George as her accompanist. Gershwin once explained that the song took 

so long to get appreciated in the U.S. because the chromaticism to the chorus made the melody 

difficult to be assimilated, and could not readily be sung or hummed without a piano 

accompaniment.  

 

 
 

14 -Stardust - 1926  

 Hoagy was thinking of a girl when this melody first became a successful hit. Some 

accounts say that he was walking down lover’s lane sitting on the so-called ‘spooning wall’ on 

campus of the University of Indiana thinking of the tune. He had begun working on a song 

while working for law firm in Miami. After hearing the recording of his song Washboard Blues 

as done by Red Nichols, he realized that it was music he wanted to be involved in, not law. He 
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returned to Indiana and began writing and playing music. It is said that he had received a ‘Dear 

John’ letter and was feeling depressed. While he was strolling near the ‘spooning wall’ on 

campus, he looked up at the sky and got a melody in his head. He then went into the ‘Book 

Nook,’ a local hangout and finished the song the night. A schoolmate, Stu Gorrell, baptized the 

tune “Stardust” because it sounded like dust from stars drifting down through the summer sky. 

Carmichael later remarked that “I had no idea what the title meant, but I thought it was 

gorgeous.’ Upon hearing the tune played by Emile Seidel with Hoagy on the piano he thought: 

‘This melody was bigger than I. It didn’t seem a part of me. Maybe I hadn’t written it at all. It 

didn’t sound familiar even…to lay my claims, I wanted to shout back at it. Maybe I didn’t 

write you, but I found you.” 

At first the tune was considered a jazz tune and was played at jam sessions in an up 

tempo. It was introduced by Don Redman as a jazz tune. Eventually it was slowed down and 

played more sentimentally on a suggestion by Jimmy Dale and the lyrics were written in 1929 

by Mitchell Parish on the suggestion by Irving Mills and it became one of the greatest and 

famous popular songs ever written. It probably is the only song ever recorded on both sides of 

a record – one side by Tommy Dorsey, the other by Benny Goodman... 

Mitchell Parrish 
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NEW ORLEANS BLUES - 1925 
 This is a 12 bar blues tango, using what is called the rhythm of the Spanish Tinge. 

Two themes emerge. Beginning at section A & B - different but coming together in bar 5 

with the same melody, then branching off again in bar 8 until the end in bar 12. The 

second theme is at 3. This part stops the tango rhythm and as Morton adds the word 

“Stomp.” Morton is an important name in early jazz and his importance lies in his 

incorporating the existing rhythms and style of his time into jazz. One should not 

overlook his contribution to jazz orchestration. 
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The Saxophone 

 

 

Adolph Sax 

 
The saxophone is one of the newest instruments in the Western musical world. 

Adolph Sax (1814-1894) developed the first sax in1864. In the following years Sax 

continues to develop new saxes and other instruments. Its importance in the family of 

instruments is seen in its use and acceptance into early jazz after the first decade of the 

20th century. A dance band arrangement using two saxes is found in the Robichaux 

library at Tulane Jazz Archives dating 1910. Just as the electric guitar became popular 

with the birth of Rock music, the sax was an iatrical part of quickly developing jazz band. 

Sax had obtained 14 patents for saxes in various keys and size. 

 

 
Alto, Tenor & Baritone Saxes 

Soprano Sax 
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 When jazz was evolving in New Orleans the saxophone was not a prominent 

instrument. It was presented in New Orleans with the Mexican Band in 1884 but it was 

not until around 1915 that it began to be used. It became prominent in Chicago and grew 

from then on. 

 

The Sax in New Orleans 

 

Interview – Papa John Joseph (New Orleans Jazzman) 

 

The years between 1913 and 1918 were significant in Papa John’s musical career. 

During that time he left New Orleans to join a traveling show band led by Professor 

Anthony Holmes of Lutcher, Louisiana. Holmes taught Papa John how to read music and 

he encouraged his new sideman to get a saxophone when the instrument first came out. 

“He say, ’John, a man like you shouldn’t be on the bass.’ I got a cello, and I play cello 

awhile. He say, “Why don’t you get a saxophone? Say ‘I’ll get you a saxophone pretty 

cheap.’ So a friend of mine’s was there at the time, and said, ‘I know a fella in New 

Orleans just came down from New York with a saxophone.’ Had just bought it. So I 

gave him fifty dollars and train fare. Had an e-flat alto. I played with Homes’ band. Well, 

I could play a little clarinet; and in ‘bout a month I was going out with the band with the 

saxophone.” 

Upon returning to New Orleans, Papa John found that he was a pioneer; “I had the 

first saxophone in New Orleans.” He was significant in introducing the instrument into 

brass bands and dance bands throughout the city. 

 

Blues King – Chris Kelly 

 “Sometimes when Chris Kelly used eight pieces he would add a pianist 

named Tink (Batiste), the 7th man would be another trumpet player. I played several jobs 

with Chris and was considered a regular member of the band. Chris used the sax when it 

came out in the latter part of the teens.” 

 

Sax Mentioned in Newspapers 

 

Baton Rouge Paper of 1904 

 

"A little more than 70 years ago (Sic: 1828) there was no such thing as a 

brass band in existence. The very first band entirely of brass dates in fact, no 

further back then 1835. Prior to that time even one military music was produced 

almost entirely from instruments made from wood and as recently as 1883 a full 

regimental band consisted of 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 horns, and two bassoons. As 

showing the important part played by the sounding brass in our bands, it is 

sufficient to mention that in an up to date first class band, of say, 42 pieces, there 

would probably be found from 18 to 20 horns, to say nothing of saxophones,  

which are partly clarinet and partly horn." (Nov. 3) 

 

Baton Rouge 1916 
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"Additions To Band Give Better Balance. New Reed Instruments Make 

Tone of Band Softer and More Harmonious-University is Generous. 

Recent additions to the band instruments have made a better balanced 

organization, which gives softer, more harmonious music," says Professor W. H. 

Stopher, director of music. Eight new reeds have recently been added to the 

band's equipment. 

At the beginning of the year the presence of too many brass instruments 

was very noticeable. Efforts to make the band better balanced, having reed, brass 

and percussion instruments in better proportion, were made, with the result that a 

good foundation toward a standard organization has been accomplished. 

The new instruments that have been purchased by the University for the 

band include a piccolo, an Eb clarinet, three regular Bb clarinets, a soprano 

saxophone, a tenor saxophone and a bassoon. One Eb cornet has also been 

secured. 

 

Donaldsonville, Louisiana 

 

Another grouped the Dixie Strutters Minstrels appear in Donaldsonville on Nov. 

17th. 

Tom Brown entered it and we read in the paper of his endeavors in that field as 

his band performs in Plaquimines 'Theater Wilbert': 

 

"THEATRE WILBERT OPENS SEASON ON DECEMBER 15. Presenting a 

Wonderful Attraction with An All-Star Cast. 

Lionel Delacroix, progressive lesee and manager of the Theatre Wilbert, 

Plaquemine, announce the formal opening of the season at his popular playhouse, on 

Saturday, Dec. 15, matinee and night, when Julien Eltings and Tom Brown and the 

Brown Brothers will present their Black and White Revue of 1924, with an all-star cast. 

A corona of beautiful maidens will surround the stars. Unusual care was exercised in the 

choosing of the many lovely girls who make up the chorus, and while beauty was one of 

the requirements, ability to sing and dance was not overlooked by those who made the 

selections. As an additional musical feature, Messrs. Eltinge and Brown, proprietors of 

the show, are carrying a forty-piece saxophone band, an unusually large assemblage of 

these popular instruments. Nothing has been overlooked in the way of costume splendor 

and production perfection, and the producer, Jacques Pierre, has left nothing undone to 

place his organization on the pinnacle of theatrical proficiency. 

Mr. Delacroix states that he had booked many splendid attractions for the coming 

season, all of which are up to the stand of the exceptionally meritorious plays which have 

appeared at that popular playhouse and delighted large and sometimes over-flow 

audiences in the past, including many theatre-goers from this city and vicinity who have 

taken pleasure in journeying to Plaquemine in automobiles to witness these interesting 

productions." (Dec. 8th.) 

 

Donaldsonville – 1923 
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Another group, the Dixie Strutters Minstrels, appear in Donaldsonville on Nov. 

17th. 

 

Vaudeville was one of the major forms of entertainment in the early Twentieth 

Century. Vaudeville was a major institution in the spreading and popularity of early jazz. 

Tom Brown entered it and we read in the paper of his endeavors in that field as his band 

performs in Plaquemines 'Theater Wilbert': 

 

The Six Brown Brothers 

 

One of the most influential groups of the 1920s was the Six Brown Brothers, all 

playing the instrument craze that was the saxophone. Jazz quickly accepted the 

instrument. It was easier to play then the other woodwinds and its moaning sound became 

associated with jazz. Tom Brown, the eldest always claimed that the saxophone craze had 

started it. Whether or not this is true the group had a lasting effect on the popularity of the 

saxophone.  

The brothers were born in Ottawa, Canada and were the sons of a Canadian 

orchestra leader. All the brothers joined the circus AS each brother graduated from high 

school the oldest one Tom, sent for them to join with him in the circus orchestra and to 

help the circus being clowns. Gradually as Tom brought them all saxophones they 

remained in the circus from 1904 to 1909, perfecting their vaudeville act. They them 

toured on the smaller vaudeville circuits finally joining the Primrose & Dockstader 

Minstrels. Soon after being discovered by Mr. Dillingham they joined the show “Watch 

Your Sept” in the fall of 1914. After returning from an overseas engagement they joined 

a new booker Fred Stone and appeared in the show “Chin-Chin.” It was for this show that 

Tom organized the Six Brothers Clown Band. 

 

On October 20th, 1914 the Musical fantasy “Chin-Chin” opened. The 

Montgomery/Stone production was a hit and in it were the Brown Brothers where they 

introduced their clown act. 
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 Below is a program of “Chin-Chin’ presented at the Illinois Theatre that was 

presented on March 5, 1916 that has in the program the Clown Band of the Six Brown 

Brothers. 

       
 

 

 

The personal in the group changed from time to time but always had mostly a majority of 

Brown’s that maintained the integrity of the group. By 1921 they were reputed to be the 

best-paid musical act in show business. Tom was usually the star of the show. IN 

blackface his pantomime routine done in a fancy red bandsman’s jacket, a huge pink 

bowtie, and white pants which made him look bowlegged. Combine those items with a 

pair of oversized shoes it was quite a sight. He, at times, impersonated the conducting of 

John Philip Sousa, King Tut or an abandoned pregnant bride in a veil always brought the 

audience to hilarity. 
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Tom Brown 

 

The brothers – William, Tom, Alec, Percy, Vern and Fred – were born between 

1879 and 1890. By 1895 the brothers had formed a band in Lindsay, Ontario, being 

directed by their father. All were very good musicians – Tom became an accomplished 

clarinetist. When brother Percy joined his brother in the Guy Brothers show and 

somewhat introduced the saxophone to Canadian audiences as well as the U.S. In 1904 

the two brothers joined the Ringling Brothers Circus and were joined by Fred, Vern and 

Alec. Playing in the circus as a saxophone quartet and by 1908 the group became a 

quintet and while the group played other instruments their specialty that ended their act 

was an all-saxophone ensemble. After an unsuccessful try in the New York City scene in 

1909, Tom reworked the act and was in “Broadway Gaiety Girls,” a burlesque show that 

proved successful and in 1910 the group was in the big time scene of vaudeville on the 

Orpheum circuit. By Christmas they returned from a tour of the circuit and were billed as 

“The World’s Greatest Saxophone Players.” 

They recorded in 1911 and were part of the Primrose & Dockstader’s Minstrel 

from 1914 to 1914. This minstrel group was one of the most popular and successful of 

minstrel groups of this era. 

With Fred Stone, a vaudevillian in his own right, they did shows for the next nine 

years. The show “Chin, Chin” had them dressed in clown outfits.  
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The below article appeared in the Oct. 21, 1914 New York Times: 
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Fred Stone and David Craig Montgomery were famous vaudevillians and 

starred in the show. Earlier they had starred in the Broadway production of “The 

Wizard of Oz – Stone playing the Scarecrow and Montgomery the tin woodsman. 

Stone was the uncle of Milburn Stone, who played the doctor on “Gunsmoke.”  

 The Brown Brothers featured their song “Chicken Walk” in their part of the 

show: 
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Tom tried to produce his own show with his wife Theresa Valario, Lew 

Dockstader and Julian Eltinge among the cast but it turned out to be an expensive failure. 

The brothers then toured from 1924-25 backed by a 30 piece saxophone orchestra dressed 

in red and white riding clothes and traveled to Australia in the winter-summer year of 

19224-25. Returning from Australia Tom tried working with a minstrel show and then 

formed a dance band. They were not successful and so he revived the Six Brown Brothers 

and toured with the dance band from mid-1926 to the end of 1927. The group featuring 

brothers Tom, Fred, William, Alex and Vern worked until 1933 Bookings began to thin 

out and vaudeville had seen its best days. The group finally ended their act in 1933. The 

saxophone craze that they help create fostered the sounds of jazz beginning when ragtime 

was king to the early beginnings of swing with the ‘big’ bands. 

The following article appeared in the New York Times appearing in the early 1920s (I 

think) 

 

 

 

 The brothers were good musicians and could do comedy. Notice the brother 

on the left is in blackface, a part of their act. 
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The repertoire of the group  ranged from some classical numbers to emphasis on 

the hot repertoire that included  such jazz songs as “Lazy Jazz Waltz,” “Sweet Jazz o’ 

Mine,“ “Smile & Chuckle “(A Jazz Rag), “Moaning Saxophone Rag” (1915) and “Down 

Home Rag” (1911) Tom did some improvising on That Moaning Saxophone that is said 

to have approximated jazz – a very bluesy feeling on “Down Home Rag” It is written that 

“their main influence on jazz seems to have been indirect, via the popularizing of the 

saxophone. They were primarily theatrical entertainers, on a different track from the 

cabaret and dance bands whose music coalesced into the jazz of the 1910s and 1920s. 
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Rudy Wiedoeft 
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Along with the Six Brown Brothers the name of Rudy Wiedoeft is important at the dawn 

of saxophone popularity and performance. While Rudy was basically a ‘legit’ player he 

did influence a large number of youths to take up the saxophone. He did play in some 

dance orchestras and was in the “Wiedoeft Family Orchestra” that played the popular 

music of the day. He was an idol in the 1920s. He was mostly responsible in transforming 

the saxophone from what was first considered a rather awkward instrument to perhaps the 

‘hottest’ instrument in 20th century music. His smooth tone and his virtuosity made him 

the craze of his time. So popular was he that many music stores couldn’t keep their 

inventory of saxophones current. When Rudy began playing the sax around 1911 it was 

played in the French Military bands and a few serious composers took the instrument 

serious. There were few saxophones in vaudeville until the Brown Brothers and few early 

New Orleans jazz musicians used the instrument. His style was a mixture of popular and 

classical elements, and his early training was not as a conservatory trained musician but 

only private lessons. He used a carefully controlled vibrato. He was also noted for the 

technique of rapid staccato tonguing that included slap-tongue, flutter-tongue and 

‘bending’ notes. While in New York in 1916 he organized the “Frisco Jass Band,” that is 

thought of as the first “jazz” band on Broadway. 

 While Rudy was gaining in popularity a future star Hubert Prior Vallee became a 

strong fan, so much that his classmates nicknamed him “Rudy.” Thus we find the popular 

Rudy Vallee becoming a lifelong friend of Wiedoeft. When he performed at the large 

music theatres he usually wore a cowboy outfit! He always played to a packed house and 

this tremendous popularity triggered a “saxophone craze.” One critic called him “Kreisler 

of the Saxophone. While concretizing in England his piano accompanist was the famed 

Oscar Levant. Wiedoeft’s repertoires seemed more to be suited for the vaudeville stage 

then the concert hall. He finally went to live with Vallee to escape problems at home and 

by 1937 his excessive drinking eventually would cause his to have cirrhosis of the liver. 

He died in 1947. Wiedoeft was an innovator and with his showmanship and technical 

abilities he forged a new voice for the saxophone and generated a huge amount of 

popularity to insure the saxophones future development. 
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 We find an article in the April 1994 issue of “American Society of Twenties 

Orchestras Newsletter: 

 

 Rudy Wiedoeft – He was known as the unrivaled “King of the Saxophone,” and it 

was a title that no one, including his colleagues, ever disputed. His dominance of the 

popular music world from 1920-1930 was such that he was idolized as both a genius and 

a hero. He exacting musical and technical standards and brilliant execution set a new 

standard of saxophone playing (in tone, technique and musicianship) that elevated the 

stature of the instrument to a new level: that of acceptance in the musical community. His 

dedication to the saxophone was complete. Honing his skills to that of an exceptional 

virtuoso, Wiedoeft and his C Melody saxophone dazzled millions of Americans with his 

concert appearances on the Vaudevillian circuit and his many recordings. 

 So much has been written about Rudy Wiedoeft and his impact on the popular 

culture 9of the United States in the 1920s (see winter 1987 Saxophone Journal interview 

with Ted Hegvik, and winter 1981 Saxophone symposium article by Jim Walsh) that few 

realize his musical goals were equally directed towards the establishment of the 

saxophone as a serious concert instrument. Best known for his solo recordings and 

original popular compositions, he also performed beautiful obligato solos and duets to 

many vocal recordings, wrote a photographic method book, a book on technique (The 

Secret of Staccato), maintained a question and answer column in a music magazine and 

authored three pamphlets of “Talks to Saxophonists.” He designed his own mouthpiece 

and offered significant design improvement to the instrument itself, resulting in the 

Holton “Wiedoeft Model,” an instrument that except for  his name unfortunately 

incorporated few of Wiedoeft’s suggestions. 

 Perhaps his greatest effort on behalf of the saxophone as a concert instrument 

took place with his Aeolian Hall concert. Though not the first serious saxophone recital 

played in that hall (at the time the major recital hall in New York City) it was of such 

proportions and diversity as to have completely eclipsed previous efforts. 

 

Rudy Wiedoeft’s Aeolian Hall Concert 

 

 Although taking place on April 17, 1926, only ten weeks after the precedent 

setting recital by Jascha Gurewich, the concert by Wiedoeft received far more publicity 

and was organized and programmed on a far more grandiose scale. Sponsored by the 

Associated Musical Instrument Dealers of New York, the co0ncert was of such national 

interest that arrangements were made for a live radio broadcast over WJZ  New York, 

and WRC Washington and WGY Schenectady. 

 In addition to saxophone and piano, this concert featured two vocalists and a 

saxophone ensemble consisting of three additional players. According to a publicity flyer: 

 `The Program has been personally planned by Mr. Wiedoeft. It is both unique and 

original and will demonstrate, as completely as possible, the beautiful and varied tonal 

effects upon which the saxophone has built its enthusiastic recognition in the highest 

musical circles. 

 The name of Rudy Wiedoeft stands pre-eminent in the saxophone world. His 

mastery of this popular instrument seems complete as he sings on his saxophone with the 
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consummate art of a great vocalist; while the rare beauty of his tone and faultless 

technique suggest the skill of our famous violinists. 

 

The Concert was a huge success, According to Metronome: 

 

With Aeolian Hall filled to capacity and a radio audience….conservatively 

estimated at between five-hundred thousand and one million people. Rudy Wiedoeft and 

his assisting artists wrote a brilliant new chapter in saxophone history…To the music 

lover it marked the first complete and satisfying appearance of the saxophone and 

saxophone ensemble in the legitimate concert field’ an offering untinged by any of the s0-

called “jazz” effects of the present day dance combinations…And to Rudy Wiedoeft 

himself, it meant a personal triumph of a different nature than has ever been enjoyed by 

any other musician-artist…It remained for this concert to conclusively bear out his 

contention that the saxophone is not only eminently suitable as a solo instrument but 

presents a family of instruments whose rendition of true classics not only requires no 

ap9ology but permits a completeness of tome pictures and tone coloring of pleasing 

uniqueness. 

 

This review is a fitting tribute to a performer whose identification with the 

saxophone is all-encompassing. Wiedoeft’s efforts, combined with the collective 

dedication of serious musicians throughout the 1920s and 1930s, helped to establish the 

saxophone as an instrument worthy of the highest musical considerations. Though our 

contemporary performance standards still need further refinement, the acceptance today 

of the saxophone as a legitimate concert instrument is a direct, though distant, result of 

their activities. With the remarkable number of solo concerts, recitals and orchestral 

appearances that are not so prevalent, the fruition of their legacy is assured, the 

fulfillment of their dreams and aspirations complete 

.   
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"THEATRE WILBERT OPENS SEASON ON DECEMBER 15. Presenting a 

Wonderful Attraction With An All-Star Cast. 

Lionel Delacroix, progressive lesee and manager of the Theatre Wilbert, Plaquemine, 

announce the formal opening of the season at his popular playhouse, on Saturday, Dec. 

15, matinee and night, when Julien Eltings and Tom Brown and Brown Brother will 

present their Black and White Revue of 1924, with an all-star cast.  

 

 
 

A corona of beautiful maidens will surround the stars. Unusual care was exercised in the 

choosing of the many lovely girls who make up the chorus, and while beauty was one of 

the requirements, ability to sing and dance was not overlooked by those who made the 

selections. As an additional musical feature, Messrs. Eltinge and Brown, proprietors of 

the show, are carrying a forty-piece saxophone band, an unusually large assemblage of 

these popular instruments. Nothing has been overlooked in the way of costume splendor 

and production perfection, and the producer, Jacques Pierre, has left nothing undone to 

place his organization on the pinnacle of theatrical proficiency. 
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Mr. Delacroix states that he had booked many splendid attractions for the coming 

season, all of which are up to the stand of the exceptionally meritorious plays which have 

appeared at that popular playhouse and delighted large and sometimes over-flow 

audiences in the past, including many theatre-goers from this city and vicinity who have 

taken pleasure in journeying to Plaquemine in automobiles to witness these interesting 

productions." (Dec. 8th.) 

Donaldsonville - 1923 The saxophone is becoming the most popular instrument in 

the jazz band, so popular that we see formed, saxophone bands. In the Sept. 26th paper 

we have a picture of the "Stancola Saxophone Band of New Orleans, fifty strong, (Sic: 

See appendix.) Which, through the courtesy of the Stancola Company will be one of the 

feature attractions on New Orleans Day at the South Louisiana Fair." (Sept. 26th.) 

Donaldsonville – 1926 

 

Magazine Articles on Saxes  

 

1930 – Casella 

 “The predominating element of jazz is the saxophone, which was invented in 

1842 by Anthony Joseph Sax, and remained until the following century without use, with 

such few exception as in the Bizet Arlesienne or in the Domestic Symphony of Strauss. It 

had to wait the coming of a new music to find its reason for being. It must be added that, 

used in a small ensemble of eight or ten instruments, and especially when combined with 

muted trumpets and trombones, the saxophone acquires a high value of expression. The 

art of the Afro-American also knew how to develop the technic of the saxophone in a 

very short time, utilizing its full possibilities, its capacity for the expression of nostalgic 

and sensuous feeling which are basic feelings of jazz. 

  “Another new element of jazz is the banjo, which, it is said, originated in Central 

Africa. It was first used in San Francisco in 1909 in the orchestra of Hermann Heller, 

who played at the St. Francis Hotel, and it was also at this same hotel that the saxophone 

was introduced to jazz, and this in the year 1914 in the orchestra of Art Hickman. 

The manners of jazz had much improved when Broadway next heard it. This time it came 

from California, brought by Art Hickman and his nine-piece band, late in 1919 or early in 

1920. It was Hickman who introduced the saxophone as the quarterback of the jazz team. 

The Six Brown Brothers and others had exploited the sax in vaudeville before the war, 

but in general it was little used and was thought to have too mournful a voice. Jazz 

discovered in it a wild and throaty laughter. 

   

Views and Reviews – Musical Quarterly – December? – Carl Engel 

 

While we are on the subject of popular American music, telle quelle, we must speak with 

amazement and admiration of a book entitled “Aux Frontieres du Jazz” by Robert Goffin, 

with a preface by Pierre Mac Orland (International Music Co., Brussels, 1932). It is 

incredible that an enthusiastic Belgian amateur should have written the most exhaustive 

story of jazz players extant. The acquaintance with jazz music displayed by the author is 

nothing short of miraculous. And he proves himself a champion and a martyr who stood 

out against the early (and late) vilifications of his favorite brand of music with a courage 

and pertinacity worthy of a nation of heroes. Some of M. Goffin views strike us as 
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debatable; thus when he writes that “jazz was born as a compensation in an America 

without alcohol” and alleges that the reign of the saxophone was due to prohibition! We 

have heard it rumored that alcoholic drinks are still to be had in the United States, and we 

must assume that their co-existence with such coryphée as Armstrong, Lopez, and 

Ellington proves that one does not exclude the other. With Mr. Goffin’s estimates of Paul 

Whiteman and Jack Hylton we are in full accord. 

  We must congratulate the author upon having done a most extraordinary 

piece of work. We thought that we were reasonably well acquainted with the high lights 

in the jazz firmament. It was left to Mr. Goffin of Brussels to teach us that we knew 

nothing of such major constellations as Hal Kemp and his Carolinians, Red Nichols and 

his Five Pennies, McKinney’s Cotton Pickers, Cab Calloway and his Missourians, the 

Original Wolverines, the Mound City Blues Blowers, Miff Mole’s Molers, Joe Venuti’s 

Blue Four, the California Ramblers – really, it amounts to a milky way of star clusters. 

Not satisfied with the group name, M. Goffin in most instances enumerates each player in 

the group. We learn, via Brussels, that Mr. Duke Ellington’s trumpeters, whose 

phenomenal playing has made us want to shout for joy, are Fred Jenkins, Arthur Wetzel, 

and Charles “Cootie” Williams. And still we don’t know which of the three is the funny 

little fellow with the unbelievable technique.  It is “Cootie”? The composition of Louis 

Armstrong’s band is detailed with such minuteness that we know every member by name, 

up to the recording of “West End Blues,” from there to “St. James Infirmary,” from there 

to “Ain’t Misbehavin’,” and so on. Of Fletcher Henderson we are told that he graduated 

from the University of Atlanta, and worked in a “pharmacy” (drug-store?) in New York 

before he became the leader of a band and “earned laurels which he was probably the 

only one to retain for so long.” 

 

The saxophone is becoming the most popular instrument in the jazz band, so 

popular that we see formed, saxophone bands. In the Sept. 26th paper we have a picture 

of the "Stancola Saxophone Band of New Orleans, fifty strong, (Sic: See appendix.) 

which, through the courtesy of the Stancola Company will be one of the feature 

attractions on New Orleans Day at the South Louisiana Fair." (Sept. 26th.) 

 

Harpsichords and Jazz Trumpets – Hound and Horn – September 

 By Roger Pryor Dodge 

The clarinet has been the instrument of very inventive players but somehow its facile 

technique has inspired florid rippling solos only too often. The saxophones have found 

their place, playing the background harmony in threes and taking the “sweet” choruses. 

Though I dislike the way the saxophone is generally played, it can be as “hot” as the 

clarinet when it is “jazzed up”; however, it is mostly used for soft, sentimental passages. 

The drums on occasion have qualified the playing style of the entire orchestra, as in the 

old washboard bands. Nobody who has heard a clarinetist used to playing in conjunction 

with a washboard, can have missed noticing the persistently syncopated and galloping 
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style induced by the incessant rubadubadubadub of the washboard. Amazing things have 

been done with kettle drums, and any good drummer can take a “break” and off-hand 

crowd into it more exciting rhythms than a Modernist can concoct after the lengthiest 

meditation. The violin has not been favored by the hot Jazz bands although when “jazzed 

up” it falls in very readily with the spirit. Here again we can see the same musical result 

of the arm movement as in the case of the trombone, although not quite as pronounced. 

The style of playing, I should judge, is similar to that in vogue before the advent of the 

tight bow. They even get an effect of the old bow by loosening the hair and wedging the 

violin in between the hair and the bow and then playing all the strings of the violin at 

once. The remaining instruments, bass fiddle, guitar, banjo and tuba are in very versatile 

hands but for the most part contribute solos in styles similar to the ones I have already 

discussed. They have contributed, however, a few individual elements such as the “slap” 

of the bass or the contrapuntal, inventive accompaniment of the guitar. 

 

We’ve Got Rhythm – American Magazine – March 

  By William S. Dutton 

 

At about the time Whiteman came to New York on Hubert Vallee, son of a druggist in 

Westbrook, Maine, was working his way through Yale University by playing the 

saxophone nights in a New Haven dance band. A great saxophonist of the day was Rudy 

Wiedoeft, and such was young Vallee’s open worship of the master that his friends as a 

joke began calling him “Rudy,” also. The name stuck. 

MAY 4 - MUSICAL COURIER - 1922 
 

"JAZZ" - THE NATIONAL ANTHEM (part I) by Frank Patterson  

The solution is the American popular orchestra as it now stands - two or three 

saxophones, generally tenor and alto, sometimes soprano and bass interchangeable, 

violin, piano, two trumpets (not cornets), tenor trombone, bass tuba, banjo and drums. 

Sometimes two horns are also used, and occasionally a bass clarinet, of which, however, 

the tone is too dull in comparison with the saxophones for dance purposes. Of course in 

larger orchestras the usual strings are used. There are also other instruments such as an 

ordinary funnel played with a trumpet mouthpiece, slide whistles, and all sorts of traps, 

xylophones, bells, which play sometimes melody, sometimes harmony. The effect, for 

instance, of a bass xylophone provided with resonators and played with four hammers, is 

exquisite. The player holds two hammers in each hand and plays harmony. It is an effect 

worthy to be introduced into the classic orchestra. Saxophones and muted brass 

instruments already have found their place in the classic orchestra which will 

undoubtedly be expanded, in the direction of color as time goes on. In the American 

popular orchestra several kinds of mutes are used on the trumpet and trombone, the latest 

being the "kazoo" mute, which gives much the same effect as that obtained by the 

children when they put a piece of  paper over a comb. 
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In a recent issue of Jacob's Band Monthly there is an article by Edward C. Barroll 

entitled "In Self Defense," in which the fate of the saxophone is discussed, and the 

saxophone player urged to defend his means of earning a living by "refusing to be the 

type of 'maniac manipulator of a lewd saxophone' whose 'gyrations' are those of an ape or 

clown or idiot, rather than being a part of the legitimate performance of a musician. By  

MAY 11 - MUSICAL COURIER (1922) 

 

"JAZZ"- THE NATIONAL ANTHEM (part II) (continued from last week's issue - get 

copy) by Frank Patterson.  

Omitting the cat-calls' smears and other wholly unmusical tricks and 'effects' 

which the perverted taste of your typical unclean-minded 'jazz'-hound of the lowest type 

of the dance hall so vastly admires and applauds, you take another step in the direction of 

making your work a permanent proposition." 

But it was the arrangers who made it musically interesting, who put the color in it, color 

of such richness that it almost compensates for the trivial character of most of the tunes. 

These leading arrangers, whose names have already been mentioned, assure me that 

"jazz" came from the West originally, brought here by some of the orchestra players and 

orchestras that came from San Francisco and other Western cities. It was greatly 

stimulated by the amusing antics of our soldier band boys during the war. "They 

discovered how to make a clarinet of a saxophone laugh," or squeal and how to do other 

stunts that greatly amused their fellows and made a "hit" at the many war benefit 

performances at which they played. 

 

SEPTEMBER - METRONOME - 1922 

 

LOPEZ AND HIS ORCHESTRA, A BROADWAY SENSATION - One of the New 

Jazzpects of Dance Music. 

It was at the Pennsylvania Roof he was approached about going into vaudeville 

and he conceived the idea for his present act. When he stopped the show at a Monday 

matinee, he was informed that he would from then on, go on following the intermission. 

The second week he was featured as the star act. 

Vincent Lopez is a first rate showman. Putting on an act at the Palace means more 

than playing his extraordinarily clever arrangements of popular and jazz classical music 

on the stage. It involves all the principles of showmanship. Mr. Lopez designed his own 

curtain, all his electrical effects, which play a big part is his act, and introduced the 

comedy elements which contribute so largely to his success. Vincent Lopez is a gambler. 

He knows that to make money he has to spend money. He has surrounded himself with a 

high priced executive staff, including a librarian, an assistant director, a publicity man 

and a technical director, J. Bodewadte Lampe, highly regarded in musical circles as an 

arranger, and who made all arrangements used by Mr. Lopez. 

The principal number of the act is called "Contest," and is a contest between the 

reed section of the orchestra and the brasses. They compete for the applause of the 

audience. It isn't a fair competition. Because the reeds have on their side Bill Hamilton, 

the assistant director who could win a jazz contest if he had to play with a toothpick on a 

set of false teeth. Gosh, he's funny. When he - but I'm running ahead. 
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The opening number is a "Laughing Cornet," which seems to have strayed into 

the reed section, probably to make it more difficult. If I said it was to laugh, that wouldn't 

be complementary. At any rate, it was good stuff. Then the brasses in the opposite section 

played the chorus of Georgia, finishing up with a fine flourish and a low bow which 

seemed to say "Well, what do you think of that?" As for us, we admit we're prejudiced. 

Bill Hamilton followed with a blue solo on the clarinet which we liked much better. Then 

came, from the other side, a blue solo on the cornet, technically and elegantly referred to 

as 'Hot Stuff.' It left us a little cold - until the reeds picked it up and the bass and soprano 

saxophones went into the funniest piece of mimicry we ever sat through. An imitation of 

Gallagher and Shean, the imitable Bill Hamilton wearing a red fez like the inimitable Mr. 

Shean, the bass saxophone under bone rimmed glasses, reproducing the voice of Mr.  

 

(A word about the saxophone. This instrument may be said to be the principal 

instrument in the jazz orchestra. It is so much in evidence here, and so little in evidence 

in the regular symphony orchestra, as to give many persons the idea that it is a special 

development of jazz. But the saxophone was invented by Adolph Sax, in Paris, about 

1840. Meyerbeer, Massenet, Bizet, Thomas, and many others have written for it. Bizet 

has written for this instrument a naive and pastoral melody of much beauty, in his music 

to Daudet's drama "L'Arlesienne." However, it has never become an integral part of the 

standard symphony orchestra. It has always remained a special instrument, used on 

occasion to impart its rich and expressive tone-color to certain isolated phrases or 

melodies. It has remained for jazz to exploit it. And this has been done in a way to make 

the angels weep (with laughter). Originally an instrument having a richly pathetic and 

lyrical tone quality, it has been made to perform all sorts of ridiculous stunts, amounting 

to an indecent exposure of all its worst qualities. It is as if a grave and dignified person 

were forced to play the part of clown at the circus.) 

Nevertheless, all these grotesque and burlesque "effects" on the saxophone, trombone, 

clarinet, and other instruments; the unusual combinations of tone-qualities; and the 

invention thereby of new and unheard-of effects, I consider to be the most distinctive 

feature of the phenomenon called jazz. While this is not a specifically musical distinction, 

it is, considering the world-wide success of this music, and the remarkable quality of 

some of these "effects," pregnant with suggestion for the serious American composer. 

Gallagher. Well, they say that friends of Gallagher and Shean gave them no peace until 

they went down to hear that number. It alone was worth whatever the Keith people paid 

for the act. We say this gladly, in spite of the fact that somebody in the Keith outfit 

cruelly suggested that what Vincent Lopez made in a week would keep the best writer in 

America in fountain pen ink the rest of his natural life. We know he didn't mean us. We 

use a typewriter exclusively. DECEMBER - THE NEW MUSIC REVIEW 

JAN. – MELODY - 1923 
 

FRANK WESTPHAL, CHICAGO EXPONENT OF JAZZ 
"Jazz music has had its day. Today it is a nonentity in the popular field and the 

music that many people regard as jazz is in reality syncopation of the highest form," said 

Westphal in a recent interview. "Jazz was born in the Southland, and when it came north 

it was served up with piano and drums. Later came the saxophone and other instruments, 
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including the cornet, trombone, banjo and big basses. With this growth came the special 

arrangements, and then the finest forms of syncopation. Today, the man who is skilled in 

the art of writing and bringing out most effectively the various instruments is usually the 

most successful in entertaining the public. 

When asked to name the king of the instruments used in the modern syncopated 

orchestra Mr. Westphal stated that for variety of effects the cornet usually held first place, 

but he pointed out that in special arrangements any one instrument in the orchestra might 

be featured to the exclusion of all others. Modern arranging, and especially as it applies 

to the dance orchestra of today, will enable the composer to build up an accompaniment 

around a cornet, trombone, saxophone, piano or banjo, or even a combination of 

instruments. 

"The brass bass has supplanted the string bass because it is capable 

of giving a sustained tone," said Mr. Westphal. "The saxophone in many 

cases has taken the place of the violins because leaders believe they can 

obtain greater volume of tone from the former. The difficulty of recording 

the violin for the phonograph has also strengthened the position of the 

saxophone in the modern orchestra." 

JULY - METRONOME - 1923 
 

THE MAKE-UP OF A MODERN ORCHESTRA - Basic principle of Most Dance 

Combinations Is the Same - by Harry L. Alford. 

Most of us can remember when the majority of dance orchestras consisted of 

piano, violin and cornet, with a clarinet or bass added on special occasions. The advent of 

the first jazz orchestra with its funny noises and unheard-of effects first caused the 

legitimate musicians to smile in a superior manner, and later to show a surprise that the 

fad did not immediately wear itself out. The more progressive dance leaders were quick 

to seize upon several ideas that could be used legitimately and within a few years the 

whole dance music industry was revolutionized. 

The first jazz drummers were perhaps not as retiring and self-effacing as might 

have been desired, but we learned a great deal about rhythmical effects from them, and 

they taught us the value of a number of percussion instruments that were not in general 

use at that time. 

But the principal lesson we learned, as the jazz artists inspired us to look for new 

tone colors and effects that might be adapted to high-class dance music, was the use of 

the saxophone. Although this instrument had long been known to musicians as a "filler" 

in brass combinations or for an occasional solo, our principal acquaintance with it was in 

the hands of vaudeville musical acts. But when we discovered its capabilities in the hands 

of a skillful performer, it rapidly took its place in dance combinations; and, when the 

usual prejudice against any innovation is overcome, it will be welcomed into theatre and 

concert orchestras. 

Is it any wonder that an instrument that can play a sustained melody with the 

suavity and grace of a solo violin or cello, rapid figuration with the agility of a flute and 

yet "carry" well enough to be heard clearly above the brass section (or blend with it if 

desired), has become popular? Add to these qualities the fact that it has a range of two 

octaves and a half, of practically uniform timbre, without noticeable breaks; and above 
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all, that the performer can continue playing for long stretches without tiring, its value in 

small combinations becomes obvious. 

The banjo has been found particularly useful in recording dance music, as it 

serves to mark the rhythm, in place of the drums, which do not record effectively. It also 

relieves the pianist from the burden of constantly filling in the middle register and gives 

him the opportunity to strengthen and embellish the higher octaves, thereby greatly 

increasing the brilliancy of the ensemble. On the other hand, the constant iteration of four 

chords to a bar affected by some "banjoists" becomes monotonous in the extreme and 

detracts from the changes of color and effects in the other instruments. The practice of 

allowing the banjo player to re-arrange his part to suit his own convenience is no longer 

in favor. The banjo, undoubtedly, has its place in the modern dance orchestra, and when 

the happy day arrives that the arranger is permitted to give it thirty-two bars rest 

occasionally, and the "banjoists" will agree to rest when it is so noted in his part, 

everybody concerned will be contented. 

The ideal combination for a dance orchestra has been much discussed and within 

a short time we may expect to see it standardized. The big organizations that record for 

the phonograph companies and play in the finest metropolitan hotels and dance halls all 

use practically the same instrumentation, differing only in the "doubles." This 

combination is: 

 

Piano    Banjo  Violin (in some cases two) 

Two Trumpet  Trombone Saxophones (two or three who double other 

Tuba (String Bass) Drums            reed instruments) 

 

A saxophonist who doubles jazz clarinet for the "Blue" numbers is quite an asset; 

but there is an increasing demand for a saxophonist who can play either oboe, bass 

clarinet, or bassoon, and who has in addition a complete set of saxophones, from the 

infant sopranino down to the baritone. An obbligato violinist who can double banjo is a 

jewel of the first water from the arranger's point of view, for the quiet strains, where two 

violins are given prominence are the very strains where the banjo is least needed. 

For smaller combinations, the arranger would probably suggest piano, alto saxophone, 

cornet and drums for a four-piece orchestra, adding violin (5), trombone (6), tenor 

saxophone (7), banjo (8), bass (9) with either a clarinet, another violin, a third saxophone 

or a second cornet added for an orchestra of ten or more. 

SEPT. – METRONOME - 1923 
 

PRE-JAZZ, JAZZ, POST-JAZZ by Frank J. Gibbons 

The Triumphal Trot of the Saxophone When Stradivarius, of Cremona, perfected 

the Violin the instrumentation of music went through a revolution. Then for nearly 300 

years, string instruments held undisputed sway. Dealers in old fiddles and 'Cellos actually 

boast that string instruments haven't been improved one iota in centuries. Buildings, 

however, have grown much larger. Life has grown fuller, more colorful. American music 

reflects these changes. Saxophones have brought about a change in the instrumentation of 

music quite as thorough as that brought about by the Violin family of instruments 300 

years ago. America, with its colorful life, its larger auditoriums, its cosmopolitan 

population, took to Saxophones readily and in legions. Orchestras based on Saxophone 
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Quartet or Saxophone Sextet sprang up everywhere. The first were dubbed "Jazz Band." 

But even the Violin was not appreciated when it first appeared and was referred to 

disdainfully upon its first public hearing as "A squeaky little fiddle." The dance orchestra 

of today is essentially a wind band. 

 

SAXOPHONE INVADING THEATRE PITS.  
 Last year the adding of saxophones to pit orchestras in various Keith and other 

vaudeville houses was the most forward step of this immensely popular instrument. 

This year the sax is invading the pits of legitimate houses, as well as appearing in 

solo roles on stage at the foremost of the moving picture palaces of New York and other 

leading cities. 

The show "Go-Go," which just concluded a successful run at the Apollo Theatre, 

New York, has two saxophone players, each doubling on several sizes of saxophones. 

The effects were really delightful and very greatly appreciated by the players and the 

audiences, as evidenced by applause for the orchestra as well as for the players. 

IN "Go-Go," at the Apollo Theatre, Bernard Granville took the leading male role. 

It was highly interesting and amusing to hear a sax play a string of {cuck-oos) where 

Granville's lines portrayed his state of mental anguish because of his love for the leading 

lady. 

Soprano sax obbligatos to leading female voice numbers added a charm that is 

entirely absent from the usual theatre orchestra effects. The baritone sax and bass sax lent 

charming effects at opportune times during the rendition of vocal solos and vocal chorus 

effects, sometimes with staccato as sweet and solemn as strumming harps, and again in 

heroic measure. 

At the Longacre Theatre, New York, the attraction this season is "Little Jessio 

James," with music by Harry Archer. Here the pit orchestra has discarded all old 

theatrical tradition and is a genuine dance orchestra in type and effect. It is a Paul 

Whiteman Orchestra, under the direction of Ernest Cutting (formerly right bower to Earl 

Fuller). Mr. Cutting has three saxophone players, one of whom plays four saxophones 

and doubles on 'cello, another saxophone player doubles on bass clarinet. Then there are 

two trumpeters, trombonist, drummer, banjoist, two violinists and the pianist. 

Paul Whiteman, Inc. has started out to revolutionize pit orchestra instrumentation 

and music, it being Paul Whiteman's idea that the best instrumentation for music and 

dancing show is the regulation Whiteman dance orchestra instrumentation and music. 

That he is right is proved by numerous press notices such as this (and this one should be 

taken to heart by all producers of musical shows, all leaders of pit orchestras and all 

dealers in musical instruments); 

"Although in the course of several years of intensive play going I have seen many 

strange things in the theatre, it was not until I went to 'Little Jessie James' that I witnessed 

the novel spectacle of the orchestra running away with the honors of a musical comedy. I 

have seen shows where the band deserved a healthy share of the credit, but to have the 

lads in the trenches capture the hit of the evening was a sight new to me. It is a fact, 

though, that the Paul Whiteman orchestra which dispenses the music for 'Little Jessie 

James' is the applause hit of the piece, and following it the next ranking hit was made by 

a chorus girl named Lucila Mendez. 
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"Lastly, there is that orchestra. Each one of the men - there are only 11 of them - 

is a genuinely good musician and the conductor, Ernest Cutting, handles the baton in a 

masterful manner. What they succeed in doing for 'Little Jessie James' can hardly be 

estimated, but it is certain that were they not in the pit the show would suffer 

tremendously. As it is, they are the biggest thing in the show." 

DECEMBER – METRONOME - 1923 
 

INSTRUMENTATION FOR THEATER PIT AND DANCE ORCHESTRAS By 

Ernest Cutting – 

In building an orchestra of this type it is most essential that the Saxophonists be 

capable men on practically the whole family of Saxophones, and someone in the 

orchestra must double on 'Cello. 

Instrumentation for Dance Orchestra 

 

NUMBER OF PLAYERS 5    6   7    8    9    10    11    12    13    14    15 

Violins   1    1    1    1    1       1      1       2       2      2       2  

Banjos   1    1    1    1    1       1      1       1       1      1       1 

Pianos   1    1    1    1    1       1      1       1       2      2       2 

Bass, Tuba or   

Bass Sax        1    1    1    1       1      1       1       1      1       1 

Saxophones  1    1    2    3    2       3      3       3       3      4       3 

Trumpets               1       1      2       2       2      2       2 

Trombones               1       1      1       1       1      1       1 

Horns                                   2 

Drums   1    1    1    1    1       1      1       1       1      1       1 

   5    6    7    8    9       10    11     12     13    14     15 

 

Each Saxophone player should be capable of playing the whole family of 

Saxophones and should also double on wood wind. This seems a lot to ask by present day 

conditions demand it. Competition is keen, but the ambitious fellow today is fully repaid 

for his efforts. Saxophone players especially cannot be too versatile. String Bass players 

should also make a point of becoming efficient on Bass Saxophone or Tuba. All this 

doubling is made necessary by the demand for color in dance music as in the classics. 

DECEMBER – METRONOME - 1923 
 

IN DEFENSE OF THE SAXOPHONE.   
Edwin Franko Goldman, the well-known bandmaster of the Goldman Band was 

interviewed some time ago by a representative of The Christian Science Monitor on the 

subject of the saxophone. In the course of the conversation, Mr. Goldman commented in 

part as follows; "Speaking from the dual stand-point of conductor and composer, I 

believe that the saxophone, the most maligned of instruments, due to its use as an 

instrument of 'jazz,' will eventually come to have an honored place not only in the 

military band, but also in the symphony orchestra. Inasmuch as composers like Bizet, 

Strauss, and Grainger have given to the saxophone a place in their orchestral scores, there 

can be no question of its suitability to great uses." 
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Mr. Goldman, giving his thoughts a historic turn, recalled that the saxophone 

family of instruments originated in Paris in the middle of the nineteenth century, and that 

Hector Berlioz immediately recognized its value and became its advocate. He noted that 

Bizet has assigned to the saxophone a part of individuality and distinction in his first 

"L'Arlesienne" suite for orchestra. Turning his attention to today, he mentioned Percy 

Grainger as an ardent admirer of the saxophone and as an excellent player upon it. He 

referred to Grainger's children's march, "Over the Hills and Far Away," as containing 

important parts for soprano, alto, tenor and bass saxophone. This work, scored for the 

unusual combination of military band and piano, was first given, he noted, by the 

Goldman Band at the concerts on Columbia University Green, in the summer of 1919. 

"Some band arrangers," Mr. Goldman continued, "are prone to countenance 

clarinets as the equivalent of saxophones. But every instrument has its individual place 

and deserves treatment accordingly. The clarinet, then, should not be substituted for the 

saxophone, particularly in large bands, if the composer has scored a saxophone. 

Taking up the "jazz" side of the subject, "Musicians," said he, "are resenting the 

tendency of the 'jazz' people to traduce the saxophone. Numerous performers in the 

syncopated portamento style of noises are lacking in correct musical schooling. These 

players merely take up the saxophone to 'noodle' up and down its keys for the purpose of 

uttering horrific grunts, moans and exaggerated so-called imitative laughter. Of course 

that is not saxophone playing; it is downright saxophone abuse, tending to debase it in 

public thought. The main intent of many 'jazz' buzzers is to pander to a so-called popular 

taste. Such manipulators are apt to have imperfect embouchures, and they will, as a rule, 

persist in forcing the tone to a point that throws the instrument out of tune. 

"But, in spite of the misrepresentation it has suffered during and since the World 

War at the bands of certain cheap commercial opportunists, and despite the persistent 

German opposition maintained toward it - likely enough because it is a French invention - 

it is my conviction that the day of artistic triumph for the saxophone is not far distant. 

"Richard Strauss separated himself from the Tentonic attitude by employing a 

quartet of saxophones in his 'Symphonia Domestica,' the score demanding them without 

indicating substitution of other instruments. Strauss' directions are quoted as being that 

the orchestra must be enlarged to 108 instruments, among them four saxophones. He calls 

for the soprano in C, alto in f, baritone in F and bass in C in the symphony. 

"I should like to say in conclusion that heretofore I have used only two 

saxophones in my band - alto and tenor; but I intend next season to install a quartet, 

realizing the richer color blending and the more varied shading it will furnish." 

FEBRUARY 14 - MUSICAL COURIER - 1924 
 

AN AFTERNOON OF JAZZ 

A good deal, it is true, was said about the possibility of such association, but 

nothing definite, serious nor convincing. The most convincing part of the whole 

afternoon was the music made by Lopez and his orchestra, and the possibilities are open 

to those who have ears to hear. For, whatever else jazz may be, it is certainly full of color 

- and it was just this subject of color that was left out of the discussion. There was a great 

deal of talk of rhythm and syncopation, and the opinion was freely and repeatedly 

expressed that syncopation and the saxophones were the soul of jazz. 
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If jazz consists of "split" time (i.e., fox-trot time), a bass drum note on every beat, 

a banjo to mark the rhythm with additional force, and saxophones, then, obviously, it 

could never be of use in serious musical thought. If, however, jazz consists only of the 

color of the orchestra, the special treatment of saxophones and trumpets, irrespective of 

the rhythm, then it might very well be developed into serious music. For serious music 

expresses depth of feeling, and must necessarily be to some extent rhythmically free - at 

least, so one would think - and it is just this point that should have been the subject of 

discussion. 

MARCH - SHEET MUSIC NEWS - 1924 
 

THE WHITEMAN CONCERT 

SUN - "It was a triumph of 2-4 time. It was one long strong musical cocktail." -

Gilbert W. Gabriel.  

It is interesting to note that Mr. Whiteman is not the only important orchestra 

leader who is experimenting in this way. Vincent Lopez, it is announced, has secured the 

Metropolitan Opera House, New York City, for April 27, when he will give a concert of 

American music, featuring some of Stephen C. Foster's melodies. His orchestra will be 

increased to 50 for that occasion, and will include 20 saxophones.  

These various experiments on the part of such important figures as Whiteman and 

Lopez are interesting. It is generally conceded that the modern dance orchestra of higher 

type today plays a very important part in educating the musical taste of the masses. With 

their entrance into the concert field, they will logically help to further educate the public 

in the direction of the better type of music. 

Saxophones will be aided by two assistant conductors one of whom will be 

Dominico Savino the well known arranger who is also technical director of the Lopez 

orchestra. Only American music will be played at the recital beginning with some of the 

old favorites such as "Carry Me Back to Old Virginny" and "Swanee River.” 

AUGUST – ETUDE - 1924 
 

JAZZ - LOWBROW AND HIGHBROW. by Henry T. Finck. The saxophone is an 

essential ingredient of a jazz band, but the saxophone is not African. It was invented by a 

Belgian called Sax, and thousands of American boys play it at home, in school and in 

processions. The French army adopted it many decades ago. 

The late Victor Herbert's attitude toward saxophones was amusing. 

"I can write for them," he said, "but I never could conduct them. They make me 

nervous." 

MARCH – METRONOME - 1924 
 

THE INVENTOR OF THE SAXOPHONE AND ITS HISTORY  
The inventor of the Saxophone, Antoine Joseph Sax, was born at Dinant, 

Belgium, November 6, 1814, his father being the celebrated instrument maker, Charles 

Joseph Sax, whose labors to improve the clarinet and inventions connected with brass 

instruments had won for him a prominent position among the Luthiers of Belgium. 

Antoine, sometimes referred to as Adolph, early displayed a taste for the vocation of his 
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father, and also manifested great musical ability. The father took special care to foster 

those inclinations, affording the lad every encouragement in the workshop, as well as 

directing his studies in music.  

When old enough he entered Brussels Conservatoire de Musique and studied the 

clarinet and flute. Under the celebrated master, Bender, he acquired great skill on the 

clarinet, but seems never to have applied it in a professional capacity. His predilection 

took him back to the workshop, where he labored diligently along the lines laid down by 

his father for perfecting the clarinet family, greatly improving the bass clarinet and 

inventing the double bass as a foundation for the same.  

In 1842 Sax left Dinant and settled permanently at Paris. He opened a modest 

workshop in the Rue St. George, but so great was his superiority over all instrument 

makers then residents of that city, that he found it speedily necessary to greatly enlarge 

his premises, owing to the numerous orders entrusted to him by professional musicians 

and others.  

Two years after taking up his residence at Paris, he won a silver medal for his 

display of brass and wood instruments at the French Exhibition. One year later he took 

out patents for his saxhorn, an improved form of the bugle, and "for a family of cylinder 

instruments called saxtrombas, intermediate between the saxhorn and the cylinder 

trumpet." 

In 1846 he patented the invention with which his name still continues to be 

connected, viz., the saxophone. He made a complete quartet of saxophones, consisting of 

the Bb soprano, Eb alto, Bb tenor and Eb baritone, and thus gave four new voices to the 

world of music.  

Jealous of his achievements, there have not been wanting men of less caliber to 

dispute his claims as improver, originator, inventor, notable among whom may be 

mentioned Wieprecht and Cerveny, but without success, decisions in court being 

invariably in favor of Sax. 

He was fortunate to find friends at Court, and as a result secured a practical 

monopoly for the supply of wind instruments of his manufacture to the French Army. At 

the Paris Industrial Exhibition he was awarded a gold medal, and at the great Exhibition 

of 1851 he obtained the Conseil d' Esposition medal for the three families of instruments 

with which his name was identified.  

In 1852 he became bankrupt, but by arrangement with his creditors recommenced 

business. In 1859, owing to the reformation of pitch, every military band and orchestra in 

France had to procure new wind instruments. "An enormous advantage," remarks a writer 

in Grove's dictionary of Music and Musicians, "by which anyone else in Sax's place 

would have made a fortune; but with all his ability and shrewdness he was not a man of 

business and his affairs became hopelessly involved. From that time his affairs went from 

bad to worse and though he exhibited in London in 1862, and took the Grand Prize in 

Paris in 1867, his tide of fortune passed out of his hands, his collection of musical 

instruments was dispersed and, in fact, nearly all by which he set store was scattered by 

the inexorable hand of fate and the auctioneer's hammer."  

The life of Sax furnishes an illustration of the fact that possession of genius does not 

always lead to fortune, and even though by combination of circumstances and assistance 

of powerful friends, as in this case, the man of genius may succeed in obtaining a foot-

hold on the covered wheel, he usually completes the revolution instead of stepping up on 
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the high level when half the round is made. There was a time in the history of Sax when 

he might have retired with a snug competence, if not great fortune. Friends in high 

quarters, assistance of prominent musicians, such as Berlioz, Halevy and Kastner, 

favorable comments of the French press and, in fact, the applause of all Europe placed 

him in a position to which few men attain in middle life. Having reached that point his 

wheel of fortune began the downward half of its revolution; competition, litigation, above 

referred to, and poor business capacity, so loaded it that the descent was rapid, and the 

wheel was too heavily. weighted ever to rise again. Thus it came about that the man to 

whom wind instrumentalists are so deeply indebted for improvements and inventions 

died in Paris, in the 80th of his age, almost penniless and well nigh forgotten."   

AUGUST - MUSIC TRADE NEWS - 1924 
 

JAZZMINIA - THE HOME OF THE SAX. Just about midway between Windsor, 

Ontario, Canada and Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., is the high pressure area that is 

responsible for all of the world's jazz. 

On the map, the center of this area is Elkhart, Indiana. But in common American 

parlance it is more often referred to as "The Saxophone City," or "Jazzmini." About 

eighty-five per cent of the wind instruments made in America are made in Elkhart and 

many of the highest grade instruments are made by the Buescher Band Instrument 

Company, under the personal supervision of Ferdinand A. Buescher. 

Mr. Buescher grew up in Elkhart and the band instrument industry in America 

grew up with him. Prior to the advent of F. A. Buescher as a  manufacturer, the American 

market for wind instruments was supplied to a considerable extent by the British firm - 

the Bessons, the Booseys, etc., and to some degree by French, Austrian and German 

manufacturers. 

It was just about fifty years ago that F. A. Buescher, with a capital of less than 

$500, began manufacturing operations in a little wooden building. He built up a business 

running close to $200,000 a year on brass instruments before he went into saxophone 

manufacture on a large scale. Today this company makes and sells three and a half 

million dollars (gross) worth of instruments annually, and the larger part of this business 

is in Saxophones. 

Tens of thousands of Buescher Saxophones are made and sold every year. In fact 

it would seem that every boy in the United States and Canada must own one. Still their 

popularity continues to increase. The American takes to it naturally. It is as close to his 

heart as the harp to the Irish or the pipes to the Scot. So great is the love of the 

Saxophone in America that Buescher actually makes them in nine different distinct 

models - ranging from the little High Soprano in Eb to the deep-throated bass in Bb. 

Other Buescher products include trumpets, Trombones and Basses. These have 

been greatly refined by comparison with the European wind instruments. They blow 

easily and are very tractable because they are comparatively light in weight. As a result 

the Brass Instruments proper - the Trumpet, Trombones and Bass, and to some extent the 

Cornet, Mellophone, Baritone and a few others are very popular indoor instruments and 

go very well with the Saxophone. 

Muted effects are popular with Americans. The average trumpeter owns half a 

dozen to a dozen and a half of mutes to stick to the bell, each lending a separate and 
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distinct tinge to the instruments tone. The mute, it may be said, has greatly popularized 

the Brasses for indoor playing. 

Within the past ten years a host of great American leaders have played in London. 

Nick LaRocca and his Original Dixieland Jazz Band played there, appearing before most 

of the Royal Family. Bert Ralton, with his New York Havana held forth at the Savoy for 

years. Art Hickman's Five played there for several seasons. Then came Paul Whiteman 

and Paul Specht, to mention just a few - and all of them are worshippers of the High 

Potentate of Jazzminia - Ferdinand A. Buecher. 

When the French Government threatened to deport all the American jazz bands 

from French hotels and cafes, the High Potentate of Jazzminia wired the American 

Ambassador in Paris to get busy and talk things over with LaBelle France. This is the 

cable he sent to Ambassador Myron T. Herrick. 

"As the largest manufacturer of Saxophones in the world and as an American 

citizen, I wish to add my protest to that of Paul Specht and other American musicians 

against the action of the French government in banning American Dance Orchestras. A 

Frenchman invented our national instrument, though we perfected it. Surely there is work 

and glory enough for both French and American. Can you not intercede in the behalf of 

our musicians in France?  Ferdinand A. Buescher. 

So great is the European demand for genuine Buescher instruments that the big 

Hawkes firm of musical instruments dealers has recently taken over the agency for 

Buescher Band Instruments and Saxophones in Great Britain. 

JANUARY 10 - SATURDAY EVENING POST - 1925 
 

THE REIGN OF REEDS AND RHYTHMS by Earl Chapin May. Why This 

Saxophone Craze? 

Incidentally, he frequently has to change the pitch of his two tympani, either by 

foot or hand power. But masters like George Fraum, of the Metropolitan Grand Opera, J. 

Fred Sietz, of the Chicago Grand Opera, and Albert Ritter, of the Boston Symphony 

Orchestra, get used to it. 

Whether drums were invented before other musical instruments is a moot 

question, but many believe prehistoric music passed through three stages - the drum 

stage, pipe stage and lyre or harp stage. There is no doubt that many types of instruments 

we know as traps have existed for centuries in China and the Americas as native whistles, 

rattles, gongs and bronze bells. It is equally true that bone and cane flutes as well as can 

oboes and other reed instruments of the pipe type were played before history was written. 

But the greatest pipe of all is the saxophone. 

Fifty years ago the saxophones was a curiosity. Twenty years ago it was still a 

novelty. Ten years ago it became common place. Today it is a racial habit, a musical 

mania. Saxophonists rage around the earth; but in this, as in some other things, we lead 

the world. 

Not less than 1,500,000 Americans have become actively and persistently 

attached to saxophones during the past decade. Approximately 2,000,000 citizens of these 

United States are moaning on saxophones. 

Why this saxophone craze? 

Anyone with enough music in his soul to beat time to a tune can learn to play a 

saxophone in twenty minutes, more or less. The "less" should not be taken lightly. The 
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saxophone is the world's greatest escape for those who yearn to do something in a 

musical way. It is at once the most spectacular and versatile of musical instruments, and 

about the easiest over which to gain partial control. If you can overcome fear the chances 

are twenty to one you can overcome the saxophone. The fear I refer to is the fear 

engendered by the sight of a saxophone. 

There is nothing structurally appalling about the cornet, alto, tenor, trombone, 

bass or drum. The violin is a simple thing to look upon, and the viola, cello and double 

bass merely its big brothers. The harp is a piano without a body. performances on the 

pipe organ is possible to any musician unusually ambidextrous who has the feet of a 

song-and-dance artist. But the saxophone is a mass of protuberances clinging to a conical 

tube, with a piece of flat cane at one end and a bell-like opening at the other. It seems to 

be all keys or the component parts thereof. 

So for forty days and forty nights I went about asking practicing saxophonists, 

"How many keys has a saxophone?" 

The answer in each instance ran about as follows: 

"Let's see. There's the low B flat, the C major, the octave, the g sharp, and"--

running at random over the imposing array of gavelocks, jemmies, levers, springs, rings, 

pads, caps, cams and what nots which make this most modern of musical instruments 

look like an overgrown but devil-may-care meerschaum pipe - "there's, all told, twenty - 

no, twenty-one - no, that isn't right - yes, I have it - twenty-three." 

I checked up and found that the answer, whatever it was, was according to the 

keys there made and provided. But I still faced the discouraging fact that the saxophone is 

so burdened with mechanical complications that its dearest friends do not know, without 

investigation, how much machinery they are wrestling with. 

But, encouraged by some saxophone fans, I borrowed a saxophone and a book 

filled with wise saws and detailed charts, followed instructions - and achieved the scale 

from C to C! True, I almost slipped on the top note coming down, but I reached the 

bottom without breaking anything but the peace - and then a strange thing happened. I 

had taken to my breast a twisting thing called the saxophone. The serpent bit me. Since 

which time I have been drying, Egypt, dying to own not one but the whole family - eight! 

Count 'em! Eight! - of saxophones. If fortune smiles, my ambition may become reality. 

This experience is important, because it reveals the why of the saxophone, in spite 

of its forbidding aspect, it is almost as easy to play as a tin whistle - up to a certain point. 

And it comes in such assorted sizes that it suits almost any musical or semi musical taste. 

The E-flat sopranino saxophone plays E-flat clarinet or cornet parts. It is only 

eighteen inches long - too short to come in the meerschaum model - but its range reaches 

to high heaven. The C soprano plays directly from vocal, piano or organ music and hence 

is right at home in the family orchestra, church choir or singing society. The B-flat 

soprano resembles the mezzo-soprano voice, plays the b-flat cornet parts in the band and 

is the star instrument in modern dance orchestras. The E-flat alto saxophone can play the 

alto parts in the band, and might become a featured solo instrument with symphony 

orchestras. The C-melody saxophone is an octave lower than the C soprano and has a 

cello like quality. The B-flat tenor saxophone takes the place of tenor or barytone in the 

band and trombone in the orchestra. The E-flat barytone saxophone has the pitch of the 

E-flat bass or tuba in military bands, and the b-flat bass saxophone has the pitch of the 

BB-flat bass, biggest of all military band instruments. It is a fussy musician who cannot 
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find satisfaction somewhere along this reigning line of vibrating brasses. No wonder we 

harbor 2,000,000 of them! 

 

The Thrill of Your Life 

 

Antoine Sax, of Belgium and Paris, developed the saxophone and began 

manufacturing the B-flat soprano, E-flat alto, B-flat tenor and E-flat barytone - first of the 

saxophone family - in 1846. Edward Abraham Lefebre, a native of Holland, became the 

first great saxophone virtuoso about 1850. In his capable hands the new instrument was 

endorsed by Wagner and Gounod. In 1871 Lefebre brought the first saxophone to this 

country. For nineteen years thereafter he was the featured saxophone soloist with 

Gilmore's Band.  

His mission in life was to establish the saxophone as a legitimate musical 

instrument. He did his work well. Then the funny men seized upon it. 

Knox Wilson, a "Dutch" comedian, was one of the first, if not the first, to do a 

cakewalk with the saxophone. He starred in several musical comedies and is still in 

vaudeville. 

Tom Brown started his career - on foot - from his home in Ottawa, Canada, where 

his father was leader of the Governor-General's Foot Band. After many vicissitudes Tom 

became a circus cornet player. A brother joined him under the white tops. They began to 

practice on the novel saxophones between circus performances. The other musicians 

made merry with them. So did the elements. After a blow-down at Aurora, Illinois, one 

day, they found the remains of a patron stretched out on their saxophone trunk. 

Eventually Tom, Bill, Alex, Fred, Vern and Percy blossomed out as the Six Brown 

Brothers. Percy died in service during the World War. The remaining five, with a new 

recruit, carried on in musical comedy and vaudeville. 

The World War added a final touch to the saxophone's popularity. A regimental 

band was required for each new regiment going into service. Governmental regulations 

and the enthusiasm of recruits to the army purchasing department caused a boom in 

saxophone manufacture. 

Impossibility of escaping the saxophone is daily impressed upon us. Boston 

rededicated itself to music with a Music Week, May fourth to tenth last year. One of the 

week's features was a jazz concert by a forty-piece band in which saxophones played 

prominent parts. 

So far as I know, the highest attainment in saxophone performance is that credited 

to Miss Lillian A. Boyer, of whom a current chronicler says, "If you ever have occasion 

to see Miss Boyer perform on a saxophone and note her turning a complete somersault on 

the outer edge of the wing of a moving aeroplane while playing a solo, we are sure you 

will get the thrill of your life." 

I'll say you would! Not even Al Wilson, who, high in air, drives a golf ball from 

an aeroplane wing, then leaps from one plane to another, can out point the musically 

inclined Miss Boyer. I am not sure what solo Miss Boyer plays while turning her aerial 

somersault, but I assume she specializes in The Heavens Are Telling. 

 

The Chicago Noise Court 
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Chicago, accustomed to disturbances, is trying to keep the saxophone within 

bounds. It does not object to the uproar coming from the upper floors of the State-Lake 

Building, where budding saxophonists are attending a saxophone school, even though 

that uproar out sounds the rumble of the Loop and the squealing of the L trains. It does 

believe, however, in certain quiet hours between nightfall and dawn. 

Hence the noise court instituted by Health Commissioner Bundesen, who is 

campaigning against persistent and dynamic self-expression which he contends "may 

affect the brain in such a way as to cause giddiness, dizziness and nausea." Among the 

offenders against the peace and dignity of Chicago are, according to the health 

commissioner, "The saxophone player who begins his concert at a time when people 

should be sleeping; the ragtime player who finds it necessary to keep the world awake; 

the phonograph player who makes himself a nuisance late at night; the radio fan who 

turns on the new horn at unseemly hours; the early-morning streetcar gongs; the annoying 

locomotive whistle and the automobile horn that screeches for the best girl to hurry." 

Although Commissioner Bundesen hales offending saxophonists into court, he is 

not anti music or anti saxophone. He has sponsored a saxophone sextet in his department. 

This sextet rehearses on the roof of the Cook County Building. But it restrains itself after 

the Bundesen curfew has rung. 

Edward C. Barroll, authority on the saxophone, hazards the prediction that the end 

of 1925 will find twenty times as many saxophone bands in America as at the beginning 

of this year. Not only are individual and group performances increasing at an alarming 

rate; saxophonists are coming upon us in pairs. Not long ago we were presented with 

Filipino Siamese Twins, each playing a saxophone. Down in San Antonio a pair of twins 

recently dawned upon the public. They are pretty little girls with long curly hair and 

bright faces, but they are joined Siamese-Twin fashion and they do saxophone duets! 

France appears to be taking the saxophone situation more seriously than does 

America. Last June the cables told us the French Government had decided to banish the 

multitude of American jazz bands which were making life difficult for French musicians. 

Prominent saxophonists in this country appealed to Secretary of Labor Davis at 

Washington and Ambassador Myron T. Herrick at Paris, and the French ruling lost some 

of its harshness. Great is the power of the saxophone. 

It is becoming more and more strenuous for the professional saxophonist each 

day. Arrangers are giving modern saxophone players more difficult parts, and there is a 

demand in better bands and orchestras for artistic work in the saxophone department. In 

such organizations the trick player has given way to the one who thoroughly understands 

ensemble playing. But many astonishing results have been accomplished by trickery. 

There was the celebrated case of the Foster Quartet and the Pizzicato Polka. This 

Strauss number was long a favorite with Gilmore's Band, because it is filled with difficult 

starts and stops and unison, and harmonic passages which gave the dramatic Irish-

American conductor a bully chance to show off. For the same reason it is a test number 

for a saxophone quartet operating without a conductor, because each of the four players, 

standing in line on the stage, had his hands and fingers full - of keys. And it is an axiom 

in the world of music that no four men can count time alike. Doctor Foster solved the 

problem of the Pizzicato Polka's starts and stops in a unique and, for a long time, 

mysterious manner. For months after the first performance of that polka as a saxophone 
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quartet number, in Carnegie Hall early in 1910, musicians sat out in front and marveled at 

the accuracy of attack exhibited by the Foster quartet. Then the secret was revealed. 

The ingenious Foster had cut out and concaved a bit of cork which he thrust into 

one nostril. At the intake of breath immediately before each passage of music a sharp but 

subdued whistle came from Foster's nose. The quartet could hear it, but the audience 

could not. The attack was perfect. Engagements galore followed. The quartet was a nine 

months' wonder in the saxophone world. So much for originality. 

Carping critics may complain of the saxophone craze, but the saxophonists will 

reply, "We're not so crazy as the oboe, English horn and bassoon players. See how many 

of them have gone to the booby hatch!" And the records do show that there is some 

foundation for the tradition that the players of double-reed instrument - of which the 

oboe, English horn and bassoon are best known - do have a dual mentality and do at 

times suffer from amnesia. 

The oboe is a diminutive wooden pipe with a delicate slightly nasal but wholly 

sweet tone, and is the boss of band or orchestra because its pitch is so stable that all other 

instruments are tuned to it. It is of ancient, probably Oriental, origin and in the course of 

its development has been known as the shawm, or reed pipe, of the twelfth century, the 

schalm of King Henry VIII, the howeboie or hoeboy of Queen Elizabeth and hautboy of 

Samuel Pepys' diary. "Hautboy" may be translated "high wood," referring not to a tall 

chest of drawers but to the altitude so easily attained on the small musical instrument. 

JANUARY 25 - NEW YORK TIMES - 1925 
 

SOULFUL YOUTHS BUY SAXOPHONES.  
No Sleep For Neighbors of Ambitious Young Jazz Orchestras. Far be it from the 

good people of Bensonhurst, Harlem or West Farms to flout tradition, but doubt as to the 

truth of the ancient contention that music hath charms is dropping heavily upon them. 

In their milder moments they will concede that perhaps there were times in their 

lives when music had a soothing significance for them, but that was before the young 

men in their localities became unreasonably convinced that anyone could learn to play a 

wind or percussion instrument in ten lessons or receive his money back. 

These peaceful communities, and the ninety-two other shoulder-to-shoulder 

hamlets that compose the metropolis, deny that they are peaceful any longer. They recall 

with regret their criticism of youths who spent their evenings and 2 1/2 cents a cue in the 

local pool parlors. They yearn for the quiet click of the billiard balls when they are 

assailed by some particularly agonized wail committed in the name of music. 

It affords them no joy that the gangs have been supplanted by the bands. They 

even miss the boys who stood on the corner, with heads close together, keeping always a 

respectful distance ahead of the tenor as they apprised a disinterested public of a warm 

regard for "Sweet Adeline." 

Today "Sweet Adeline" has been supplanted in young men's musical interest by a 

correspondent kind of a lady known as "Hot Mamma." Their homage to this livelier belle 

is paid with an assortment of shiny, leather-lunged instruments played with an 

accompaniment of puffed cheeks and shaking shoulders. 

Many an innocuous telephone lineman by day is a mad master of saxophone by 

night. There are shipping clerks who take up a clarinet when they drop the hammer. 
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There are third assistant paying tellers who become lost in the shining embrace of a 

Sousaphone when dusk falls. 

 

A Double Lure. 

 

The boys have succumbed to a double lure. They crave wealth and social 

desirability. They want to be appealed to by charming company to cause their saxophone 

to sob, croon, or have it ask her please to come back to him. 

The indulgence of the jazz orchestra leaders in permitting the general public to 

peer into their pay envelopes and see the thousands of dollars neatly folded there has 

caused legions of young men to regard the merchandising of melody as their mission on 

earth. 

They all do not succeed in creating symphonic sound; but they usually manage to 

achieve volume. They collect in quintets and sextets at one another's homes, much as 

card players do, and prepare to blow and thump their way to fame and fortune. They are 

blissfully impervious to the thudding on the ceiling by the family below. The urge is so 

strong upon them that janitors are defied with as much impunity as are ordinary persons. 

Their art is long and time is fleeting. It is often midnight before there is a pause in 

their evening's occupation. This interval is customarily devoted to crimination and 

recrimination regarding the authorship of divers sour notes. 

Now and then they are engaged to play at local weddings or large ice cream 

parlors. At the refreshment saloon they sometimes find themselves in stern competition 

with the nickel piano. This piano has seniority in its favor, but the orchestra gives 

motions with its music, this being a most popular blending in this restless era. 

The remuneration is not precisely princely, but there are no discomforts from 

thirst. 

One of the largest manufacturers of band instruments declared that his sales for 

1924 were more than double those for 1923. He admitted that he has sympathy for those 

tenants with a two-year lease and an incipient orchestra on the same floor. He says he 

would pay a fabulous price to the inventor of a device that would silence a saxophone 

when a player was exceeding his quota of harsh and unfeeling notes. Inventors, here is 

your chance. B. R. 

FEBRUARY 7 - LIVING AGE - 1925 
 

THE TRIUMPH OF THE JUNGLE  by Jaap Kool.  

The decisive turning in the history of the jazz-band came with the victory of the 

saxophone. Where did this instrument originate? In the year 1842 a man came from 

Brussels to Paris without a penny. His name was Adolph Sax. His sole possession was an 

instrument which he had invented in his father's musical-instrument shop - a bass clarinet 

of curious construction with which he stirred up a commotion upon the pinnacles of the 

Parisian musical world, among such men as Halevy and Auber. He received an especially 

favorable reception from Berlioz, who provided the inventor with the money necessary to 

carry out his plans. Sax now built seven of these instruments, named saxophones in his 

honor, of different 

APRIL 11 - MUSICAL AMERICA - 1925 
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NEW AMERICAN MUSIC DRAMA OF REDEMPTION UTILIZES JAZZ  

Jazz has proved a hardy tonal infant in the relatively few years of its existence. 

We have had rhapsodies and sonatas exploiting this medium, and now comes the 

announcement that the Chicago Civic Opera Company will add four saxophones to its 

orchestral battery when it produces a new grand opera next season., "A Light from St. 

Agnes," by W. Franke Harling, American composer. 

New instruments were added to the dance ensemble, probably in a search for 

additional tonal possibilities. This tonal desire was answered by the arrangers with the 

use of the saxophone. The inclusion of the saxophone became a major tonal influence. It 

was first included in the dance ensemble in the early decades of the 20th Century. The 

saxophone was used in military bands much earlier, especially in the French Military 

Bands of the 1860's that had made appearances in New Orleans in the 1870's. One of the 

earliest saxophone parts was found, in manuscript, in the dance library of John 

Robichaux of New Orleans in an arrangement dated 1906. 

While exact dates are not possible in general terms we can detail the inclusion of 

the saxophone in dance groups with the below chart: 

1906 - 1916 - one sax period (either an alto, tenor or C melody) 

1917 - 1922 - two sax period (combinations of alto & tenor or C melody 

1923 - 1929 - three sax period (usually alto & 2 tenors. Can be 2 altos and tenor) 

 

We find the baritone saxophone used as early as 1921 but was an exception until later. 

 

The development of orchestras in the 1920's continued the earlier dance group 

enlargement that evolved from the Quadrille bands. The theater bands in the latter 

decades included orchestral instruments that are found in the symphony/operatic 

orchestras, i.e. double reeds (especially oboe and bassoon), French horns, and a full string 

section. Knowing that the instruments stated above were hard to find in the 100's of 

towns having musical groups, music publishers had their arrangers develop a style of 

arranging that included a mastery use of cross-cueing. These arrangements and the bands 

playing them, evolved into the traditional society orchestra of violin, flute, clarinet, 

cornet, trombone and the three rhythm instruments - piano, bass and drums. A second 

cornet part was added later, and it wouldn't be until approximately 1910 that a saxophone 

appears in a printed part. (The development of the use of saxophones will be taken up in a 

later.) The clarinet, while we find it used as a double in swing orchestras, had as 

prominent a part in the society orchestra as that of the flute and violin. The clarinet was 

discontinued in a prominent role around 1931; the flute meeting the same fate 

approximately in 1935; the violin, while used by many leading swing bands, began losing 

favor in the early 1930's. The banjo was added to dance band stocks around 1911 and 

disappeared in around 1935-37 - to be replaced by the guitar. The saxes were added, first 

including just one, then two (alto & tenor), then three, four and five saxophones. 

Saxophones prominence:    1906-1917 - one sax 

    1917-1922 - two saxes 

    1922-1929 - three saxes 

    1930's - four to five saxes 
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In the 20's (approx. 1922-1929) a large majority of stocks published contained 

parts for three saxes. In 1926, 83% included sax parts. In 1920 only 39% had included 

sax parts. 

 

AMERCAN MERCURY – APRIL – 1926 
 

THE ANATOMY OF JAZZ II 

 
 Discusses the evolution of the "sweet" sound of jazz and the efforts of 

Fredie Grofe: 

"There are seven members of the saxophone family, ranging from the sopranino 

down to the contrabass, though very few of the latter are now in existence, owing to their 

unwieldiness and the necessity of having a superhuman pair of lungs to play one. The 

sopranino can climb up to the second G flat above the treble clef; the baritone (the 

average orchestra has no lower bass) can drop down to D below the bass clef. So there is 

plenty of room to write for them. They grow bigger according to the depth of their voices. 

What you see ordinarily when there are three players are two alto saxophones and 

a tenor' if there is a quartette, the fourth is a baritone. They all have bent-back 

mouthpieces and bells doubling back and up and out. When one or more of the players 

suddenly changes to a straight instrument, it is a soprano, and if there is one straight one 

about half as long as the others, that is little sopranino. They are all transposing 

instruments; that is, they sound a note quite different from the one actually written. 

Until the days of jazz there was practically no virtuoso saxophone technique 

because none was called for. In military bands (Sousa has carried a quartette for years) 

they wander quietly and unobtrusively about, filling in and enriching the harmonic 

background. Meyerbeer, Bizet, Massenet and Thomas all employed them as solo 

instruments, though making not technical demands on them. 

As a bit of ironic fact, these passages generally were (and are still) transferred to 

the clarinet because there was no saxophone player available in opera or symphony 

orchestras. Today, under the agile fingers of the modern player fluttering over eighteen or 

twenty keys, saxophones toss off scale passages and arpeggios with reckless ease. 

The saxophones chatter, they bleat, they glide, they coo-especially the latter. They 

even produce portamenti that are, mechanically speaking, not among their possibilities. 

Urged by a skillful tongue (slap tonguing), they produce explosive noises that sound as if 

a door had been slammed to upon a tone with a woodeny bang. They are invaluable in all 

situations-the heart, soul and spirit of the jazz orchestra. 

The saxophonists had a virgin field to develop. Jazz trumpeters and trombonists, 

on the other hand, have taken their classic instruments and in a very few years extended 

their possibilities beyond the dreams of the generations that previously played them. The 

orchestration books, for instance, all give the soprano high C (two octaves above middle 

C) as the extreme upward limit of range for the B-flat trumpet, the one in ordinary use, 

and even at that warn against the employment of the upper register. "It is a good rule," 

says Cecil Forsyth in his exhaustive book on orchestration, "to take them.....only for 

special purposes above their high G." Yet the jazz players of today run up an octave 

higher than the with entire ease, and Leo Sowerby in his "Monotony" has actually written 

the B-flat above that summit-and had it played. 
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As an example I will present the arrangement of "I'm a Jazz Vampire" an 

arrangement available from Basin St. Press that was published originally in 1920. The 

instrumentation includes: piano, bass, trap drums, alto & tenor saxophone, violin, 2 

cornets and trombone. Early arrangements included flute and clarinet parts but of course 

no saxophones. The first saxophone parts published were in the late teens of the 20th 

century. Many times we do have clarinets included within the saxophone parts 

(doublings) and violin parts (which were later excluded from the arrangements of the 

20's. 

The tenor saxophone usually is doubling the 2nd cornet or a harmony part with 

the tenor plays the missing note of a triad (bars 5 to 12).While the melody at bar 19 is 

taken by the 1st cornet, the tenor plays the intro motive which alternates with sustained 

harmony parts until bar 27 where it has an interesting counter-melody until it goes back, 

in bar 35 as it plays the intro motive again. The conductor should play close attention to 

the saxophone parts in these early jazz arrangements. The two saxophone arrangement 

has to be analyzed as to when it plays the melody, a counterpoint or sustaining harmony. 

Many saxophone players, experienced at playing saxophone band parts within a four or 

five sax ensemble cannot approach these arrangements thinking their part is similar to big 

band arrangements. Both the alto and tenor parts are combinations of doubling, harmony 

and counter-melodies and must understand which he is playing at certain parts of the 

arrangements. 

The alto often doubles the melody, first in the 1st cornet part and occasionally 

with the violin. At 43 it doubles the bass. The saxophone was a difficult instrument to 

control and play in tune. In one year Buescher sold over a million saxophones. The 

saxophone was also the brunt of many a joke such as: "What's the difference between a 

chain-saw and a saxophone?" Answer: Vibrato. 

The years between 1913 and 1918 were significant in Papa John’s musical career. 

During that time he left New Orleans to join a traveling show band led by Professor 

Anthony Holmes of Lutcher, Louisiana. Holmes taught Papa John how to read music and 

he encouraged his new sideman to get a saxophone when the instrument first came out. 

“He say, ’John, a man like you shouldn’t be on the bass.’ I got a cello, and I play cello 

awhile. He say, “Why don’t you get a saxophone? Say ‘I’ll get you a saxophone pretty 

cheap.’ So a friend of mine’s was there at the time, and said, ‘I know a fella in New 

Orleans just came down from New York with a saxophone.’ Had just bought it. So I gave 

him fifty dollars and train fare. Had an e-flat alto. I played with Homes’ band. Well, I 

could play a little clarinet; and in ‘bout a month I was going out with the band with the 

saxophone.” 

Upon returning to New Orleans, Papa John found that he was a pioneer; “I had the first 

saxophone in New Orleans.” He was significant in introducing the instrument into brass 

bands and dance bands throughout the city. 

Another who was helped by Papa John was Earl Fouche’. The outstanding sax 

player on the 1927 recordings of Sam Morgan’s Band. “That’s my cousin (Earl Fouche’) 

Now he couldn’t do nothing with that music until I showed him how, and he got to be a 

good saxophone player. 

I went through the season in this fashion. Then, the Grunwald Hotel Corporation 

purchased a new hotel, the Bienville Apartments Hotel, on Lee Circle and St. Charles 

Avenue. Mr. Grunwald wanted to put something different and novel in music at the new 
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hotel, and suggested to me that I put an all-saxophone band in there, as saxophones were 

just beginning to be the rage in the East. The symphonic Dance Orchestra had 

saxophones, but that played for dinner only. The idea of an all-saxophone group for 

dancing had not been tried in New Orleans. 

I opened the new Bienville Apartments Hotel (1921), with saxes, piano, and 

drums, billed as “Tony Parenti and His Saxophone Orchestra.” There was Wilbur Dinkle, 

piano, and either Adrian Goslin or George Triay, drums. On saxes, there were: Joe 

Hartman, tenor; “Box” Saxman, C-melody, and I played B flat soprano sax (of which 

more later). The “novelty” appeal was strong, we played almost exclusively for dancing 

and we did well. We would fake the popular stock arrangements (which the publishers 

sent us free) and trick them up with “head” arrangements. However, we did play little 

jazz band things, in which I would double on clarinet. 

Hearing this music for the first time in person, I was rather thrilled, because of its 

impressiveness-hearing such things as six saxophones, and elaborate semi-symphonic 

turbulations of popular songs. Then next afternoon I went to the music store and 

mentioned that I might want to play an E flat alto sax, and they presented me with a gold-

plated Buscher, in return for publicity for them, in connection with it. This was my first 

experience with a lead alto. Previously, I had played soprano sax, which, having similar 

fingering to the clarinet, was not much different. I used the alto that night on the job, with 

hardly a trial, and no practice on the new instrument. I made it a steady part of my band 

thereafter. I mention all this because thereby lay the unfortunate circumstances of my 

early New Orleans recordings, which are monopolized by my new “play toy,” as it were. 

I was a youngster then, of course, and looking back over the years, the fact that I gave so 

much to the saxophone seems absolutely out of place. I wish I had stuck to clarinet. 
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THE USE OF THE SAXOPHONE 
 

The more than 3000 arrangements in the John Robichaux's dance music 

library gives us a sampling of the use of saxes in the contemporary dance 

orchestra of the late 19th and early 20th Century. One of the earliest examples of 

the use of a sax in the dance orchestra is a manuscript part written as an addition 

to the standard instrumentation for the song 'Sorella' for a C melody sax. There is 

no date on the part and it could have been written later than the published date of 

the printed parts that are marked with the date, 1906. 

Interestingly, in 1907 we find a printed military band arrangement of 

'Mignon' using 3 saxes (ATA). There is mention of saxes being used in the 

marching bands of Louisiana in 1885 - an article in the Donaldsonville 'Chief.' It 

mentions the purchase of a few saxes for the town band. 

In 1910 we find 3 arrangements (out of 66) that used saxophones; a 

manuscript part for 'Chinatown' for alto and tenor sax (finding manuscript parts 

might mean that publishers had not yet decided they should begin publishing parts 

for saxes in regular arrangements; two others: 'In the Garden of My heart' (using 

C melody) and 'Some of these Days' (using alto, tenor and/or C melody sax), are 

present and the way saxes are used will be the main direction of the shows on the 

use of the sax. 

In 1911, we have three arrangements (out of 69) which use saxes: 

'Marietta' (tenor), 'Red Rose Rag' (ATA), and, 'Somewhere A Voice is Calling' 

(with a manuscript part for C melody sax). 

From 1912 through 1915, we find only 8 arrangements using saxes out of 1,238 

arrangements - hardly a trend. The sax was still not a standard part in the 

published arrangements during these years. 

In 1916 we find 15 arrangements using various combinations of saxes: 

from single sax to two (Alto & Tenor), one brass band arrangement using sax and 

two arrangements for dance band with three saxes. Having three saxes published 

did not mean there were three separate parts united as a sax section (like the 3 

cornet parts of a brass band) but each could double another printed part, or be a 

combination of many parts doubling them at certain sections, or be sort of an 

obligato part. 

From about 1906 to 1917 the majority of arrangements for dance bands 

using saxes are limited to one sax. There are a few arrangements using two but 

their use was not as a sectional arrangement but as two individual instruments. 

The use and number of saxes can be primarily divided into three periods: 

 

1906- 1917 -  one sax period 

  

1917 - 1922 -  two sax period 

  

1922 - 1929 -  three sax period 

  

1930 --------   four to five sax period 
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From 1917 through 1922 we find the percentage of arrangements using 

sax up from 9% to 30% in 1920 - we find a trend in the use of two saxes, the alto 

and tenor. Of the 1020 arrangements found there are 216 arrangements using 

saxes, a large jump in percentage in the use of saxes. 

In 1917 we find 25 arrangements using sax. The majority are for two saxes 

(A & T). The percentage of saxes found is 9%, an increase from 1916 of almost 

300%. In 1917 we find the first appearance of a part for baritone sax in a march 

entitled "War March." 

In 1918 we find 29 arrangements that use sax. Of the 19 we find the 

following distribution is seen: 

 

sax parts - 19 

tenor sax - 6 

Alto, Tenor or C melody sax - 1 

soprano sax - 1 

C melody sax - 2 

 

The songs with 2 sax parts are double with the first mention of the soprano 

sax in an arrangement called "Sweet child." 

In 1919 we find another large increase, the number of arrangements using 

sax is up to 73 making it 22% of the yearly number. We see the continued use of 

alto and tenor sax (49) which again doubles the previous year. There appear 

various combinations of saxes in the remaining 24 arrangements. 

In 1920, we see a continued increased percentage in the use of saxes with 

30% of the arrangements found using sax. Out of a total of 238 we find 93 using 

sax. The combination of saxes (using alto and tenor) is again prevalent, 

numbering 73. 

In 1921, we find the continued trend of the use of two saxes. We find 136 

arrangements using saxes - 61% out of a total of 22. From 1920 the percentage 

never drops below 60% and reaches a high of 83% in 1926. Eventually there will 

be 100% in the 1930's. Also found in 1921 are 15 alto and tenor combinations 

with doubling on C melody sax, putting the total of alto and tenor combos to 143 

out of 168. We do not count the double of the tenor part by the c melody as two 

parts - only one part transposed for two different keys. 

In 1922, with 281 arrangements listed, 141 of them use sax or 64%. Those 

arrangements using alto and tenor combination number 83 of those 141. We also 

see 19 use 2 altos and tenor or 3 saxes, but we see many doublings using C 

melody or tenor sax subbing for 2nd alto and alto subbing for tenor. This shows 

another increase in percentage although the total number of stocks present from 

1922 is lower than the previous year. We find 4 parts in the arrangement "Lady of 

the Evening," and "Yankee Doodle Blues." 

There is only a small increase - from 64% to 65 % of stocks using saxes, 

which comes to 121 out of 186 in the year 1923. Significantly there is a beginning 

of the use of 3 sax parts (32) at alto and tenor parts (24), although we have 33 alto 

and tenor parts. With C melody doubling putting the two piece sax parts to 57. 
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This year appears to be the year that the saxes are beginning to be written as a 

harmonic section either in three parts or 4 parts. 

 

4 saxes - 5 

3 saxes - 32 

A,T,C Melody - 33 

 

The only 4 parts are: 'I'm Goin' South,' "Indiana Moon,' 'I've Got a Cross 

Eyed Papa,' 'Steppin Out,' and 'When you Walked out someone Else Walked 

Right In.' 

In 1924, we find a large number of stocks using saxes - 111 out of 146 - 

76%. Seventy are A,T,A, 24 are 4 parts and 14 are 2 part (A & T). The use of 

three sax parts remains the most consistent combo until 4 sax combos and 

gradually to 5 that is the present arrangements in 'stage' bands. We also find very 

little use of clarinets. Clarinets in various numbers, are still found , but in very 

few arrangements. 

In 1925, the number rises to 82% or 100 or 121, and we see less use of a 

clarinet. We also see an arrangement using 5 saxes (no Bary. included) "Outside 

of You." The majority of stocks are for 3 saxes (AAT) - 85 arrangements. 

In 1926 the percentage of stocks using saxes is at 83% or 133 out of 160. There is 

continues less use of clarinet. Three part sax parts number 119 with only 14 not 

the same (11 written for 2 saxes). 

In 1927, we find a drop in percentage of stocks using sax parts - 75% or 

93 out of 123. The prevalence of 3 sax parts is seen (85 out of 93) - only 6 are for 

2 saxes and one with 4 saxes. There is still use of clarinet and flute which will 

continue till 1935 (no flute) and no clarinet. The popularity of 3 saxes continue 

until 1930's. One stock contains 3 altos - 'Kiss and Make Up.' 

In 1928 a slight drop of percentage occurs - 74% from the previous year - 

87 of 117. One hundred and twenty-eight are in 3 parts, only 1 in 4 parts and 11 

with 2 saxes. The trend for 3 part sax parts is now somewhat standard. 

In 1928, while the total number of stock goes down to 65 the percentage of these 

using saxes are at the highest level - 93% or 61 out of 65, the remaining (except 

for one) are 4 part sax arrangements. 

Saxophones were introduced into American Brass Bands in the 1880's and 

in the early 20th Century in dance bands (1906). 

 

1906 - 1917 - One sax - alto, tenor or C melody 

 

Saxes were introduced into American Brass Bands in the 1880's and in the 

early 20th Century (1906) in dance bands. During this era (1906-1916) there were 

few arrangements using saxes and manuscripts are found of sax parts added to 

published arrangements. We find alto, tenor and C melody saxes written for. The 

majority of sax parts are written for only one sax. The sax part usually doubles 

other parts, plays the melody in some sections and harmony in others. There are 

few individual parts that do not double or support the other instrumental parts. I 
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believe the arrangements were first written for traditional instrumentation and 

then a sax part was added. 

 

1917 - 1922 - Two saxes - alto and tenor 
 

Evolving around 1917 until 1921/1922 we find the popular use of 2 saxes 

in dance arrangements, mostly an alto and tenor sax. While we see appearances of 

more than 1 sax in a dance arrangement prior to 1917, during this era we find a 

prevalence of 2 part sax parts. There is no sectional work for the saxes, they still 

double parts, both harmony and melody. There is evidence of individually written 

sax parts, showing that arrangers were thinking of the sax as an individual 

instrument, not just an added part for doubling but had not yet thought of using 

the sax as a section like the brass. 

 

1922 - 1929 - three saxes 
 

Around 1922, we find the early arrangements of saxes written as a section 

and they become an integral part of the ensemble. As a result we have the clarinet 

becoming less important as an ensemble  

By 1924, we find the sax well-established as an integral part of published 

instrument but retaining a place in the ensemble. The clarinet's position will not 

be a part time instrument with the arranger requiring the sax players to double on 

clarinet. We find sax sectional jazz breaks and we find the use (with sectional 

established sax parts) of 3 or more saxes. AA and TAT. Jazz arrangements and 

this era begins the modern era of arranging for an enlarged dance ensemble. 

Arrangement and use of saxes 
 

SORELLA - 1906 - Borel/Clerc 
 

Labeled as a 'Spanish March,'  'Sorella' was popular in Paris as did all 

Latin music. This period was referred to as 'The great Parisian craze.' While no 

date is given, the written out soprano saxophone part is mostly doubling cello. 

With many dance bands not having cello, this sax part is playing a part that might 

not have been played. In some phrases the sax part doubles the trombone or 

clarinet. Perhaps with the unavailability of cello players the sax gradually took 

over cello parts and was to become the backbone of the dance group. 

 

WHEN YOU HEAR JACKSON MOAN UPON HIS SAXOPHONE - 1916 - 

E. Carroll 
 

The arrangers are beginning to experiment on how best to write and use 

the saxophone. We see this in 'Jackson.' The tenor sax is used to play some 

harmony parts, some pick-up notes and as a fill in and sometimes doubling 

trombone parts. In the trio it mostly doubles the cello part. 

'Jackson' is labeled a Medley fox-trot and is from Oliver Morosco's play 

with music 'So Long Letty.' From the lack of syncopation and other jazz related 
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elements 'Jackson' is more of a show tune and typical of the 'straight' popular 

music of the era prior to the First World War. It is in three section and includes an 

introduction and a D. S. The first section acts like a verse to the chorus of the 

second section. The third section contains one figure that uses one beat of 

syncopation, although with the tie it sounds more like the following figure is a 

anacrusis to the following melody, and seems mis-placed. It sounds like a lengthy 

introduction as there is a repeat back to the D. S. 

 

JASMO - 1917 - J. Klohr 

In this arrangement the alto saxophone is written exactly as a duplicate of 

the first cornet part. On the written cornet part we read: "1st Cornet in Bb (or Bb 

saxophone). In the part for saxophone we read: (Solo) Alto Saxophone.  

Jasmo is labeled "One-step Oddity." We find in many jazz arrangements 

of this period the use of the glissando on the trombone - a sound that is apropos of 

jazz band sounds. It is played by the trombone in "jazz breaks." The violin and 

flute often double the cornet/sax melody with the 2nd cornet the lone supporting 

instrument. The harmony is mostly covered by the chord accompaniment in the 

piano. A good technique is required to play this piece. It contains syncopation and 

a melody that contains grace notes and 16th note passage work. While it was 

written for dancing it is also a good piece for concert. 

 

SAXOPHONE BLUES - 1919 - A. Bernard 

 

Although written and published in 1919, this arrangement, like a number 

published after 1917 still only use one saxophone in its instrumentation. The sax 

part still doubles other instruments (the violin in the first section, the lst cornet in 

the chorus). An interesting yet puzzling passage for the sax in bars 15 and 17 as 

we find a group of 16 and 32nd notes filling the last two beats of each measure. 

No other instrument plays this and it seems a recalcitrant figure out of place. 

While called a blues it is not in the traditional 12 bar blues progression. The great 

Negro composer William Grant Still is the arranger and it is published by Pace & 

W. C. Handy's Music Publishing Company. 

 

1917 to 1922 - TWO SAXES 
 

MY FOX TROT GIRL - 1917 - Biese 
 

A four bar introduction leads to the first section (A) 16 bars long in two 8 

bar phrases. Section B is 32 bars long and leads to section C (trio) that modulates 

from D major to G major. The Last four bars have the lead in the low parts and 

leads to a D. S. al Fine that takes you back to Section B and a Fine ending. The 

arrangement contains parts for both an alto and tenor saxophone. One can see that 

the arranger is still searching for the best way to use the saxophone. With one sax 

the arranger could double parts that needed support or write an obligato part that 

would fit into the arrangement but with two his dilemma grows and becomes an 

problem of how to write for two saxophones in the band. The sax parts probably 
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were written last and their parts were a combination of doubles and obligato 

styles. This is seen in this arrangement. Both the alto and tenor double 

cello/trombone parts and only sparingly have quasi harmony support parts. We 

really find no real section work together. This arrangement shows the transition 

role played by the early arranger using two saxophones in an arrangement. 

 

MR. JAZZ HIMSELF - 1917 - Irving Berlin 

 

Mr. Jazz Himself is an Irving Berlin composition and is labeled 'Medley 

Fox Trot.' The arrangement contains parts for alto & tenor saxophone. The 

melody is syncopated and the harmony is simple and typical of the era. The sax 

parts double the trombone, and cornet, but seem to have a more individual part 

and appear to be written as a group or section. This is the next step in the process 

of the saxophones becoming a legitimate section (when the arranger uses three it 

almost automatically assures section work). 

 

I'M A JAZZ VAMPIRE - 1920 - A. Swanstrom 

 

This piece is marked a fox trot. The arrangement is a very good example 

of a swinging jazz tune at the beginning of the jazz age - approx. 1920. There is a 

four bar introduction leading to section A that is 14 bars long. Section B uses an 

introduction material with 2 cadences. Section C is 10 bars long with a quarter 

note motif. Section D uses material from the introduction and material from 

section B for 4 bars with a 4 bar extension. Section E makes use of material from 

section C for 6 bars. Section F again uses introduction material - two bars the 

same with a 4 bar extension. 

The sax parts have shown some independence and play some harmony support 

but doubling are still frequent.  A vocal chorus is included. 

 

1923 TO 1929 - THREE SAXES 

 

BLACK CAT LUCK - 1922 - Spencer Williams 

 

Black Cat Luck, written by Spencer Williams, begins with a 4 bar 

introduction and followed by a 2 bar vamp. This is the traditional musical 

structure for the beginning of jazz tunes in the 20/s. 

The theme presented at A is in 4 bar phrases with only the cadence 

different. This leads to middle section of A that uses bridge-like material of 4 bars 

length; the 2nd four bars use the dotted motif of the 2nd bar of A. There is then 

presented a 4 bar transition to B. The main motif of B is the rhythmic  - o o o o - 

that leads to a stop time style at section C for 8 bars. This is repeated at D for 7 

bars ending with transitional material with a D. S. leading back to B. 

Written for one alto and two C melody saxes (playable by tenor saxes of 

course) is written with the saxes as a section. This period is really the beginning 

of our modern dance band sound. 
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WALTZ OF LONG AGO - 1923 - Irving Berlin 

 

No series using popular music would be complete without an Irving Berlin 

Waltz. Written in 1923, 'Waltz of Long Ago' uses three sax parts (ATT) with the 

2nd tenor labeled 3rd saxophone that is doubled by a soprano sax part. The 3rd 

sax parts shifts between the first and second parts at the chorus that illustrates the 

sax had not settled into a regular arranging routine in the early 20's. The 

saxophone parts fluctuate between section work and diversified doubling, obligato 

and tutti passages. 

 

ROSES OF PICARDY - 1923 - H. Wood 

 

A song that was to become a standard song, Roses of Picardy stresses the 

use of tonal sonorities and makes use of tonal combinations along with the new 

influential jazz' sounds blended in with a more classical approach in one of the 

last attempts at continuing the classical approach to popular music. The violin is 

well written for with an artistic use of nuances and dynamic levels. Great contrast 

in timbre combinations occur in this arrangement. Rhythm is straight dance band 

rhythm without the use of syncopation. The total ensemble sound is aesthetically 

beautiful but fading and giving way to the new saxophone domination of the 

popular dance band. There is the jazz element of using mutes in the brass 

instruments in this colorful arrangement by Chas. Grant which include a part for 

oboe. 

 

NANCY - 1924 - Black/Moret 

Written for three saxophone parts with the flexibility of three altos or an 

alto and 2 tenors, it also included parts for 2 clarinets. It uses the three saxes in 

harmonic section work. There is a sax trio section at C using the melody 

harmonized showing the coming to date of saxes used as a complete section. We 

can see the evolution of saxophone arranging for the developing concepts of 

dance bands arranging. There still remains the problem of what to do with the 

clarinets. They will solve this problem by having the saxes doubling on clarinet. 

The tempo is a brisk two to a bar. From 1923 we see the prominence of the saxes 

and the decreasing use of the clarinets, flute, and violin. While clarinets will be 

used in combination with saxes, the violin and flute would be dropped from the 

ever popular jazz dance orchestra, except in the large orchestras of theaters or the 

'symphonic orchestrations' of Whiteman and Lopez. This is the last hurrah of the 

ragtime-Atlantic City style popular music and we see the emergence of the 'jazz 

song' that would now monopolize the pop music scene. In this arrangement we 

find arrangers continue to try and use the clarinet as a section but this practice is 

to become obsolete except in their use in searching for new combinations of 

sound for the 'swing' bands of a later date. We find arrangers using two clarinets, 

a practice that was doomed from the start. 

 

JIG WALK - 1926 - Duke Ellington 
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''Jig' was published in 1926 and written by Duke Ellington. The words, by 

"Jo" Trent, seem to be an attempt at homing in on the new dance and jazz craze. 

During this era Negro dances were the fad on Broadway, especially the 

Charleston. We find the Charleston rhythm used with syncopation prevalent 

throughout the piece. 

The Charleston rhythm appears in the introduction of 8 bars and is 

followed by a section of 16 bars which appears to be a verse. This is followed by 

the chorus containing the lyrics and the Charleston rhythm. It is 32 bars long, in 

popular song form, AABA. The verse is then repeated as a piano solo, followed 

by a transition of 12 bars that lead back to the chorus and a coda of 5 bars. 

The arranger, Arthur Lange, uses 3 saxes, ATA, as a section in 3 part 

harmony showing that arrangers are now settled in their use of the family of 

saxophones, a family that is now well developed and becoming the backbone of 

the larger jazz ensemble. 

 

CAROLINA SHOUT - 1926 - James P. Johnson 

 

Carolina Shout, written by the famous pianist/composer James P. Johnson, 

uses the saxophones as a section with doubles on clarinet. The violin doubles the 

alto/clarinet part and is now redundant and superfluous in the new instrumentation 

of the less than 'huge' jazz bands of the Whiteman variety. The sax sound is 

becoming the most influential of all the jazz elements during the year of 1926 - 

the zenith of the jazz age is upon us in 1926. 

 

CUSHION FOOT STOMP - 1927 - Clarence Williams 
 

We hear in this composition, the establishment of the 'modern' sound of 

dance bands. The saxes are in the lead but the use of solos in both the clarinet and 

cornet (which are open to improvising), give us nostalgia of the past style of 'hot' 

playing. It is a true blues progression.  The violin part is just doubling with cues 

for other instrumental solos, and is not needed. The trombone part contains some 

interesting counterpoint and also includes glissandos. Great example of what jazz 

has become in the late 20's while still keeping solos work. 

 

ZULU WAIL - 1927 - Skinner/Bibo 

 

'Zulu' is arranged for three saxes that switch to clarinets during the 

arrangement, which is by Frank Skinner. Marked "A wail of a blues," the piece is 

not in the traditional blues style. We do find the use of the flatted 3rd. We have a 

change to Clarinets at B2 and they play a jazz tutti ride. It is to be played in a "hot 

tempo." 

 

HARLEM RHYTHM DANCE - 1933 - Clarence Williams 

Seems like a series of jazz riffs thus the name and use of rhythm in the 

title. Posses lyrics in jazz slang and is marked "swingy and Written in 16 bar song 

form the 2nd repeat 6 is extended 2 bars, followed by a 4 bar transition and 
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modulates from Eb to Ab, then goes to F. The theme is presented again in the Ab 

section. Fast," and is just that. A real crowd pleaser.  

 

OSTRICH WALK (1917) 1938 - L. Shields/N. LaRocca 
 

Originally recorded in 1917 by the ODJB, this arrangement was published in 

1938. Dance orchestras are expanding their instrumentation. This arrangement 

contains: four saxes (2 altos, tenor and baritone sax), three trumpets and two 

trombones, along with piano, bass guitar and drums. It is a big band arrangement 

of an early jazz tune and gives us the 'modern' jazz sound of a contemporary jazz 

orchestra. 

 

BABY WON'T YOU PLEASE COME HOME (1919) 1942 - Clarence 

Williams 

Written by Clarence Williams in 1919, 'Baby' became a standard and was 

rearranged in 1942 for the contemporary 'Big Band.' We recognize this as a 'legit' 

arrangement with the sound we are accustomed to hearing. 

 

MORPO - 1954 - Shorty Rogers 

 

Modern arranger/trumpet player Shorty Rogers uses a smaller ensemble in 

an attempt at reaching a big band sound with less players and also in an attempt at 

making it 'swing.' Many of the arrangers in the decades following World War II 

saw the disappearance of most big bands as a media for popular music. They tried 

(with much success) to get a 'different' sound with less people that resulted in a 

new contemporary sound that gave musicians the chance to improvise within the 

arrangement. 

Taking up the "jazz" side of the subject, "Musicians," said he, "are 

resenting the tendency of the 'jazz' people to introduce the saxophone. Numerous 

performers in the syncopated portamento style of noises are lacking in correct 

musical schooling. These players merely take up the saxophone to 'noodle' up and 

down its keys for the purpose of uttering horrific grunts, moans and exaggerated 

so-called imitative laughter. Of course that is not saxophone playing; it is 

downright saxophone abuse, tending to debase it in public thought. The main 

intent of many 'jazz' buzzers is to pander to a so-called popular taste. Such 

manipulators are apt to have imperfect embouchures, and they will, as a rule, 

persist in forcing the tone to a point that throws the instrument out of tune. 

"But, in spite of the misrepresentation it has suffered during and since the 

World War at the bands of certain cheap commercial opportunists, and despite the 

persistent German opposition maintained toward it -likely enough because it is a 

French invention - it is my conviction that the day of artistic triumph for the 

saxophone is not far distant. 

"Richard Strauss separated himself from the Tentonic attitude by 

employing a quartet of saxophones in his 'Symphonia Domestica,' the score 

demanding them without indicating substitution of other instruments. Strauss' 

directions are quoted as being that the orchestra must be enlarged to 108 
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instruments, among them four saxophones. He calls for the soprano in C, alto in f, 

baritone in F and bass in C in the symphony. 

"I should like to say in conclusion that heretofore I have used only two 

saxophones in my band - alto and tenor, but I intend next season to install a 

quartet, realizing the richer color blending and the more varied shading it will 

furnish." (Six: All the above arrangements can be obtained through Basinstreet 

Press.) 

 

The July, 1923, Metronome, we read an article ("The Make-up of a 

Modern Orchestra") by one of the top arrangers, Harry L. Alford: 

But the principal lesson we learned, as the jazz artist inspired us to look 

for new tone colors and effects that might be adapted to high-class dance music, 

was the use of the saxophone. Although this instrument had long been known to 

musicians as a "filler' in brass combinations or for an occasional solo, our 

principal acquaintance with it was in the bands of vaudeville musical acts. But 

when we discovered its capabilities in the hands of a skillful performer, it rapidly 

took its place in dance combinations; and, when the usual prejudice against any 

innovation is overcome, it will be welcomed into theatre and concert orchestras. 

Is it any wonder that an instrument that can play a sustained melody with 

the suavity and grace of a solo violin or cello, rapid figuration with the ability of a 

flute and yet "carry" well enough to be heard clearly above the brass section (or 

blend with it if desired), has become popular? Add to these qualities the fact that 

it has a range of two octaves and a half, or practically uniform timbre, without 

noticeable breaks; and above all, that the performer can continue playing for long 

stretches without tiring, its value in small combinations becomes obvious. 

A saxophonist who doubles jazz clarinet for the "Blue" numbers is quite 

an asset; but there is an increasing demand for a saxophonist who can play either 

oboe, bass clarinet, or bassoon, and who has in addition a complete set of 

saxophones, from the infant sopranino down to the baritone. An obbligato 

violinist who can double banjo is a jewel of the first water from the arranger's 

point of view, for the quiet strains, where two violins are given prominence are 

the very strains where the banjo is least needed. 

For nearly 300 years, string instruments held undisputed sway and the 

most heralded position. The American jazz scene brought forth the saxophone. 

The saxophone has brought about a change in the instrumentation of music quite 

as thorough as that brought about by the Violin family of instruments 300 years 

ago. Orchestras using the saxes as the backbone of the orchestra sprang up 

everywhere. The dance orchestras of the day were essentially wind bands. The 

brasses-trumpets, trombones and tubas-have been refined by the American 

arranger. Muted brass combined with the reeds for added richness and sweetness. 

The banjo was added giving the ensemble a sparkling rhythmic content. The 

American dance orchestra became a valuable export, sending to Europe American 

dance bands. 

The popularity of the saxophone continued and soon the theatre orchestras 

employed them in their 'pit' orchestras. They appear in the stage show "Little 

Jessie James" and become the 'biggest thing in the show." In the Dec. 1923, 
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Metronome ("Instrumentation for Theater Pit & Dance Orchestras") we find a 

chart of the instrumentation and size of 'pit' orchestras. It explains the use of 

"doubling. 

"It is amazing to me that the Saxophone, the supreme achievement of the great 

instrument maker, Adolph Sax (the inventor of the bass clarinet and the perfector 

of the brass instruments which made many of the most beautiful passages of 

Wagner possible), should have to wait until this day and time to come into its own 

through the popular music of America. 

 

The jazz orchestra of today differs from the symphony mainly in the fact 

that the foundation of the symphony is its strings. All other instruments are added 

for tone color. In the jazz orchestra the saxophone has been developed to take the 

place of the cello. In fact, it has been developed to such a high degree that it can 

be used for the foundation of the entire orchestra, taking the place of second 

violin, violas and cellos. The brasses are used for contrast. 

The wood winds, such as the clarinet form the basis of the military band. 

The jazz band then may be said to come somewhere in between. We have 

computed that one barytone saxophone is equal in sonority to a section of nine or 

ten cellos; that one alto saxophone equals sixteen first violins or twelve seconds; 

that one tenor saxophone equals eight violas. That is why, with twenty-five men 

including only eight first violinists and four saxophones, we have been able to get 

the volume of an eighty-piece symphony orchestra..... 

The saxophone then is in a way king of the jazz orchestra. ...Saxophones 

supply the element of humor which American dancers insist upon having and they 

are also extremely flexible, so that more or less difficult running passages may e 

played with ease. In skilled hands the saxophone is capable of smooth intonation 

in solo passages, though, like all reeds, the control of pitch is not easy. 

With two or three saxophones for the same player, one may obtain a large 

variety of tone effects, shifting a melody into the deep bass with good effect, and 

then by picking up a smaller instrument, get a cold blue tone almost as pure as 

that of the flute., or one may take the little top sax and push it up to superacute 

register to make extremely funny noises. The collective compass of the soprano, 

alto, tenor, and barytone saxophones is a little more than four octaves, so there is 

sufficient territory for the complete performance of many pieces without the use 

of any other instruments. 

As the basis for a three-piece orchestra, the saxophone is thoroughly 

successful. One combination possible is the saxophone. xylophone and piano. 

Offhand one might think there would be too much percussion and too little 

melody, but a barytone saxophone is beautifully set off by the sparkle of the 

xylophone, and the piano holds together the rhythm......Obviously the jazz band 

has tried to develop extreme sounds. The deepest, the most piercing and the 

softest effects are produced, but any jazz-orchestra leader will soon learn that he 

gets his best effects if he plays softly. It is not necessary to bang to get your effect 

or to burst the instrument for volume. On the contrary, a good jazz orchestra is at 

its best and most seductive when at its quietest.....So far the jazz orchestra is the 

only typically American arrangement of instruments that has ever been made. The 
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military band has been done in this country very well, but not with original 

instrumentation. Never before has the combination of saxophone, brass, banjo, 

piano, drums and little string been tried. 

 

Chart of number and percentage of saxes in Robichaux library. 

 

 

Top number – total number of stocks with saxes by year 

Bottom number – percentage of saxes per year 

Example – 1920 – 03 total charts (39% of total charts of that year)  
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Syncopation 

 

 I give just two of many examples of syncopation in plantation music. The 

syncopation is not used as extensively as in the cakewalk or ragtime but it, with both 

the use of the Scotch Snap and the Cakewalk rhythm,  are found in many and their 

use is then found in the music of the minstrels. 

 

 
 

Early Minstrel Syncopation In the Cakewalk 
 

 Early minstrel music did not use syncopation as a rhythmic feature and we find no 

examples of it in the printed music beginning with the first minstrel shows of 1843. There 

are no quotes as to the interpretation of the music during performance, and no written 

records that state that improvised syncopation was a practice of minstrel singers. While 

the lyrics of early minstrel songs used Negro dialect and Negro subjects; the melody is in 

a regular pulse which we will call ‘straight’ rhythm. There were solo performers (like 

‘Daddy’ Rice) doing Negro type material and no syncopation appears in the printed 

music nor in quotes from early performers that syncopation was a part of their 

interpretation of the music they sang.  

 Examination beginning with the minstrels of 1843 show that syncopation was not 

a part of the rhythm. In 1874, in a minstrel song entitled “I’m A Gwine Down South”, by 

William Shakespeare (page M211) we find the use of the cakewalk rhythm (16th, 8th, 

16th) which, of course, is a syncopated rhythmic figure. In the cakewalks we find the 

earliest use of syncopation within an entire musical composition. In the minstrel song 

“Deed I Has To Laugh,” (page M212) written by John Philip Sousa in 1877, there are a 

few bars that use the cakewalk rhythm. In the early 1880s songs written by Negro 
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composers such as James Bland and Sam Lucas, many of their songs written and 

performed by these composers in minstrels do not contain syncopation. Through 1898 

and the late 1890s minstrel songs are still ‘straight’ rhythms. In 1901 the minstrel team of 

Williams and Walker performed the song entitled “The Phrenologist Coon” (page M220) 

performed a song in which there are a few measures using the cakewalk rhythm. 

 In 1902 the song “You Can Search Me” (page M221) contains the use of 

syncopation in the introduction. Syncopation is also used in the verse and the chorus. The 

popularity of the minstrel show was beginning to fade in the early 20th century and was 

evolving into the variety show and Negro themes were being replaced by other topics, 

although Negro entertainers such as Williams and Walker continued to use Negro themes 

in their acts with Williams joining the Ziegfred Follies doing the same type routines as he 

presented in his early minstrel show appearances. 

 The use of a syncopated figure was the main rhythmic feature of the cakewalk. 

“Happy Uncle Joe” (ex. 39, page CW68), written in 1867 does contain some measures in 

the cakewalk rhythm. The vaudeville team of Harrigan and Hart included the song 

“Walking For Dat Cake” (ex. 40, page CW69), written in 1877 by Harrigan and Dave 

Braham. While the song contains some measures in cakewalk rhythm it basically is not 

what we will recognize as a traditional cakewalk. It was basically called a cakewalk in 

name only (the title). Other songs contain the name cakewalk in its title and some dancers 

may have performed cakewalk routines to the music - i.e. “Kullud Koons’ Kake Walk” 

(ex. 41, page CW70) and “The Cakewalk Patrol” (ex. 42, page CW71) by W. H. Krell. In 

section 3 of “The Cakewalk Patrol” we find a section that can be noted as a cakewalk. 

The piece does make use of some syncopation. Section 3 is notated as “Taking The 

Cake.” The song “I’ve Been A Good Old Wagon” (ex. 44, page CW73) by Ben Harney 

in 1896 mistakenly noted as the first rag, uses use some cakewalk rhythms in the melody, 

the accompaniment in the last 15 bars uses the cakewalk rhythm in the bass of the piano 

part, for 5 measures. 

 In 1896 we find the song “Remus Takes The Cake” (ex. 46, page CW75). The last 

section is a true cakewalk. It was published first in instrumental form. In 1897 it is 

published with lyrics. In the 1897 arrangement the introduction uses the cakewalk 

rhythm, but then the remaining section presents only ‘straight’ rhythm. 

In 1897 Kerry Mills publishes “At A Georgia Campmeeting” (ex. 47, page 

CW76) using a melody of “Our Boys Will Shine Tonight.” Mills writes what is 

considered one of the earliest true cakewalks. The example (ex. 47 page 76) show the 

multiple use of the cakewalk rhythm appearing as 16th, 8th, 16th and 8th, quarter, 8th. Even 

the cover is in the poster style art nouveau which became the mode for cakewalk art on 

the piano sheet music covers of the cakewalk era. Marked a Rag-Two Step, “Louisiana 

Rag” (Ex. 48, page CW77) is a cakewalk. The title of songs during and after this era used 

the terms cakewalk and rag synonymously. This song makes extensive use of the 

syncopated rhythm of the cakewalk. Published in the year of the zenith of the cakewalk in 

1899, Louisiana Rag was written for the piano (earlier cakewalks were mostly in the 

brass band genre).We now find the use of the cakewalk syncopated rhythm appearing in 

numerous popular songs of the late 1890s. By 1899 the cakewalk becomes the most 

popular style in the newly developed syncopation style. It is popular the world over.  
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We now find the use of the cakewalk syncopated rhythm appearing in numerous 

popular songs of the late 1890s. This adaptation of the cakewalk for piano was the 

opening for what was to become a keyboard genre - ragtime.  

The popularity of the cakewalk is seen in the famous Broadway production of 

“Clorindy” or “The Origin of the Cakewalk”, written by the now famous Negro composer 

William Marion Cook with the libretto by Negro poet Lawrence Dunbar in 1898. One 

song in the show is “Dar’ll Be Wahm Coons A Prancin” (ex. 50, page CW79) It presents 

some measures in the cakewalk rhythm and features the great Ernest Hogan, the 

composer of the hit “All Coons Look Alike To Me” (ex.  26, page C44) perhaps one of 

the first groups of songs to be called “Coon” songs. From 1898 to 1899 there were 

hundreds of cakewalks published, all using the syncopated cakewalk rhythm. This 

syncopated cakewalk figure gradually was developed into what is called “United” 

syncopation which evolved into which will be called Ragtime. One example would be 

“Eli Green’s Cakewalk” (ex. 51, page CW80) which became an enormous hit of the era. 

Many songs had in their title “cakewalk” but were evolving into ragtime. One of Scott 

Joplin’s earliest compositions, written in 1899 was entitled “Original Rags” (ex. 53, page 

CW82). This is in reality, a cakewalk, using the cakewalk rhythm throughout (ex. 53, 

page 82). It was the cakewalk rhythm with the last note of the cakewalk rhythm tied ( o o 

o o) emphasizing not only the cakewalk rhythm but using united syncopation. It is a good 

example of the cakewalk style and rhythm evolving into ragtime. Even John Philip Sousa 

begins playing cakewalks, many of these being referred to as rags. (ex. 26, page 9) of 

“Bunch O’ Blackberries”. The Sousa band, with arrangements by Arthur Pryor, play 

numerous cakewalks as part of their concerts, mostly as encores, including “Smoky 

Mokes” (ex. 54, page CW83) and “Creole Belles” (ex. 61, page CW90). Perhaps the best 

example of the combining of the cakewalk genre and ragtime is the Arthur Pryor song 

“Southern Hospitality” (ex. 55, page CW84) written in 1899. It is marked “A Ragtime 

Cakewalk”. 

 What was entitled “Mississippi Rag” (ex. 56, page CW85) is in reality should 

have been called “Mississippi Cakewalk.” It is laced with the cakewalk rhythm. The 

cover describes it as the first ragtime two step. This title only emphasizes the evolving of 

the cakewalk into ragtime. Many songs were entitled ‘rags’ but were really cakewalks, 

i.e. “Bos’n Rag” (ex. 58, page CW87).  In reality it was a cakewalk.  

 Songs that became standard popular song hits that we still remember today were 

again, in reality-cakewalks. Case in mention “Hello Ma Baby” (ex. 59, page CW88) 

which uses the cakewalk rhythm in 9 of its 16 measures. Abe Holzmann, a famous 

ragtime composer wrote cakewalks - many of which are known as rags but really are 

cakewalks. His characteristic cakewalk “Hunky Dory” (ex. 62, page CW91)) is a classic 

example of a cakewalk of the era published in 1900 (ex. 62, page 91). It was a favorite of 

the Sousa Band. We might mention Joplin’s “Swipsey” (ex. 63, page CW92) written with 

Arthur Marshall in 1900. It is notated as a cakewalk and uses the cakewalk rhythm 

extensively. 

 H. W. Loomis, a pupil of Dvorak, wrote (following the encouragement and lead 

of Dvorak, who had remarked that American composers should look at Negro music as 

musical material for composition), in 1902, wrote a charming piano duet entitled 

“Cakewalk” (ex. 64, page CW93) Published by the Wan-Wan Press of Arthur Farwell, it 
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was accompanied in the Press’s publications by Farwell’s “Plantation Melody” of 1902 

(ex. 65, page CW94), which uses the cakewalk rhythm. (ex. 65, page 94) 

 “Bunch O’ Blackberries” (ex. 68, page CW97) written by Abe Holzmann is called 

a rag when Sousa played it in Paris. Written in 1900 the composed called it “cakewalk-

two step and uses the cakewalk rhythm throughout. 

 Kerry Mills wrote “Kerry Mills Ragtime Dance” in 1909 (ex. 69, page CW98). 

By using united syncopation the rhythmic figure gives a ‘short-long-short’ rhythmic 

feeling which is the cakewalk rhythm but used as part of the figure that uses united 

syncopation. By this date the cakewalk and its characteristic ‘short-long-short’ rhythm 

has evolved into true ragtime. The piece used the cakewalk rhythm, especially in the 2nd 

and 4th sections - section 4 using the cakewalk rhythm in 12 of its 16 measures. The first 

section includes numerous uses of syncopation. 

 In 1911 Sousa published his “Dwellers of the Western World” ( ex. 70, page 

CW99). In the 3rd part entitled “The Black Man” Sousa uses the cakewalk rhythm. 

 As jazz begins to evolve from the cakewalk and ragtime, there was a revival in 

1914-15 of the cakewalk. It was short lived but many fine cakewalks were written during 

this period. “Keep Moving” (ex. 71, page CW100) was written by William White in 

1815. 

 With the popularity of the cakewalk the “Coon” song was beginning to be known. 

From the many mentions of the Negro characteristics minstrels and show business 

performers began using the popular genre of the “Coon” song genre to include more 

derogatory mentioning of the Negro race. This inclusion in popular music degrading the 

Negro race reached a high point with the publication, in 1896 of May Irwin’s “The Bully 

Song” (ex. 27, page C46) the most successful early Coon Song. Coon lyrics had been 

added to cakewalks and soon became a genre of its own. Songs with the mention of 

Coons had been seen in songs as early as 1851 with the song “The Sensitive Coon” (ex. 

9, page C9). It contained no syncopation. Minstrel material included the mention of the 

word Coon frequently. “Gentlemen Coons Parade” of 1878 (ex. 13, page C13); “Mary’s 

Gone With A Coon” of 1880 (ex. 14, page C14); “De Ole Plantation Coon of 1881 

(ex.15, page C15); “De Coon Dinner” of 1882 (ex. 16, page C16); and “The Coon’s 

Excursion” of 1886 (ex. 17, page C17)- all do not include syncopation. 

 These songs all used Negro dialect. The famous James Weldon Johnson favored 

the use of Negro dialect as part of the Afro-American heritage but avoided the rough text 

of the Coon songs. This can be seen in a song entitled “Under The Bamboo Tree: of 1902 

(ex. 23, page C29). Using a modified cakewalk rhythm but one find no other use of 

syncopation. The song became a big popular hit of its day. 

 “The Bully Song” (ex. 27, page C47) of Irwin uses the cakewalk rhythm in its 

introduction and in both the verse and chorus. The chorus beginning each phrase using 

the cakewalk rhythm. It is the lyrics that make a Coon song and not the use of the 

cakewalk rhythm with its syncopated figure. The accompaniment is in ‘straight’ rhythm. 

We will see in the accompaniment of this Coon song an early example of ragtime’s 

syncopated rhythm. Most Coon songs use ‘straight’ rhythm in its melody with Coon style 

lyrics. May Irwin brings the Coon song genre to the Broadway stage, perhaps not the first 

to do so, but surely the most successful in a long series of Broadway shows in which she 

starred. 
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 In the song “Mister Johnson, Turn Me Loose” of 1895 (ex. 26, page C43), Harney 

makes the song a ‘hit’ playing the accompaniment in a ‘ragtime’ style. 

 A big step came when the Coon song began to include what was to be a ragtime 

accompaniment. One of the earliest of this style was “Syncopated Sandy” of 1897 (ex. 

42, page 68). If one plays the accompaniment without the melody it appears and sounds 

like a charming rag. The piece uses the cakewalk rhythm and an extensive use of 

syncopation. The song appeared 2 years before “The Maple Leaf Rag” of Scott Joplin. 

The accompaniment gave the piece an exciting syncopated feeling. If the melody was de-

emphasized the accompaniment which featured the feeling of ragtime was now on the 

popular music scene. The ragtime feeling is best heard in the piano accompaniment of the 

chorus of the song. Soon publishers began hiring arrangers to write ragtime 

accompaniments to popular songs. This process can be seen in “Bom-Ba-Shay” of 1897, 

arranged by Max Hoffman (ex. 16, page 72). The combination of the Coon song using the 

cakewalk style is seen in the 1898 Coon song “The Coon’s Breach of Promise” (ex. 47, 

page C73). The dance at the end is a short cakewalk. 

Max Hoffman’s work as an arranger can also be seen in the Coon song “Ma Genuine 

African Blonde” of 1898 (ex. 48, page C74). The chorus uses the cakewalk rhythm and 

untied syncopation and one gets a contrapuntal feeling when hearing the accompaniment 

part in the chorus of the song. 

 It only remained to drop the lyrics and listen to the accompaniment part and we 

have a true ragtime piano piece. An excellent example is found in “Mr. Johnson Don’t 

Get Gay” written in 1898 (ex. 49, page 75). Most Coon songs of the era use the 

syncopated cakewalk rhythm and Coon songs that do not use a ragtime accompaniment 

are becoming rare. The Coon song, with its lyrics begins to fad and ragtime becomes the 

music of the land. Thus from the minstrel song, to the syncopation of the cakewalk, to the 

Coon song, to ragtime and finally jazz, which ends the ancestry of syncopation and jazz  

becomes its new champion. By 1918 the era of jazz matures into what will become the art 

music of America. 
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1900 – MUSICIAN – MARCH “Ragtime” 
 "I would not do away with rag-time music," said Mr. Root. "If someone 

should ask me if I would blot out Mother Goose's rhymes I would say unhesitatingly I 

would not do it. Mother Goose is a good thing in its way. So is rag-time. 

"To make the matter plain, rag-time is syncopation. All of the great masters have 

enjoyed syncopated notes. That is all right, or the masters would not have done it. But 

they did not write all of their works in syncopation. That shows that syncopation is good 

for a while, but we do not want too much of it. Now, Mother Goose's literature is a good 

thing, but suppose you had nothing else to read you would get tired of it after a while." 

"What would you suggest to be done about it?" he was asked. 

"Let it alone, The people who like it may learn after a while to like something else 

better."  

"What objection lies against rag-time music?" 

"It is a repetition of the same thing, that's all. There is nothing else in the world 

the matter with it. As I said, if it were not a good thing the masters would not have used 

it." 

Among many oddities of rag-time an example of its effect may be seen in the 

setting of "Old Hundred" to that measure.  

"There is no such thing as good music or bad music," said Prof. Emil Liebling. 

"You may set good music to bad or vicious wordings and the music becomes bad by 

implication. So with rag-time. It is now lending itself to low vaudeville, in the main, and 

because of that association the music is denounced.  

"The song from "Carmen" "Love is a wild Bird," is one of the best examples of 

rag-time in modern music. In the overture to 'Don Juan,' by Mozart, and in some 

compositions of Bach we have good examples of syncopation.  

"Rag-time is simply having its day. It will be forgotten as a craze in a few years" 

 

1901 - MUSICIAN - NOV. 

 

SYNCOPATED RHYTHM VS. "RAG-TIME." - The subject of "Rag-Time" has 

never interested me, and in company with other musicians I have, heretofore, ignored it. 

But now it is my desire to correct an impression which seems to prevail among certain 

people, to wit: That rag-time is a musical peculiarity invented by the recent makers of 

coon songs and other variety-hall concoctions. This is not true. Rag-Time is merely a 

common form of syncopation in which the rhythm is distorted in order to produce a more 

or less ragged, hysterical effect. 

In the Theory of Interpretation I have already demonstrated that syncopated 

rhythms are used by classic composers for some of the following purposes; 

1. As a relief and contrast to the monotony of regular rhythms.  

2. As a means of expression or of bringing forward two opposing principles-dual 

rhythms being       

suggestive of strife or contention. 

3. As local color, by imitating the rhythm of certain national songs or dances in 

which some form of syncopation is a characteristic feature. 

That old Spanish dance, the Zarabanda, illustrates the early use of syncopation. 

The accented second beat was suggested by the poses of the dancers and therefore the 
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syncopation served a distinct purpose, as it does in the more modern polonaise and 

bolero. 

In the compositions of Bach and Handel we find that syncopated rhythms are an 

inherent part of the music design; Haydn used them more for the sake of variety. In the 

works of Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert syncopation serves both purposes, especially 

in their symphonies. 

Every pianist will recall the leading motive in Beethoven's sonata in G, beginning 

like this:  

 

 
The composition of Chopin and Schumann contain innumerable instances of 

unusual rhythmic arrangement and combination. An interesting example occurs in the 

second period of the Schumann Lied by Schumann, Op. 124, XVI, where the melody is 

divided thus:  

 

 
This is much more individual and expressive than the common arrangement, 

 

 
would have been. A similar effect occurs in the A flat waltz by Chopin, Op. 42. The 

melody is virtually in 2-4, while the accompaniment remains in triple measure. 

 Syncopated and dual rhythms occur prominently in many Spanish dances, 

especially in the bolero and the Cuban dance, Habanera. In the latter this rhythm is of 

frequent occurrence: 

  

 
"Souvenir de la Havanna," "El Cocaye," and the famous "O jos criollos," by 

Gottschalk, illustrate this peculiarity very faithfully. But the rag-time "compositioners" 

have undoubtedly found their most direct source of supply in the Hungarian song-dances. 

In several works I have described and illustrated the Czardas, which is always 

syncopated. The slow movement (lassan) is especially so:  

 

 
 

This dates back to the time of the Cythians and owes its origin to the unusual 

syllabic arrangement of the words sung to the dance. This peculiarity has been observed 

in the songs of Scotland and English writers call it the "Scotch snap." 

Also the Negro melodies contain this Iambic feature. Dvorak, in his so-called 

"New World symphony," uses these displaced accents frequently, as thus in the second 

theme:  
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This is similar to a once famous Southern plantation song and bears evidence of 

its Ethiopian origin. 

 Indeed, it is scarcely possible to mention a standard composer who has not 

employed some form of syncopation in certain of his compositions. 

 I have observed that the principal charm of Nevin's popular Serenade ("Good-

night, good-night, beloved") is owing to the peculiar form of syncopation in the melody, 

thus:  

 

 
 

But for this genial touch of inspiration the song would be quite commonplace, as the 

melodic features are not remarkable. This assumes somewhat the character of a free 

rubato effect. (When I told the late composer of my liking for this serenade, I remember 

his somewhat incredulous smile as he replied: "Why, I composed that when I was a 

boy.") 

In conclusion, it is evident that none of the so-called rag-time songs or dances is, 

in any sense, new or original, but that they are adaptations and perversions of the czardas, 

the habanera and the southern plantation song. Also, that unusual rhythmic combinations 

and syncopations have been used so extensively by high-class composers that it is not 

possible for coon song composers to invent anything along these lines.  

1902 - THE MUSICIAN - OCT. 
 

ETHIOPIAN SYNCOPATION-THE DECLINE OF RAGTIME -by W. F. Gates - 

The popular craze for "rag-time" music seems to be on the wane, and it is not probable 

that musicians generally will deplore its gradual departure. This craze was a unique 

example of an exaggerated use of a musical idiom that in itself is not only a lawful means 

of musical expression, but one that, used in reasonable moderation and in proper 

surroundings, is full of beauty and interest, namely, the feature of syncopation. 

Every child with any pretensions of a smattering of musical knowledge knows 

that syncopation is a covering up or passing on of an accent to the next part of the 

measure. It is a feature of musical writing that is as old as the works of the classic 

masters, yet all of a sudden it is taken up over here in the New World, carried to an 

exaggerated degree, attached to words of supposed Ethiopian origin (often called poetry 

by the misguided authors), and goes the extreme of becoming a musical craze. 

A hopper is fitted onto the press and into it are poured jerky note groups by the 

million, "coon poetry" by the ream, colored inks by the ton, and out of the other end of 

the press comes a flood of "ragtime" abominations that sweeps over the country, not 

leaving untouched even the isolated little hamlet on the slopes of the remote Sierras, a 

hundred miles from the nearest railway. On the grand piano surroundings in the New 

York drawing room, on the cheap little organ in the cottage on the western plains, though 

all grades of society, culture and financial standing, the Ethiopian syncopations have 
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swept in a tide that is only now beginning to pull on the taste of an over tickled public 

palate.  

And with all this, not a word can be said against the idea of syncopation per se. It 

is legitimate and beautiful medium of expression. But it has fallen into bad company, 

been dragged in the mire of the commonplace and inartistic been loaded down with 

poetical abortions and hauled through degrading associations until it was in danger of 

losing, for the time being its true significance and artistic power.  

Looking at the matter from an artistic standpoint, the fact that the works of 

Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Wagner and others furnish numerous examples of syncopation 

does not excuse the extreme use and extreme perversions to inartistic ends that has 

marked this craze. True, some good times have been turned out; but they only emphasize 

the fact that certain of the more talented writers have been drawn into the muddy stream 

in hopes of bringing up some gold in the handful of mud. 

Looking at the matter from the side of the largely unmusical public, I am inclined 

to think that this delight in the jerky lilt of "rag time" music comes from the fact that it 

furnishes a musical outlet for the extreme nervousness of American youth. Our prominent 

characteristic as a nation is that we cannot sit down in our homes and our home towns 

and be content to follow our vocations in quiet and peace. No, we must be up and 

moving. We must try conditions in other places; we must dispose of our business here 

and see if we cannot make more money somewhere else. We must move on, even though 

there be no profit in it. At any rate, we will have the satisfaction of having "seen the 

country." And all this tends to destroy our steadiness and perseverance. No nation more 

deserves the name of a nation of roamers-a result largely of our national nervousness. 

Another impetus to our rambling, though to speak of this may be slightly off my 

subject, is the continual urging we are subject to from the transportation companies. 

Excursions in all directions; home-seeking trips for people that already have comfortable 

homes and would be happy if allowed to enjoy them in undisturbed peace; tours and 

travel till the feeling of permanence is destroyed; old associations full of warm friendship 

and hallowed memories broken off trying something new; moving on from 

Massachusetts to Illinois, from Illinois to Kansas, from Kansas to California, and they 

what? Perhaps a little home on a sandy mesa, a rain once in three months, a slender 

income, and finally, a despondent trip back to the old home to find the neighbors of 

former days prosperous and satisfied. This is one side, in many cases there is a brighter 

one. But I use this illustration, which is not at all a fancy picture, but one I have seen too 

often in painful colors, simply to exemplify this American spirit of nervousness that has 

its outlet in so many ways that are peculiar to our people. 

This spirit of national unrest shows itself in all features of life, in the home, in the 

business, in the church, in society, in education, in recreation, and naturally in artistic 

matters as well, or rather, in those features of art that our too in artistic lives may touch 

upon. And, of course, our music has to suffer as well as the rest. Hence this plague of 

syncopations as penetrating in its sweep as the Egyptian one of flies, and as distasteful to 

the musical nature as was the buzzing plague to the worshipper of Isis. 

But, as I said at first, this craze for "rag-time" seems to be on the wane. It is 

certainly to be hoped so. For it creates in the minds of the young a distaste for that which 

is more staid and solid, more dignified and useful. It is an appetite for spices rather than 

for nutritious foods. So its decline is a matter for congratulation to the teacher. 
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I saw an illustration of this change in tendency a few days ago that, while 

somewhat comical, pointed a little to the gradual change in popular taste. But it showed 

how prevalent the perverted taste was when a man had to advertise for a wife that was not 

steeped in "rag-time." It read as follows:  

"A bachelor of forty, an expatriate from Manhattan by reason of incompatibility of 

climate, desires the acquaintance of a lady of cultivated musical taste (pianist) who is 

unencumbered and in the enjoyment of full autonomy. To prevent any misunderstanding 

of my conception of the term "musical," would say that Ethiopian syncopation is my 

aversion and So-So's marches are a weariness. Address, in confidence, R. Box 34, Times 

office." 

1903 - THE METRONOME  
 

THE MUSICAL POSSIBILITIES OF RAG-TIME - So much has been said and 

written against Rag-Time in general, that it may prove interesting to read a discussion in 

which the better musical possibilities of this much-abused form of music are held forth in 

both a natural and musically manner. The following article was written by Dr. Gustav 

Kuhl, New York City, and appeared in a number of a German musical periodical "Die 

Musik", which commands the highest position amongst present-day publications of this 

sort, in the German Empire. 

Touching as it does upon a most interesting and important question of our own 

musical prospects, the ideas expressed there-in will do much to dispel the erroneous idea 

with many people that, as our country is at present over-run with Rag-time trash of the 

worst description, everything that savours of the name must be despised and shunned. 

That there is a musical possibility in Rag-time is apparent to every musician 

interested in the question and the writer will add the hope that the following may 

contribute towards a better general understanding of what it really is and what 

possibilities it might unfold if properly developed. 

It was during a visit to the little island called Jekyl, on the coast of Georgia, 

somewhat of an American Riviera, that I first became acquainted with the famous or 

might I say the ill-famed Rag-time rhythm of American Folk Music. The servants of the 

club together with those of the neighboring villas had arranged a masquerade ball in one 

of the adjoining buildings of the club house and the owners and their families had been 

invited to witness the merry-making. 

The festivity was at its height when I arrived. Even before entering and while 

pausing for a moment in the corridor, I became aware of the peculiarly jerky and 

clappering sounds of the dance music, which could be heard most conspicuously above 

the noise and hustle made by the hilarious dancers. 

After reaching the room where the dancing was in progress, I was to turn to the 

right where the invited guests had been seated along the wall in a double row. But my 

senses were captivated against my will by the music, which seemed to be produced by a 

little army of devils to my left. It seemed incredible to me for quite a while, how any 

person could dance a single step to such an irregular and noisy conglomeration of sounds; 

and it was even more difficult for me to understand how such complicated and to me 

unmusical noise was brought about. Singularly enough, when looking over the musicians, 

I found that there were only two men, who managed to produce all this noise. Before a 

thoroughly dilapidated Grand Piano, the back of a muscular, short-haired Negro, with 
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snow-white collar, which reached well-nigh to his ears, presented itself; with his arms 

and elbows this fellow belabored the keys in sixteenths with such ease, and dexterity as 

many a pianist could wish for his wrists. In reality he produced all the music, as his 

colleague, with a double Bass (minus one string) simple supported the bass notes, with 

vivacious and grunting strokes from his bow. This constituted the entire orchestra and I 

decided to proceed with my observations from a distance and looked up the seat which 

had been allotted to me. 

It was all very pretty. There were Brother Jonathans from the North and South, 

Chinese, Indians, Spaniards; here was a ship-wrecked individual who had tied himself up 

with the Lord knows how many boards and ropes there a sister of mercy with a band in 

her arm, showing the cross; all clean and thoroughly characteristic costumes in every 

detail and I again became aware of the cleverness and ingenuity of our common 

populace.  

After greeting my acquaintances as hurriedly as possible, I lost myself in the 

pleasure of following the masked pairs, the ever-changing positions of their feet, the 

graceful movements of their bodies, the embracing position of their arms-here a pair, 

which seems particularly attractive, it loses itself quickly in the mass of glistening 

dancers, the eyes attempt to follow but the sudden appearance of a gleaming white neck 

and the outline of a chin are discerned under a protecting mask and in a moment we 

follow this new picture, till this also looses itself in the encircling crowd-and in this 

manner the senses are turned topsey turvey, and only the lamps and garlands fastened 

between the beams of the ceiling seem to maintain their steady position in the general 

whirling mass. 

Suddenly I discovered that my legs were in a condition of great excitement. They 

twitched as though charged with electricity and betrayed a considerable and rather 

dangerous desire to jerk me from my seat. The rhythm of the music, which had seemed so 

unnatural at first, was beginning to exert its influence over me. It wasn't that feeling of 

ease in the joints of the feet and toes, which might be caused by a Strauss waltz, no, much 

more energetic, material, independent as though one encountered a balking horse, which 

it is absolutely impossible to master. 

Naturally the company I was in-a be-jeweled daughter of a millionaire to either 

side of me, who every now and then would renew the conversation in their peculiarly 

dragging southern dialect-together with my own determination finally aided me in 

gaining a victory over these anarchistic desires of my feet. But the effect remained. 

The continuous re-appearance and succession of accentuations on the wrong parts 

of the bar and unnatural syncopations imparts somewhat of a rhythmic compulsion to the 

body which is nothing short of irresistible and which makes itself felt even before the 

ears have discerned the time or rhythmic value of the various parts of the bar. Sometimes 

it was really only the last bar of a period with its sharply accented: 

 

 
which aided me in ascertaining the real rhythmic relationship.  

There can be little doubt that "Rag-time" is a genuine creation of Negro blood. It 

perpetuates and embodies the rhythm of those crude instruments of noise and percussion, 

which, in their original African bottle awakens the fanatic enthusiasm of the natives for 
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their religious and grotesque dances; the natural inclination for this rhythm is plainly 

shown among the present day American-born Negroes, who are so very fond of clapping 

their hands and swaying their bodies back and forth while practicing the many varieties 

of the clog dance. Two centuries of continued importation of slaves naturally checked the 

spread of civilization among them; 1619 the first Holandish Slave ship cast its anchor in 

the James River, Virginia; 1808 trading in slaves was prohibited but not stopped; and 

only in 1860 the last smuggler in slaves "the Wanderer" was captured, just as its human 

freight was being landed on this very "Jekyl Island." 

Naturally the old rhythm has changed in the course of time, just as the melodies, 

the instruments and the entire life of the colored people has changed. One idea prevalent 

is that Rag-time has been developed out of the Czardas of the Gypsy, the Spanish 

Sarabande, the Cuban Habanera, and that it was greatly influenced, in singing at least, by 

that peculiar grace note in the Scotch Folks tunes, known as the "Scotch Snap." But such 

comparisons can only be applied to the products of the "professional rag-time composers" 

and to their products known as "raggers." 

The original rag-time of the South is something entirely different and proclaims 

its originality and passion through means of its fascinating effectiveness. Now it has 

spread over all North America. The resident-negro of our cities, who is either a servant, 

waiter, driver or musician, has carried his songs and original rhythm into every nook and 

corner. Usually he does not play the piano, but rather an instrument of the mandolin class, 

preferably the Banjo. This instrument is to the Negro what the zither is to the Tyrolean; it 

has somewhat of the tonal quality of the Mandolin, only deeper and more resonant, and 

like the Guitar serves principally for the accompaniment of songs. But such rag-time as 

we hear in the Variety theatres and Common Music halls has lost considerable of its 

peculiar originality and just as the Negro songs, has become more vulgar, machine-like 

and common-place. Small wonder that about a year ago the American Federation of 

Musicians declared war against Rag-time, owing to the degrading influence it 

commenced to exert on our public musical taste. If we only had some substitute to put in 

its place in this country, where we possess no higher class folks music of our own, and 

where we only boast of a few expressive and beautiful folks-songs! Compared to our 

local operatic attempts and Sousa marches, Rag-time certainly shows more character 

. 

But on the other hand there is no magic connected with it. As its name implies, 

Rag-time is no special style of composition, but merely a rhythm. Every melody can be 

transformed into Rag-time, providing we tear its rhythm to tatters. It is primarily based 

upon the principle of syncopation. Similar to the Hungarian Gypsy music-of which we 

find the grandest example in the Allegro Eroico of Liszt's Fourteenth Rhapsody-the 

principle beat of the bar is frequently preceded by a grace note or followed by one. 

Where it would be but natural for us to form a melody for a two-quarter beat in this 

fashion:  

 

 
Ragtime transforms it thus 
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But the Negro is not content with this. A form of time as the following:  

 

 
be treated by him as shown below: 

 

 
 

But at the same time his left hand, or one of his colleagues may join him on his mandolin 

in this fashion:  

 

 
while a third may join them with still another variety of rhythm:  

 

 
Therefore, to the principle of syncopation must be added another one, which may 

be designated as that of willfulness. In this way it may be easily understood, what endless 

varieties and irregularities are brought about in tonal volume and character through the 

combination of the above mentioned rhythmic variations. A single player may also bring 

these about, by avoiding the natural beats of a bar as much as possible and accenting in 

between in an eccentric a manner as he can; somewhat like the small drum in our military 

marches, but of course not in such a monotonous style. It is more than perusable to me, 

that our nerves can hardly withstand such music. Involuntarily the body will strive to 

oppose and balance the weakly accented principal beats of the bar. This may also be 

observed in German, Hungarian and Norwegian marches as well as in many of the 

menuets, mazurkas and waltzes of the Viennese, especially Franz Schubert, who had a 

special liking for syncopated notes and who was nearly always in the habit of accenting 

the second quarter in three-quarter time. Therefore Schubert is really one of the great 

composers, in the works of whom we may find something similar to Rag-time. Let us 

quote the second movement of his sonate Op. 53 (Con moto.) the constant alternation of 

syncopated eighths and sixteenths, can, if played mechanically and in somewhat 

accelerated time, make a listener quite as nervous as the bona fide rendition of Rag-time. 

Therefore, as already mentioned, there is no magic connected with it, although a 

European will never succeed to produce anything near to genuine Rag-time. But the 

above quoted allusion to Schubert proves, that Rag-time is not to be condemned in every 

particular. Probably an unexpected prince will appear someday who like Liszt and 
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Brahms, in the case of Hungarian music, will transplant this low class of Folk-music from 

the boards of the Variety stage to those of the Concert podium.  

 

1906 – Metronome – Oct. – “Negro Melodies of Scotch Origin 

 

"There are, however, many of the finest Negro 'spirituals and shots' constructed 

upon other scales, the result no doubt of local influences. There is, however, another 

reason which lends force to the argument. It is in the sudden syncopations, in other words 

'Scotch catch or snap,' found in both the Scotch and Negro music. This may have 

suggested the so-called 'rag-time' attributed to the negro, which recently reached so much 

exaggeration in the 'coon-songs' seems to me a fallacy promulgated by Anton Dvorak and 

others to designate negro music, the national music of America. Because the music is not 

national at all, so long as it is restricted to a few less enlightened colored people and they 

chiefly local." (from the "Literary Digest.") 

1911 - VARIETY - DEC 23 
 

RAGTIME vs. CLASSICAL 

"I do not concede that 'ragtime' is not high grade music - in fact, quite the contrary. So-

called 'ragtime' is merely a syncopation of melody of almost any kind.  

AUGUST - 1912 - ORCHESTRA MONTHLY  
 

THE ETHICS OF RAGTIME - A new "Websterian" dictionary gives as a definition of 

ragtime, "syncopated music, characteristic of negro melodies," which is about as clearly 

concise as to define the horse as energized pub, characteristic of carts that are not pushed. 

Ragtime, to be sure, is a form of syncopation, and one of the most beautiful of 

syncopated passages occurs in the solo "With Verdure Clad" from Haydn's Creation, but 

the latter is never classified as "ragtime," although it may be a sublimated example of it. 

1913 - MUSICAL OPINION & MUSICAL TRADE REVIEW - FEB. 
 

"RAG-TIME" on PARNASSUS - "There is nothing new under the sun," said the 

wise man of old, and the present craze for eccentric rhythm is but one more reminder of 

the fact. It is also a proof that there is something in a name, despite the Shakespearean 

dictum. Syncopation is of course one of the oldest of musical devices, yet under its 

proper name and used artistically it has so far left the public cold. Vulgarized however 

and called "rag-time," it has sent nine-tenths of English and American people agog. 

While all public crazes are of interest to the student of human nature, this particular one 

is specially so to the musician, since it is surely the first time that the public has gone 

mad over a mere musical artifice; though, as I shall show later, something of the kind 

happened in the eighteenth century, and them curiously enough the craze was caused by a 

kindred rhythm. Still, the vogue was not to be compared to the present rage for stuttering 

and hiccoughing measures. 

 

One is never surprised at the public showing a strong preference for any particular 

musical forms, but to lose one's head over a mere matter of accent! It is on a par with 
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some of the ridiculous catchwords that from time to time take the town by storm,-those 

apparently meaningless questions that make the boy in the street a terror and reduce the 

most ready witted of his victims to impotent rage. Just now, rag-time fills such a place in 

our corporate life. All face such sober sides as you and I, are bitten. Why it has so 

suddenly captured us who shall say? It has been a familiar feature in the strains of the 

music hall for some years without attracting very much attention. Indeed, it has quite a 

respectable past history, as we shall see. There is no denying its appeal, though like other 

good things one may have too much of it. The present boom will have served a good 

purpose, however, if it drives home to our composers and performers-and especially our 

singers-the importance of rhythm. 

To begin with, what is it? Groves Dictionary tells me that it is "a modern term of 

American origin signifying in the first instance broken rhythm in melody, especially a 

sort of continuous syncopation. 'Rag-time tunes' is the name given in the States to those 

airs which are usually associated with the so-called 'coon' songs or lyrics, which are 

supposed to depict negro life in modern America." It may be added that the peculiar 

rhythm is to be found not only in 'coon'' songs but in practically all religious songs 

popular among Negroes in the southern states before the abolition of slavery. Oliver 

Ditson's publish several collections of these under the title of "Jubilee songs." One of the 

most interesting of the works of Coleridge-Taylor is a collection of "Twenty-four Negro 

melodies." Of the twenty-four melodies, sixteen are religious plantation songs or 

"spirituals" as they were called. In almost every case, rag-time rhythm is a prominent 

feature. I have just been comparing them with an album claiming to contain "the latest 

rag-time successes," and a comparison supplies yet another proof-if such were needed-

that the mob never lays an appreciative hand on art without leaving traces of its grimy 

paw.  

There is the widest of distances between these pathetic songs of slavery (which 

were sung with swaying bodies and with religious fervor at camp revival meetings) and 

the vulgar tunes with their ugly titles that are just now a public obsession. As an instance 

of a melody with great emotional and harmonic possibilities and as a good example of 

sustained syncopation, take "Oh He Raise a Poor Lazarus:" 
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Here is a phrase from "Wade in the water," the first bar of which is by no means easy to 

sing: 

 

 
 

while I have not so far discovered any piece of music hall rag-time with a lilt to beat the 

song commencing:  

 

 
 

Further examples of such religious songs may be found in Grove's Dictionary: "Negro 

music of the United States." 

How far these songs owe their origin to Africa is a debatable point. Probably the 

rhythmical peculiarities only hail from thence, as many of the melodies show decided 

traces of civilized influence. Some are curiously Scotch in idiom. The rhythms are often 

very difficult, but these dusky singers are credited with a very highly developed feeling 

for rhythm, due probably to their accompaniments consisting mainly of such primitive 

percussive effects as the clapping of hands, stamping of feet and the clacking of bones or 

pieces of wood. The banjo seems to have been very little used. (Sic. editors bold 

added) 

As I said above, it is not easy to see why the public should go suddenly mad over 

a rhythmical peculiarity that was well known in England even before the day of the 

nigger minstrel. It must be nearly-if not quite-a half century ago that the Jubilee Singers 

were touring Europe, singing genuine plantation songs and hymns. What is still more odd 

is the apparently sudden discovery of the fascination of rag-time. The power and width of 

its appeal are shown by the fact of its existing in almost all folk music. The form most 

familiar to us Britishers is of course that known as the "Scotch Snap." It is not without 

interest at the present time to recall the fact that in the time of Burney the musical world 

was suffering from it in pretty much the same way as we are now from its American 

cousin. The historian, writing of the Italian opera in 1748, complains that there was too 

much of the "Scots catch or cutting short of the first of two notes in a melody," blaming 

especially Cocchi, Perez, and Jomelli for being lavish with the "snap." Later, popular 

song writers such as Hook made liberal use of the trick and probably not a few songs 

since called Scotch were produced in this way. For example, "Within a mile of Edinburgh 

Town," for all Caledonian flavor imparted to it by the "sea'," was born on the wrong side 

of the Tweed, having been composed by this same Hook and sung by Mrs. Wrigthen at 

Vauxhall Gardens in 1780. Even Handel could not escape the infection, as the most 

cursory examination of his instrumental music will show. 

While there is considerable difference between rag-time and the "snap," they are 

both alike in being manifestations of the popular love of spicy rhythm. No folk music is 

without it. European examples are now so well known that quotation is unnecessary. 
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Plenty of examples of real rag-time are to be found in the Hungarian Rhapsodies of Liszt, 

in the dances of Brahms and in Grieg's arrangements of Norwegian melodies. Here is a 

"Scotch snap" from a less familiar source:  

 

 
 

This liking for disturbed accent is by no means confined to the worldly-minded. There 

are plenty of examples to be found in church music of all periods. Even plainsong had 

some dalliance with it, as in such passages as:  

 
which is a commonplace of plainchant. Here is one from the old German tune "Es ist ein' 

Ros' entsprunger:  

 

 
 

while the ancient English carol tune, "This endris nyght," has for its last line: 

 

 
 

A rhythm often found in the early versions of some old psalm tunes. Indeed, the original 

forms of many of our most popular early hymn tunes present us with some interesting 

rhythms. The wholesale simplification to which they have been subjected is a loss. They 

looked difficult, and for that reason they were ruthlessly made to fit the Victorian church 

musician's idea of what a hymn tune should be. But the difficulty is more apparent than 

real; and I have heard some rhythmical curiosities taken up quite quickly by 

congregations and enjoyed on fuller acquaintance. After all, why should people who can 

pick up the latest catchy popular song find any difficulty with such a passage as this line 

from the Generan Psalter, 1551:  

 

 
 

But you may be sure that the average hymnbook editor would feel it incumbent on him to 

turn the eighth and ninth notes into crotchets.  

Nor should it be forgotten that to this feature in popular music we musicians owe 

much. This displaced accent, taken in hand by the great composers, has been the basis of 

some of their finest effects. One can scarcely imagine classical music without cross 

rhythm and syncopation, or curtailing, extension and overlapping of phrases, all being 
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developments of this germ. Its charm lies almost entirely in its capacity for surprising; 

and it is this quality of the unexpected and even incongruous that makes it especially 

suitable for humorous purposes, though it can be sinister enough on occasion. It is not 

easy to explain the difference; but it may be said that, while rag-time is syncopation, 

syncopation is not always rag-time. Still, many pages of the great composers contain 

music that is as pure rag-time as any so labeled. For example, the opening of the main 

theme of the second and third "Leonora" Overture would surely answer to this 

description: 

    

 
 

But would your music hall habitué‚ be excited when later on Beethoven uses the rhythm 

of the first bar for twenty-three bars in succession? Not a whit. He would know that he 

was listening to classical music and his frame of mind would be appropriately chastened. 

Call the same figure rag-time and let it be banged and screamed out by some American 

comedians and he will be duly roused. So, as I said before, there is something in a name 

after all. 

 

 
 

Apropos the difference between rag-time and syncopation, I should say that this figure, 

also from "Leonora" No. 3: is better described by the latter than the former term, though I 

should be sorry to be suddenly asked why. I can only say that I feel in my bones that it is 

so; just as surely as I feel that this, from "Die Meistersinger" Overture;  

 

 
 

is rag-time, albeit very expressive, thanks largely to the bebung in the first bar. Here, 

however, are two extraordinary rhythms of Wagner that are just as certainly not ragtime: 

 

 
  

Here is a teaser from "Gotterdammerung:" 

 

 
 

One wonders how often at rehearsal the weary players have found themselves drawing on 

the title for a due expression of their feelings! 
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Perhaps no one composer's works give us the germ and the fully developed result 

more completely than those of Bach. In his numerous little dances are to be found 

examples of just the little catch in the rhythm that belongs to folk music, while his 

mastery of complexity needs no mention. I may be allowed however to call your attention 

to the Fifth Partita, the Sarabande and Minuetto of which are specially interesting 

examples of rhythm. Surely the scheme of the latter must have caused astonishment. I can 

recall nothing similar in Bach or in any other composer of that period: 

  

 
 

And so on for fifty bars. 

The whole subject of rhythm is so interesting that volumes could be written on it. 

I must pull up, lest I find myself in the toils of a most fascinating theme. My object in 

these desultory remarks is to remind some of my brother musicians who may feel 

inclined to curse rag-time and all its works, that the thing itself is a pleasing device which 

has existed from the early days of music and is moreover one to which composers have 

been indebted for many fine effects. I will give you one last strain and ask you to guess 

the composers; 

  

 
 

There! A piece of pure rag-time, if ever there was-naked and not ashamed. The 

composer? No, he is not American or English. French, did you say? You are getting 

warm now. It is so unlike the composer that you are hardly likely to guess,-Debussy! It is 

the opening of the last number in his "Children's Corner"-a piece called "Golliwog's Cake 

Walk"-wherein you will find plenty of piquant rhythm and abundant humor. Surely, after 

these examples, rag-time may be allowed to peg out a claim in some humble corner of the 

Parnassian slopes? 

 

1913 – The Cadenza – Sept – “Something About Ragtime” 
 

Today there are probably a hundred persons who know something about music-to 

the extent of singing, playing some instrument or operating a player-piano or 

phonograph, to every one of twenty years ago. And what has brought about this musical 

growth? What single factor is most responsible for this condition? 

Beyond all doubt it is due to the extreme popularity of the "ragtime," light and 

"popular" melodies that have had such a vogue during the last decade. It is not the 

writer's purpose to champion all the light and trashy music that has been, and is being put 

upon the market every day, for much of it does not even deserve a first reading. But it is 

his wish to protest against the almost wholesale condemnation of everything not bearing 
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the stamp of so-called legitimacy; for light music certainly serves a purpose when it gives 

pleasure to a multitude of people.  

The writer, for one, is in favor of restricting the word ragtime to its original 

definition, as meaning that time or rhythm in which the dominating and characteristic 

feature is syncopation. 

Syncopation is almost as old as musical composition, and was frequently used by 

Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert and many other great composers. It appears in their 

compositions, however, only to produce certain occasional effects, never as a feature. It 

was reserved for America and the enlightened twentieth century to give it predominant 

importance! In commenting on this subject some fifteen years ago, the Chicago Inter-

Ocean said: "Ragtime is not new-it was written by southern musicians, and whistled, 

sang and danced by the Southern Negro fifty years ago. In what shape the jerky, peculiar 

rhythm called 'ragtime' first appeared in this country is not known, but from the testimony 

of musical experts it was a wildly savage affair until harmonized and made melodious by 

French and Spanish-Creole influences."  

Probably the first published composition in which syncopation was the characteristic 

feature was, "The Pasquinade," by Louis Moreau Gottschalk, the famous American 

pianist who lived in New Orleans. This was written in the early fifties, and was such a 

novelty and of such high musical value, that it was extensively used by concert pianists, 

and is seen on programs even at the present day. 

The term "ragtime" (probably a contraction of ragged time) was not coined until 

about twenty years ago, but it has had a very active existence since that time, and shows 

no immediate signs of being obliterated. "The Mobile Buck," a peculiar "stop time" 

Negro dance, popular about two generations ago, was one of the first numbers of this 

character to become the rage, and in its wake came "The Darkey's Dream" (still well 

liked) which contains considerable syncopation, though it is not strictly a ragtime 

composition. Soon after this Kerry Mills' "Rastus on Parade," "Georgia Camp Meeting" 

and  "Whistling Rufus" swept the country (England as well) and American ragtime was 

thoroughly and irrevocably launched.  

These compositions had no sooner been placed upon the market than other 

composers and publishers, realizing the demand for this sort of music, forthwith 

undertook to meet and nurture it. To attempt to chronicle the compositions that have 

made ragtime history would be an interminable and all but impossible task. They seem to 

have been hurled at the public at the rate of several a day ever since.  

1914 - THE MUSICAL OBSERVER - SEPT. 
 

RAGTIME - A pernicious Evil and Enemy of True Art. - By Leo Oehmler - 

Ragtime music is chiefly a matter of rhythm and not much a matter of melody or fine 

harmony  

It is based almost exclusively upon syncopated time. Elson's Music Dictionary 

defines Syncope as follows: "An unequal division of the time, or notes; irregular accent; 

binding the last note of one bar to the first note of the next; accented notes occurring on 

the unaccented part of a bar."  

"Syncopation is an artificial accent, an interruption of the natural pulsation of the 

music."  
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"It can be produced by giving an accent where none is expected, by taking away 

the accent from a point where it is expected, or by both methods combined."  

"The natural rhythm must be restored after the syncopation has been used for a 

short time, otherwise the ear will accept the artificial accent as a natural one and the 

effect of syncopation be lost. Syncopations in accompaniments must be strong to be 

effective."  

Now, this manner of note contraction, by cutting off part of the value of one note 

and giving it to the following note, thereby creating a restless pulse beat is probably as 

old as the art of music itself and has been used by great composers in all ages. But their 

genius determined to a nicety just how and when to use it to produce certain desirable 

emotional or dramatic effects.  

In the hands of a superior composer who is a master of all the devices of 

composition, melodic, harmonic, contrapuntal and architectural design in general; 

syncopated rhythm becomes an unlimited resource for surprising and delightful effects, 

especially in the domains of operatic and orchestral music.  

But in the hands of the average ragtime composer it becomes merely a vehicle for 

the exploitation of the rhythm itself, often with frantic attempts to intensify its 

peculiarities by eccentric perversions of melody and harmony.  

By these popular exploiters of the rhythm, a noble melody, beautiful harmony, 

interesting ideas and clever transformations of themes are usually absent factors.  

The composer of ragtime music is only too frequently an illiterate musician, a 

devotee of the dance hall or cabaret and be it candidly stated, his inspiration does not 

come from above as a Heaven-sent message, but only too often is born of fire borrowed 

from a flask or the inspiration of a rendezvous in the underworld.  

 

1914 - Musical Observer – Sept. – Ragtime 
 

The word syncopation is derived from "Syncope," a medical term, meaning, "a 

heart beating unevenly through excessive agitation, or diseased in some way."  

1915 - RAGTIME REVIEW - AUGUST 
 

WHAT ABOUT RAGTIME? In the following story by T. Fred Henry, the 

celebrated band master of Des Moines, La., much will be found of interest to the lover of 

ragtime. Mr. Henry's remarks are breezy, direct and to the point and coming from a man 

of his standing are a great boost for the "cause." The article follows: 

When you stop to consider that in America and, in fact, all the civilized countries 

of the world ragtime is the musical craze of the hour, it must be admitted that it has 

something very fascinating about it. 

To begin with, American ragtime is syncopated time and in its original form is 

therefore not a new-born idea, for you find it embodied in the works of almost all the old 

masters. 

Of course it is then called syncopation, for none of the worshipers of the great 

Richard Wagner will admit that he ever wrote a bar of ragtime.  

Well, maybe he did not, but he certainly missed a great chance to make an awful 

big hit with a lot of good fellows that cannot see anything else. Still if we are indebted to 
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those great pioneers in the field of music for our waltz movements, barcarolles and other 

ballet and dance music, we should also give them some credit for the syncopated 

movement which forms the very foundation of ragtime. 

But to the American composer belongs the real glory of having developed modern 

ragtime and that is something after all, for it is the most popular style of music ever 

written. 

When I say it is popular I do not insist that its popularity is entirely due to its 

merits. 

 

1915 – The New Republic – Oct. 16 – Ragtime 
 

I haven't a notion whether ragtime is going to form the basis of an "American 

school of composition." But I am sure that many a native composer could save his soul if 

he would open his ears to this folk-music of the American city. 

But the schools have their reply. "Ragtime is not new," they say. "It is merely 

syncopation, which was used by Haydn and Mozart, Beethoven and Brahms, and is good, 

like any other musical material, when it is used well." But they are wrong. Ragtime is not 

"merely syncopation." It is a certain sort of syncopation-namely, a persistent syncopation 

in one part conflicting with exact rhythm in another. But of course this definition is not 

enough. Ragtime has its flavor that no definition can imprison. No one would take the 

syncopation of a Haydn symphony to be American ragtime. "Certainly not," replies the 

indignant musician. Nor the syncopation of any recognized composer. But if this is so, 

then ragtime is new. You can't tell an American composer's "art-song" from any mediocre 

art-song the world over. (Permit me to pass over the few notable exceptions.) You can 

distinguish American ragtime from the popular music of any nation and any age. In the 

first instance the love of ragtime is a purely human matter. You simply can't resist it. I 

remember hearing a Negro quartet singing "Waiting for the Robert E. Lee," in a cafe, and 

I felt my blood thumping in tune, my muscles twitching to the rhythm. I wanted to 

paraphrase Shakespeare- 

  

"The man who hath no ragtime in his soul, who is not moved by syncopated 

sounds"  

 

and so on. If any musician does not feel in his heart the rhythmic complexities of "The 

Robert E. Lee" I should not trust him to feel in his heart the rhythmic complexities of 

Brahms. 

1915 - CURRENT OPINION - DEC. 
 

WILL RAGTIME SAVE THE SOUL OF THE NATIVE AMERICAN COMPOSER? 

Periodical 

On this same subject Drury Underwood in the "Chicago Record Herald" states: 

 

"The origin of ragtime is referred to periodically by musicians as something probably 

African, but beyond analysis. Wherein they are partly right and wholly wrong. Ragtime is 

African-no probably about it-and the analysis is simple, leading facts considered. 
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"Real ragtime on the piano, played in such a manner that it cannot be put in notes, 

is the contribution of the graduated negro banjo player who cannot read music."  

"On the banjo there is a short string which is not fretted and which, consequently, 

is played open with the thumb. It is frequently referred to as "the thumb string," The 

colored performer, strumming in his own cajoling way, like to throw in a note at random 

and his thumb ranges over for this effect. When he takes up the piano the desire for the 

same effect dominates him, being almost second nature, and he reached for the open 

banjo string note with his little finger.  

"Meanwhile he is keeping mechanically perfect time with his left hand. The hurdle 

with the right hand little finer throws the tune off its stride, resulting in syncopation. He is 

playing two different times at once.  

"This explanation, unsupported, is logical. Moreover, it was given to the writer by 

Ben Harney, who was the first to play Negro ragtime on the piano before polite 

audiences. Harney was frankly an expositor of Negro themes and acquired them from that 

part of the country whence came May Irwin's song about "The New Bully." He 

introduced "Mr. Johnson, Turn me Loose," along with his ragtime and a perfect 

illustration of flat-footed buck dancing through the medium of a Negro named Strap Hill. 

 

1917 – LITERARY DIGEST – AUGUST 25  

 

THE APPEAL OF THE PRIMITIVE JAZZ 

 

"Jazz music is the delirium tremens of syncopation. It is strict rhythm without 

melody. To-day the jazz bands take popular tunes and rag them to death to make jazz. 

Beats are added as often as the delicacy of the player's ear will permit. In one-two time a 

third beat is interpolated. There are many half notes or less and many long-drawn, 

wavering tones; it is an attempt to reproduce the marvelous syncopation of the African 

jungle. 

 

"With these elastic unitary pulses any haphazard series by means of syncopation 

can be readily, because instinctively, coordinated. The result is that a rhythmic tune 

compounded of time and stress and pitch relations is created, the chief characteristic of 

which is likely to be complicated syncopation. An arabesque of which is likely to be 

complicated syncopation. An arabesque of accentual differences, group-forming in their 

nature, is superimposed upon the fundamental time divisions,' 

"There is jazz precisely defined as a result of months of laboratory experiment in 

drum-beating and syncopation. The laws that govern jazz rule in the rhythms of great 

original prose, verse that sings itself, and opera of ultra modernity. 'Imagine Walter Peter, 

Swinburne, and Borodin swaying to the same pulses that rule the moonlit music on the 

banks of African rivers,'" 

 

1917 - CURRENT OPINION - NOV. 
 

THE GREAT AMERICAN COMPOSER-WILL HE SPEAK IN THE ACCENT OF 

BROADWAY  
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. Even our imitative musicians admit that the one distinctive element which 

America has contributed to music is the so-called "ragtime." Ragtime, therefore, should 

be the basis, or at least one of the chief ingredients, of our national music. Indeed, 

ragtime, its champions say, reflects the soul of the American people. The "soil" of 

America is the pavement of its bustling cities; its "folk" is not the sluggish peasant but the 

nervous "hustler" of New York, Chicago or San Francisco. 

It will be objected by musicians that ragtime is only a rhythm-not music but only 

one element of music. Technically it is known as "syncopation." You cannot found a 

school of music on syncopation.  

The matter is not so easily dismissed. Mr. Van Vechten points out that 

Beethoven's Seventh symphony is largely based on a syncopated rhythm, and Schumann 

wrote hardly a piece without syncopation. He might have added that syncopation is the 

most distinctive factor in Scotch folk-music, one of the oldest musical traditions in the 

world. But ragtime is a different syncopation. It is not easily explained. Louis Hirsch 

tried to describe its peculiarity by saying that its 'melody and harmony are syncopated 

differently.' There are other complications. A writer in the London Times calls attention 

to the fact that "Waiting for the Robert E. Lee," though written out in a rhythm of 8, is 

really a rhythm of 3 followed by a rhythm of 5, proceeding without warning into the 

normal rhythm of 8.  

The fact is that ragtime is more than a mere rhythm. The rhythm is the creation of the 

American Negro who brought it with him from Africa, but the "ragtime" of to-day is of 

recent growth and it is not peculiar to the blacks. This "apotheosis of syncopation," as 

Mr. Van Vechten calls it, is only the crude basis of the thing. The spirit of it, the 

exuberance, the nervousness, the irresistible urge, are the reflection of a national 

character. It is irresistible because it is genuine. 

 

1918 - THE NEW MUSIC REVIEW - MARCH 

 

CONCERNING RAGTIME - by Daniel Gregory Mason 

 

If the important matter in American music is not its expression of the American temper, 

but the peculiar technical feature, the special kind of syncopation we call the "rag 

rhythm," then the important matter in Hungarian music is not its fire but its "sharp fourth 

step." Beethoven ceases to be Teutonic when he uses Irish cadences in his Seventh 

Symphony, and Chopin is Polish only in his mazurkas and polonaises. Of course this will 

not do; and Mr. Moderwell, to do him justice, after remarking that "ragtime is not merely 

syncopation-it is a certain sort of syncopation," adds "But of course this definition is not 

enough. Ragtime has its flavor that no definition can imprison." 

 

As for the rag rhythm itself, the sole distinctive feature of this music, it has 

undoubtedly something of real piquancy. The trick, it will be noted, is a syncopation of 

half-beats, arranged so as to pull bodily forward certain comparatively strong accents, 

those at the middle of the measures'-a scheme to which words as well as melody 

conform. The left hand meanwhile gives the regular metrical division of the measure, and 

a writer in the London Times, defining ragtime as "a strongly syncopated melody 

superimposed on a strictly regular accompaniment," points out that "it is the combination 
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of these two rhythms that gives 'ragtime' its character." This is perhaps not strictly true, 

since in some of the most effective bits of ragtime the metrical pulsation may give way 

momentarily to the syncopation, and everyone remembers those delightful times of 

complete silence in which the pulse is kept going mentally, to be finally confirmed by a 

crashing cadence. But it is usually the case that both time schemes, metrical and 

rhythmical, are maintained together. For this very reason we must question the contention 

of the champions of ragtime that its type of syncopation is capable of great variety, and 

even makes possible effects elsewhere unknown, a contention in support of which some 

of them have even challenged comparison of it with the rhythmic vigors of Beethoven 

and Schumann."  

The subtlety of syncopation as an artistic device results from its simultaneous 

maintenance of two time-patterns, the rhythmic and the metrical, in such a relation that 

the second and subordinate one, though never lost sight of, is never obtruded. The quasi-

mechanical pulse of the meter is the indispensable background against which only can the 

freer oscillations of the rhythm outline themselves. The moment the sense of it is lost, as 

it is sometimes lost in those over-bold passages of Schumann where a displacement is too 

emphatically made or too long continued, the charm disappears. In the following from his 

"Faschingsschwant," for  

 

 
 

instance, the interest of the rhythmic accent on beat "three" lasts only so long as we 

oppose to it mentally a regular metric accent on "one." In the continuation of the passage, 

for which the reader is referred to the original, our minds are apt to "slip a stitch," so to 

speak, letting "three" and "one" coalesce. The moment this happens the passage becomes 

commonplace. But suppose, on the other hand, in the effort to maintain our sense of the 

meter, we strike the bass notes on each "one." Now equally, or indeed more than before, 

the charm is fled, and the passage rendered stale and unprofitable, through the actual 

presentation to the ear of so mechanical a reiteration. In short, the metrical scheme, has to 

be mentally maintained but actually so far as possible, eliminated. Looking back, in the 

light of these considerations, at "The Memphis Blues," we shall realize that whatever the 

pleasing eccentricity of the rhythm, so relentless a meter as we here find thumped out by 

the left hand cannot but quickly grow tiresome, as indeed it will be felt to be after a few 

repetitions. 

Reference to another well-known theme of Schumann will reveal a further 

weakness of ragtime. The second theme of the finale of his concerto for piano runs as 

follows;  
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Here the indescribably delightful effect is evidently due not only to the purely rhythmic 

syncopation, but also to the fact that on the silent strong beat of every second measure 

harmony and melody as well as rhythm are so to speak "tied up," or suspended, in such a 

way that the syncopation is at the very heart of the whole musical conception, and cannot 

be omitted without annihilating the music. Beside such essential syncopation as this the 

mere pulling forward of certain notes, as in "The Memphis Blues," is seen to be 

superficial, an arbitrary dislocation which may disguise but cannot correct the triteness of 

the real melodic line. In fact, we seem here to have tracked ragtime to its lair and 

discovered what it really is. It is no creative process, like the syncopation of the masters, 

by which are struck forth new, vigorous, and self-sufficing forms. It is a rule of thumb for 

putting a "kink" into a tune that without such specious rehabilitation would be 

unbearable. It is not a new flavor, but a kind of curry or catsup strong enough to make the 

stale old dishes palatable to unfastidious appetites. Significant is it that, as the writer in 

the Times remarks, "In American slang to 'rag' a melody is to syncopate a normally 

regular time." The "rag" idiom can thus be put on and off like a mask; and in recent years 

we have seen thus grotesquely disguised, as the Mendelssohn Wedding March, for 

instance, in "No Wedding Bells for Me," many familiar melodies. To these it can give no 

new musical lineaments, but only distorts the old ones as with St. Vitus's dance. 

Thus the technical limitations of ragtime which we have tried to analyze are seen 

to be in the last analysis the results and indices of a more fundamental shortcoming-an 

emotional superficiality and triviality peculiar to it. Ragtime is the musical expression of 

an attitude toward life only too familiar to us all, an attitude shallow, restless, avid of 

excitement, incapable of sustained attention, skimming the surface of everything, finding 

nowhere satisfaction, realization, or repose. It is a meaningless stir about, a commotion 

without purpose, an epilepsy simulating controlled muscular action. It is the musical 

counter-part of the sterile cleverness we find in so much of our contemporary 

conversation, as well as in our theater and our books. No candid observer could deny the 

prominence in our American life of this restlessness of which ragtime is one expression. 

It is undoubtedly what most strikes superficial observation. The question is whether it is 

really representative of the American temper as a whole, or is prominent only as the froth 

is prominent on a glass of beer. Mr. Moderwell thinks the former: "I like to think," He 

says, "that ragtime is the perfect expression of the American city, with its restless bustle 

and motion, its multitude of unrelated details, and its underlying rhythmic progress 

toward a vague somewhere. As you walk up and down the streets of an American city 

you feel in its jerk and rattle a personality different from that of any European capital. 
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This is American. Ragtime, I believe, expresses it. It is to-day the one true American 

music."  

To such an idolatry of precisely the most hideous, inhuman, and disheartening 

features in our national and musical life a lover of music and a lover of America can only 

reply that, first, it is possible that America lies less on the surface than we think, possible 

that it is no more adequately represented by Broadway than France is represented by the 

Parisian boulevards, or England by the London music halls; but that, second, if indeed the 

land of Lincoln and of Emerson has degenerated until nothing remains of it but "jerk and 

rattle," then we at least are free to repudiate the false patriotism of "My country, right or 

wrong," to insist that better than bad music is no music, and to let our beloved art subside 

finally under the clangor of subway gongs and automobile horns, dead but not 

dishonored. 

 

1918 – New Music Review – April – Negro Spirituals  
 

Syncopation, that offshoot of rhythm, is employed extensively; ignorant people 

claim that the Negro invented syncopation. He neither invented syncopation, nor was he 

the first to use it. It existed long before he was brought in shackles to this country-

examples may be found in the old Greek and Hebrew melodies. Syncopation was 

probably discovered by the first aborigine who beat on a hollow gourd with a thigh bone, 

and has been used ever since by "all nations that do dwell upon the face of the earth. 

1918 - THE DIAL - AUGUST 15 
 

AMERICAN INFLUENCE ON MODERN FRENCH MUSIC 

 

In the "Children's Corner" we find the initial experiment. "Golliwog’s Cakewalk" 

(all the titles are in English) is the last of this little set for piano. Debussy has taken a 

single syncopation which he uses as the basis for the entire composition; and here he is 

wrong, for true "rag" changes its meter continually. Debussy's effect however is not 

monotonous-his ear was too sensitive to allow him to commit any such mistake-and the 

middle section drops the rhythmic figure for a while. This middle section is noteworthy 

for its delicate burlesque of the opening cello phrase of "Tristan." The Teutonic super-

lover becomes the grotesque Gollyiwog surprised by new, sacred emotions; but these are 

soon swept aside by the syncopated cakewalk. In the first volume of "Preludes," Debussy 

again tries American effects, and again he thinks his result sufficiently important to place 

it last in the volume. "Minstrels" he calls it, again using an English title; and it is really 

only this that betrays its meaning. He is giving his impression of a black-face show; we 

hear the drum, the sentimental song, and so on, with a little phrase like a guffaw 

punctuating the music, just as the puns of the endmen punctuate the performance. But 

Debussy has written this music with a characteristic bit of daring; he has left syncopation 

entirely out of it. And therefore no American is likely to realize what is going on, unless 

he appreciates the title. 

JULY - PSYCHOLOGY REVIEW 
 

THE NATURE OF THE RHYTHM EXPERIENCE 
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Syncopation 

 

The phenomenon of syncopation to which Patterson has drawn experimental 

attention, "in itself, involves a complex of mental processes. The most essential part of 

the phenomenon seems to be that we keep our impression of a series of subjective time-

intervals, regular, accelerating or retarding, but find a pleasure in marking the beats 

objectively, either by different forms of motion, such as foot-taps alternating with hand-

taps, or by what appears at first as omission of objective marking for certain beats. As a 

matter of fact, this is usually nothing but the interpolation of some concealed form of 

motor reaction such as eye, throat, tongue, or breath movement, which alternates with a 

more visible movement, such as nodding or tapping or dancing" (31,p.4). 

Stetson has described it in much the same terms. "Along with this precision of all 

the movements comes a tendency to beat a new rhythm. This accompanying rhythm is 

simpler and broader in character; it is a kind of long swell on which the speech 

movements ripple. This second rhythm may express itself in a new movement of hand, 

head, foot or body; when it has become more conscious, as in patting time to a dance or 

chant, it develops complicated forms, and a third rhythm may appear beside it, to mark 

the main stresses of the two processes. The Negro patting time for a dance beats the third 

fundamental rhythm with his foot, while his hands pat an elaborate second rhythm to the 

primary rhythm of the dancers. This regulation of the movement by the coincidence of 

several rhythms is the cause of the striking regularity of the temporal relations" (51, 

p.465-6).  

In Patterson's definition (31, p.4), syncopation is apparently manifested by the 

performer of the rhythm. Syncopation is used by Patterson in three senses, (1) as any full 

motor response (p. xix), (2) motor response in the performer of the rhythm (p.4), (3) a 

correlation of the 'unitary pulses' and objective stimulation in the observer (p.91). This 

analysis has shown that while there is coexistence, there is not necessarily correlation and 

rarely coincidence of the objective stimulation and the reflex response. Syncopation in 

the third sense exists, but it is limited to a comparatively small field of rhythm.  

Full motor response is not so evident in modern rhythm. As Patterson says, 

"Modern sophistication has inhibited many native instincts, and the mere fact that our 

conventional dignity usually forbids us to sway our bodies or to tap our feet when we 

hear effective music, has deprived us of unsuspected pleasures" (pg. xix). Patterson 

concludes: "What is left, then, but to conclude that the sentence which has in its structure 

the possibility of a maximum of rhythm must be capable of evoking in us a maximum of 

motor response? To test it, therefore, we must tap to it, nod to it, walk to it, sway to it, 

chop wood to it, if necessary. If it is easy for us to nod or tap, or, for that matter, hoe 

potatoes to these salient 'drum-songs'. The first degree of rhythmic excellence is 

obtained" (p. 15). 

The contortions of the polar bear which Patterson has called 'prose' merely present 

syncopation of the muscular responses of various organs due to the pendulum rates of the 

organs. They are not, however, 'harmoniously but intricately regulated by the incessant 

unitary "flap! flap! flap!" of those great white feet' (32 p.261). Each is an independent in 

its own sphere as the walking movement is in its sphere. The large body of literature on 
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rhythm, then, is not invalidated by the 'new standard.' On the contrary, it is enriched by 

the hitherto experimentally unrecognized field of syncopation.  

DECEMBER - MELODY 
 

JAZZ MUSIC AND THE MODERN DANCE - The attitude representative of that 

class of musicians which is the "nerves and sinews" of the profession towards "jazz" 

question was firmly and broadly expressed by Benton T. Bott, president of the American 

National Association, Masters of Dancing, who was recently in New York to attend the 

thirty-seventh annual convention of that association, at the Hotel Astor. 

"We do not recognize the term "jazz," which is purely a coined word," Mr. Bott 

told the Tribune. "We do, however, recognize syncopation, and we have nothing against 

certain forms of syncopated music. It can be played brilliantly if played right, and then 

again it can be played in another form so sensuous and evil that it harks clear back to the 

wild and irresponsible barbarism of the dark ages. We have tried to teach and preach 

moderation. Civilization has begun to revolt against the wrong kind of syncopation, this 

so-called 'jazz,' which during the more an unrestrained period of the war swept the 

country with a crop of immodesty in both song and dance in its wake. It first appeared on 

the stage, and eventually it audaciously entered the public dance hall and private 

ballroom alike 

AUGUST - LADIES HOME JOURNAL 
 

DOES JAZZ PUT THE SIN IN SYNCOPATION 

 

Many people classify under the title of "jazz" all music in syncopated rhythm, 

whether it be the ragtime of the American Negro or the czardas of the Slavic people. Yet 

there is a vast difference between syncopation and jazz. To understand the seriousness of 

the jazz craze, which, emanating from America, has swept over the world, it is time that 

the American public should realize what the terms ragtime and jazz mean; for the words 

are not synonymous, as so many people suppose. 

 

 The Elements of Music Out of Tune  

 

Jazz is not defined in the dictionary or encyclopedia. But Groves' Dictionary of 

Music says that "ragtime" is a modern term of American origin, signifying in the first 

instance broken rhythm and melody, especially a sort of continuous syncopation." The 

encyclopedia Britannica sums up syncopation as "the rhythmic method of tying two beats 

of the same note into one tone in such a way as to displace the accent." Syncopation, this 

curious rhythmic accent on the short beat, is found in its most highly developed forms in 

the music of the folk who have been held for years in political subjection. It is, therefore, 

an expression in music of the desire for that freedom which has been denied to its 

interpreter. It is found in its most intense forms among the folk of all the Slavic countries, 

especially in certain districts of Poland and Russia, and also among the Hungarian 

gypsies. 

For the same reason it was the natural expression of the American Negroes and 

was used by them as the accompaniment for their bizarre dances and cakewalks. Negro 
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ragtime, it must be frankly acknowledged, is one of the most important and distinctively 

characteristic American expressions to be found in our native music. Whether ragtime 

will be the cornerstone of the American School of Music may be a subject for discussion; 

but the fact remains that many of the greatest compositions by past and present American 

composers have been influenced by ragtime. Like all other phases of syncopation, 

ragtime quickens the pulse, it excites, it stimulates; but it does not destroy. 

What of Jazz? It is hard to define jazz, because it is neither a definite form nor a 

type of rhythm; it is rather a method employed by the interpreter in playing the dance or 

song. Familiar hymn tunes can be jazzed until their original melodies are hardly 

recognizable. Jazz does for harmony what the accented syncopation of ragtime does for 

rhythm. In ragtime the rhythm is thrown out of joint, as it were, thus distorting the 

melody; in jazz exactly the same thing is done to the harmony. The melodic line is 

disjointed and disconnected by the accenting of the partial instead of the simple tone, and 

the same effect is produced on the melody and harmony which is noticed in syncopated 

rhythm. The combination of syncopation and the use of these enharmonic partial tones 

produce a strange, weird effect, which has been designated "jazz."  

The jazz orchestra uses only those instruments which can produce partial, 

enharmonic tones more readily than simple tones-such as the saxophone, the clarinet and 

the trombone, which share honors with the percussion instruments that accent syncopated 

rhythm. The combination of the syncopated rhythm, accentuated by the constant use of 

the partial tones sounding off-pitch, has put syncopation too off-key. Thus the three 

simple elements of music-rhythm, melody and harmony-have been put out of tune with 

each other. 

 

APRIL – THAT JAZZ WAIL AGAIN (1922) 

 

The PIANO TRADE MAGAZINE does not believe that the verily-orchestrated 

syncopated music roll is the best thing for the player piano industry. But at the same time 

it appreciates the fact that tastes differ, and that a large majority of roll buyers have been 

purchasing the heavily orchestrated music rolls. Men like Thomas M. Pletcher of the Q. 

R. S. Music Company and Arthur A. Friestedt of the United States Music Company, have 

testified to this, and as both are business men of sound judgment they would not tell us 

that these rolls were good sellers if it were not so. They believe in giving the public what 

it wants, and if the public did not want it calls the "jazz" roll, Mr. Pletcher and Mr. 

Friestedt would be the first ones to abandon it. 

This publication is not putting up an alibi for either "jazz" music or the over-

orchestral syncopations in music roll form. Its own attitude on this question was stated in 

the preceding paragraph. But it does believe that the professional reformers are trying to 

educate the public in the wrong way. To intimate, for instance, that most people who will 

listen to syncopated music are rotten to the core, is ridiculous. Syncopated music is not 

necessarily "jazz," and if rendered on a music roll it cannot be "jazz." If virtue in this 

country were to be gauged by the type of music preferred by the mass of people, and it 

were assumed that lovers of syncopated music represented the class lacking in virtue, 

only an infinitesimal percentage of the people would be found to be virtuous. 

 

MAY - THE MUSICIAN  
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SYNCOPATED RHYTHM VS. "RAG-TIME" by A. J. Goodrich. - The 

subject of "Rag-Time" has never interested me, and in company with other musicians I 

have, heretofore, ignored it. But now it is my desire to correct an impression which seems 

to prevail among certain people, to wit: That rag-time is a musical peculiarity invented by 

the recent makers of coon songs and other variety-hall concoctions. This is not true. Rag-

Time is merely a common form of syncopation in which the rhythm is distorted in order 

to produce a more or less ragged, hysterical effect. 

In the theory of Interpretation I have already demonstrated that syncopated 

rhythms are used by classic composers for some of the following purposes: 

1. As a relief and contrast to the monotony of regular rhythms 

2. As a means of expression or of bringing forward two opposing 

principles - dual rhythms  

    being suggestive of strife or contention. 

3. As local color, by imitating the rhythm of certain national songs or 

dances in which some form of syncopation is a characteristic feature. 

 

That old Spanish dance, the Zarabanda, illustrates the early use of syncopation. 

The accented second beat was suggested by the poses of the dancers and therefore the 

syncopation served a distinct purpose, as it does in the more modern polonaise and 

bolero. 

In the compositions of Bach and Handel we find that syncopated rhythms are an 

inherent part of the music design; Haydn used them more for the sake of variety. In the 

works of Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert syncopation serves both purposes, especially 

in their symphonies. 

Every pianist will recall the leading motive in Beethoven's Sonata in G, beginning 

like this: 

 

 
 

The composition of Chopin and Schumann contain innumerable instances of 

unusual rhythmic arrangement and combination. An interesting example occurs in the 

second period of the Schummerlied by Schumann, Op. 124, XVI, where the melody is 

divided thus: 

 

 
 

This is much more individual and expressive than the common arrangement, 
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would have been. A similar effect occurs in the A flat waltz by Chopin, Op. 42. The 

melody is virtually in 2-4, while the accompaniment remains in triple measure. 

Syncopated and dual rhythms occur prominently in many Spanish dances, especially in 

the bolero and the Cuban dance, Habanera. In the latter this rhythm is of frequent 

occurrence: 

 

 
 

 

"Sourenir de la Havanne," "El Cocaye," and the famous "O jos criollos," by 

Gottschalk, illustrate this peculiarity very faithfully. But the rag-time "compositioners" 

have undoubtedly found their most direct source of supply in the Hungarian song-dances. 

In several works I have described and illustrated the Czardas, which is always 

syncopated. The slow movement (lassan) is especially so: 

 

 
 

This dates back to the time of the Cythians and owes its origin to the unusual 

syllabic arrangement of the words sung to the dance. This peculiarity has been observed 

in the songs of Scotland and English writers call it the "Scotch snap." 

Also the Negro melodies contain this iambic feature. Dvorak, in his so-called 

"New World Symphony," uses these displaced accents frequently, as thus in the second 

theme: 

 

 
This is similar to a once famous Southern plantation song and bear evidence of its 

Ethiopian origin. 

Indeed, it scarcely possible to mention a standard composer who has not 

employed some form of syncopation in certain of his compositions. 

I have observed that the principal charm of Nevin's popular Serenade ("Good-

nigh, good-night, beloved") is owing to the peculiar form of syncopation in the melody, 

thus: 

 

 
 

But for this genial touch of inspiration the song would be quite commonplace, as 

the melodic features are not remarkable. This assumes somewhat the character of a free 

rubato effect. (When I told the late composer of my liking for this serenade, I remember 

his somewhat incredulous smile as he replied, "Why, I composed that when I was a boy.) 
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In conclusion, it is evident that none of the so-called rag-time songs or dances is, 

in any sense, new or original, but that they are adaptations and perversions of the czardas, 

the Habanera and the southern plantation song. Also, that unusual rhythmic combinations 

and syncopations have been used so extensively by high-class composers that it is not 

possible for coon song composers to invent anything along these lines. 

MAY 6 - LITERARY DIGEST  
 

"TO JAZZ" OR "TO RAG" - Ragtime and syncopation are two words that 

have been grievously misused, says Mr. Paul Whiteman whose orchestral leadership in 

the playing of popular airs is recognized as among the foremost. "Syncopation sounds 

important," he tells us in the New York Tribune, "To gives a sense to the ignorant of 

participation in the world's scientific knowledge." But he pulls us up. 

 

"Every community has its own ragtime pets. These are the fellows that are killing 

American music and standing in the way of your development. 

"Syncopation no longer rules American music. Syncopation, of which ragtime is 

the most familiar form, as we use it in the United States, is an African inheritance. It has 

descended to us, on one hand, direct from Africa, and on the other, through Spain and 

Spanish-American civilization. 

"Syncopation still exists in American music; in fact, you cannot hear more than a 

very few bars of any popular composition without its cropping up. But to-day it is no 

longer a necessary thing. It has been retained much as an ornament. It gives to all 

American music much of its peculiar character. But if you listen close and look sharp you 

will note that few dances of to-day depend wholly on syncopation. The fox trot is being 

danced (this is in 1922) to the rhythm 1 and 2, 3, and 4, which is not syncopation. It is the 

rhythm of the old Greek poetic dactyl, older than Christianity." 

JUNE 1 - MUSICAL COURIER  
 

JAZZ MUSIC AND ITS RELATION TO AFRICAN MUSIC by Nicholas G. 

Taylor of Sierra Leone, South Africa. 

In New York, at least, this "jazz" music has been the subject of much controversy 

of late, both by the press and the pulpit - some denouncing, others commending. 

But what is the matter with this, music that has evoked so much comment? Has 

syncopation never been used in music before with such frequency, or is it because the 

harmonies sometimes employed are rancid and sea-sick, as Wagner's music was 

described by some in the latter part of the last century? When the attention is directed to 

the study of Bach's well-tempered clavier more syncopation will be observed than has 

ever been used in the whole realm of "jazz" music; and as for the harmonies, "jazz" 

composers are well conservative when it is remembered that some composers of the 

present day use what I may term chords of the "twenty-second," and abandon as common 

place those of the seventh and ninth. 

 

More Syncopation 
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"Jazz" music makes use of syncopation to a marked degree more than African 

music pretends to do. It is regular in its accents and the rhythmical contents of its bars; it 

is mostly of the four-and-eight bar period. All these things, together with the question of 

idiom, are so foreign to the native African that he scarcely recognizes any connection 

between "jazz" music and his own. On the other hand, African music is cross-rhythmic, 

its use of syncopation is decidedly moderate and the rhythmical contents of many a bar of 

African music is as irregular as it could be. Again. Owing to the use of cross rhythms, the 

periods and phrases are explained in a different method from that employed in "jazz' 

music. 

The American Negroes brought over from Africa this music with its cross 

rhythms. Here they were surrounded with a different idiom; they had to face different 

conditions and the atmosphere in which they lived was a decided contrast to the 

environments that they had about them in their native land. The result is that they began 

to reduce African music to suit their new conditions and this is how they did it: 

JAN. - MELODY 
 

FRANK WESTPHAL, CHICAGO EXPONENT OF JAZZ - Writer of Popular 

Music Maintains that Variety and Punch Essential to Successful Presentation of 

Syncopated Music by A. C. E. Schonemann - If jazz music has done nothing more than to 

be the fore-runner and impetus that has ushered in syncopated music, it has more than 

justified its existence if one is to accept the opinion of Frank Westphal, who draws his 

conclusions from fifteen years' experience in orchestra work, during which time he has 

been writing popular music, producing phonograph records and playing practically every 

form of engagement known to the profession. 

"Jazz music has had its day. Today it is a nonentity in the popular field and the 

music that many people regard as jazz is in reality syncopation of the highest form," said 

Westphal in a recent interview. "Jazz was born in the Southland, and when it came north 

it was served up with piano and drums. Later came the saxophone and other instruments, 

including the cornet, trombone, banjo and big basses. With this growth came the special 

arrangements, and then the finest forms of syncopation. Today, the man who is skilled in 

the art of writing and bringing out most effectively the various instruments is usually the 

most successful in entertaining the public. 

"Syncopation is typical of the American people. It represents their thoughts and 

sentiments, and it has the dash and pep that is expressive and so characteristic of our 

people. The average American loves variety, and whether he visits a vaudeville house or 

a cabaret he insists upon diversity of music, in dancing, in the numbers on the program 

and in fact in all entertainment. In so far as this applies to the popular dance orchestra it 

has necessitated the writing of original arrangements and the use of new and striking 

ideas in these arrangements."  

Mr. Westphal contends that the secret of success in playing syncopation lies in the 

use of unusual scores, in the introduction of novel effects and the featuring of one or 

more instruments in such a manner as to produce eccentric harmonies, quick breaks and 

strange counter melodies. The most successful exponents of syncopation today, he says, 

are the men who can take the themes of popular numbers and reconstruct them, injecting 

unique ideas and making them palatable to suit public taste.  
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"Men who are expert in arranging are in demand if they can supply the ideas," 

said Mr. Westphal. "Syncopation is not made up of freakish effects and trick playing, and 

the scores that are being used today call for men who can play entirely from manuscript 

and who are artists in every respect. The modern dance orchestra has drawn many men 

from the ranks of symphony orchestras because the opportunities are greater and the 

financial return is far in excess of that enjoyed by most symphony men. Another factor is 

that symphony men with their training are more competent to handle the manuscripts that 

are so often written out hurriedly and set upon the stands at the last minute. 

"The strange effects and uncanny tricks that have been used by some of the old 

jazz orchestras are for the most part a memory. They have been revamped until the 

supply has been exhausted, and many leaders are now striving for musical coloring and 

shadings rather than the use of extreme musical effects. The music that pleases today is 

popular because of its strange harmonies, and greater than this fact is the manner in 

which the orchestra presents the number.  

 

July/Dec – Dial – Toujours Jazz 
 

Strictly speaking jazz music is a new development-something of the last two 

years, arriving long after jazz had begun to be played. I mean that ragtime is now so 

specifically written for the jazz band that it is acquiring new characteristics. Zez Confrey, 

Irving Berlin, Fred Fisher, and Walter Donaldson among others are creating their work as 

jazz; the accent in each bar, for example is marked in the text-the classic idea of the slight 

accent on the first note of each bar went out when ragtime came in; then ragtime created 

its own classic notion-the propulsion of the accent from the first (strong) note to the 

second (weak). In jazz-ragtime the accent can occur anywhere in the bar and is 

attractively unpredictable. Rhythmically-essentially-jazz is ragtime since it is based on 

syncopation and even without jazz orchestration we should have had the full employment 

of precise and continuous syncopation which we find in jazz now, in Pack Up Your Sins, 

for example. It is syncopation, too, which has so liberated jazz from normal polyphony, 

from perfect chords, that M. Darius Milhaud is led to expect from jazz a full use of 

polytonic and atonic harmonies; he notes that in Kitten on the Keys there exists already a 

chord of the perfect major and the perfect minor. The reason why syncopation lies behind 

all this is that it is fundamentally an anticipation or a suspension in one instrument (or in 

the bass) of what is going to happen in another (the treble); and the moment in which a 

note occurs prematurely or in retard is, frequently, a moment of discord on the strong 

beat. A dissonance sets in which may or may not be resolved later. The regular use of 

syncopation therefore destroyed the fallacy (as I hold it) of the perfect ear; and this is one 

reason why Americans are often readier to listen to modern music than peoples who 

haven't got used to dissonance in their folk and popular music. 

FEBRUARY - THE FLUTIST 
 

JAZZ-ITS ORIGIN, EFFECT 

The bridge tunes between the strictly instrumental "rags" and the modern "dance-

song" era, were Alexander's Ragtime Band and the Oceana Roll. Both of these songs 

were popular from 1910 to 1912. Many musicians consider the former was the real 
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forerunner of jazz, but I feel more like laying that doubtful honor to the Oceana Roll, as 

this, I believe was the first popular song to introduce double syncopation. 

JUNE - METRONOME 
 

RHYTHMIC SYMPHONIC SYNCOPATION vs. MODERN JAZZ By 

Marian Gillespie. (Editors Note: Marian Gillespie, writer of the famous song hit, "When 

You Looked into the Heart of a Rose," magazine writer and playwright won the prize 

recently offered by Paul Specht over radio for the best one hundred word letter on 

Syncopated Classics vs. Popular Jazz. 

Hundreds of manuscripts were submitted from all parts of the United States and 

Canada. They were written by people from all walks of life including celebrated writers 

and contained many interesting arguments concerning Jazz and Classics. Miss 

Gillespie's essay was adjudged the best and a Columbia Portable Phonograph together 

with a set of Paul Specht's records was delivered to her as the prize. 

Miss Gillespie is not only noted for song successes but enjoys a name as an older 

magazine writer, and playwright of wide repute. Her prize winning essay follows: 

 

Until Rhythmic Symphonic Syncopation was given to a dance loving public, the 

classics of the Old Masters were little known, and never appreciated, except by a select 

few. 

Modern Jazz, on the other hand, becomes very monotonous. There is no thread of 

melody running through the warp and woot of the orchestration to take away from the 

flatness of the pattern. No Melodic highlights, in other words. One modern jazz number 

would never be distinguished from the other, were it not for the title, and even then the 

title could be changed and the music be repeated without detection, except in rare 

instances. "Heart Broken Rose" being one of the exceptions. 

While it seems a sacrilege to "rag the classics" Rhythmic Symphonic Syncopation is an 

entertainment of rare merit, and an excellent education acquainting the thousands with 

the musical classics of Bach, Brahms and other old masters, by presenting their works in 

a manner which delight the ear of the masses. 

JULY - METRONOME 
 

FRANCE'S BAN ON JAZZ - Vincent Lopez Syncopation in Symphonies 

 

"In my endeavors to place a finer on the exact spot in music that we can 'jazz,' I 

have found a process of elimination very convenient. There are many movements in the 

greatest symphonies that are syncopated, yet by no stretch of the imagination can we call 

them 'jazz'; the weird music of the North American Indians, based on singsong vocal 

melodies with tom-tom accompaniment, is bizarre enough, but it is not 'jazz'; the Oriental 

whine of the musette as used for the dances of the whirling Dervishes cannot be called 

'jazz'; the languid airs of Hawaiian origin are not in that category; a Strauss waltz, a 

Sousa march, the gayest tune of a Gilbert and Sullivan light opera, an Argentine tango, a 

minuet, polka, quadrille, bolero, none of these are 'jazz'; and yet any and all of them can 

be made into 'jazz' by the simple expedient of accentuating that beat which the natural 

laws of rhythm require to be unaccented. 
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"The whole universe is founded on order and rhythm, on regularity and steady 

tempo. The music of the spheres rushing through space is undoubtedly in strict time the 

seasons change on schedule, all astronomical calculations are possible because of the 

methodical regularity of recurrent events. It is entirely contrary to natural laws to 

syncopate and only man does it. The music, student has difficulty in acquiring this faculty 

for he feels that it is inherently wrong. No wild animal gives a long-drawn cry but that it 

is in time. When a baby does not cry rhythmically a doctor or a mother immediately 

realizes that something is seriously the matter with the child. When the wrong beat is 

accented there is an actual physical effect on the hearer, for a law is being broken. 

"At the very beginning 'jazz' meant 'without music' or 'contrary to music,' but a 

great change has taken place in it. The 'jazz' of war times has very definitely departed, 

although leaving its indelible mark on music as a whole. It fitted a hysterical period when 

the times were out of joint and a frenzied world sought surcease from mental agony in a 

mad outbreak of physical gymnastics. There was a time not long ago when anything odd 

and fantastical in music was labeled 'jab.' The musicians became affected with the 

glamour of syncopation. The different instrumentalists began to imitate the antics of the 

drummer. It became a clamor, an uproar. The clarinet whined and whistled; the trombone 

guffawed grotesquely; the trumpets buzzed and fluttered; the pianist gyrated. 

FEBRUARY - CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR 
 

OF SYMPHONIZED - SYNCOPATION by W. H. Haddon Squire (London, 

Feb. 10). The other day an English school-boy described a fugue as "what you get in a 

room full of people when all the windows and doors are shut." Although this definition 

was aimed at another and shorter word, its appositeness has given much joy to musicians. 

As a professional journal says truly enough, there are quite a lot of fugues that might be 

spelt one way just as well as the other. Stuffiness, of course, is not confined to fugues; 

there are periods when it seems to pervade the whole of musical art. But let some hold 

composer open the windows to fresh musical thought and at once there is an outcry. 

At the present time, however, the difficulty is not so much to restrain composers 

from opening windows as to keep them from taking the proof off. And now come the 

exponents of ragtime, jazz and symphonized-syncopation, all determined to do their bit in 

freshening up the musical atmosphere of our staid and stodgy concert halls. The process 

has actually begun. On two occasions in January, the Savoy Orpheans, the Savoy-Havana 

Band and the Bos-Augmented Orchestra, assisted by The Savoy Havana Band and The 

Boston Orchestra marched into the very citadel of serious music in London Queen's Hall 

and gave a "public concert of syncopated music." Candor compels the admission that a 

very large public followed them. At the second concert the only empty seats were those 

of certain musical critics who had been at the first. 

 

Improved Programs 

 

Some people believe, not without justification, that the most attractive features of 

all modern art movements are those nice exciting manifestoes which invariably arouse 

one's highest hopes, even if later the literary mountain does only bring forth an absurd 

little mouse. Jazz, using that word in a comprehensive sense, also has its preachers. Here 

again, by the way, one has to admit that the gaily decorated program of the Savoy-
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Orpheans was in every respect a more entertaining document than those wretched 

"analytical notes" which one buys at ordinary concerts to find out the names of the 

pieces. The brisk, syncopated literary style of its "Quick History" of modern dance music 

was a determined effort in the direction of brighter concert halls. 

Most of us already know by heart everything said for or against jazz by musical 

critics. What have these cynical syncopators to say for themselves? Apparently it all 

began with ragtime, which, we are told, "ripped to shreds the sentimentality of the song 

which preceded it." Next, in order of evolution, came jazz proper, - if that is the right 

adjective? "Jazz - sheer joy and its expression in music; music which can hardly be 

whistled and never sung, music which carries you up and gives voice to that love of life 

which is in everyone, but is so constantly unexpressed. Jazz lets no one stand still. Its 

melody and its rhythm are infallibly compelling." 

 

 

"Symphonized Syncopation" 

 

Perhaps this paragraph explains why the "solemn blokes" of music object to jazz. 

To them there is something undignified, almost, indeed, a savor of impropriety, in 

hearing their love of live expressed through banjos, saxophones, sousaphones, 

sarusophones and such barbaric whatnots. And while admitting that a lot may be said for 

music which abolishes singers, they prefer to stand still and whistle with the proud. 

The latest and most alarming phase is called symphonized-syncopation. This, it 

seems, is "an entirely new musical development. Symphonized-syncopated music today 

is so specifically written for the orchestra that it has acquired new forms of expression, as 

related to and compared with ragtime or the old jazz." It, too, is the musical expression of 

"the gaiety, the liveliness and the rhythmic power of our lives. To say that it is 

enthusiastic disorganization of music is rubbish." 

But perhaps the most interesting part of this jazz manifesto is that which carries 

the war into the enemies' camp. "Only a small percentage of the people who support the 

'arty' arts really enjoy them. If there must be snobbery about the arts, let us be snobs 

about the lively and amusing arts. It will repay many times more than the exalted sense of 

superiority with which we strive to cloak ourselves as compensation for the deadly hours 

of boredom we spend with some of the 'arty' or fake arts. At many concerts, most opera, 

some classical dances and nearly all pageants, the spectators are suffering and burning 

incense before the altar of the 'arty' arts. Must dullness be the hall-mark of all things 

worthwhile? 

 

Dull Nevertheless 

 

Unfortunately, the present writer read this before listening to various examples of 

symphonized-syncopation, some of which seemed to prove that dullness can be the hall-

mark of things not at all worth-while - such as "Fragments of the 'New World' 

Symphony; With an Orchestration of chromatic Lighting." But let us be duly grateful to 

these composers from the underworld of music who have rediscovered the appeal of two 

elements often strangely neglected by overeducated musicians -- rhythm and color. Again 

they have reminded us that the musical atmosphere of our concert halls and opera houses 
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might be less close if only composers would encourage in themselves and their listeners a 

keener sense of musical humor. At present, their jokes are too often of the unconscious 

variety. Mr. Clive Bell has pointed out that as Racine, Moliere and Boileau gave an easier 

and less professional gait to French literature by conforming to the tastes and prejudices 

of the polite society of their time, so the inventors of jazz went to "La Bonne Compagnie" 

they found in the lounges of great hotels, or transatlantic liners, in "wagons-lits," in music 

halls, and in expensive motorcars and restaurants. But even cultured composers have 

sharp ears. They will take symphonized-syncopation and exploit its possibilities - 

especially on the harmonic side, scarcely touched as yet - beyond the ken of those who 

stumbled on a good thing and now obviously do not know what to do with it. 

The other day some original jazz, "written by a musician of high rank," and 

played in a London studio by a pianist whose reputation is world-wide, caused Mr. Robin 

H. Legge to write: "In my own mind I have no doubt that the pianist and composer of this 

music that I heard are at the opening of a new era. The compositions are a kind of 

twentieth-century Chopin. They have the rhythm, in all its endless variety, the charm, the 

melodic impulse of a latter-day Chopin, a post-war Chopin that is; they are superb piano 

music, and they are scored for what we call so stupidly a jazz band. After the Gershwin 

"Rhapsody in Blue," these pieces - I heard seven - are the first serious efforts to bring 

jazz into line. 

Jazz will soon be out-jazzed. And what better compliment can the serious 

musician pay the joyous jazzer? 

 

July – Music & Letters – Jazz 
 

It is difficult to understand how "syncopation's past" merely anticipated the 

moment when the spirit not only of America, but of the whole world, would find in it 

perfect expression. It is plain to anyone with the slightest knowledge of jazz that the 

supposed "dislocation" of the beat, the "tossing to and fro" of the tempo and all the 

different kinds of "accent" implies nothing more than taking a puerile little tune written in 

common time and adopting the childish expedient of trying notes here, substituting 

quavers for crotchets there, adding accents and so on. The following extract from a 

Charleston-trot, a new "style" in which the rhythm is "tossed to and fro" more than in any 

other piece of jazz, will illustrate the meaning at once: -  

Surely if jazz composers wanted to reach the zenith of their powers they would give us, 

say, something in five-four, a few bars of three-four, some six-four and so forth, will all 

the various instruments playing in different time and in different keys, and so difficult in 

contrapuntal treatment that, although the result was satisfactory, only really live jazz 

musicians could play it? It seems that this favourable state of affairs will never come 

about; jazz is merely a question of experiment by musicians whose knowledge of the art 

of music is very limited indeed. The publicity expert does the rest......."Jazz .......sheer joy 

and expression in music .......music which can hardly be whistled or ever sung, music 

which carries you up and gives voice to that love of life which is in every soul, but is so 

constantly unexpressed. Jazz lets no one stand still. Its melody and its rhythm are 

infallibly compelling." The composition of the modern jazz orchestra is worthy of 

comment. The banjos and tin-whistles have given way to the more cultured 'cello, harp, 

and other orchestral instruments. The best bands now employ two French horns, and, of 
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course, the saxophone family and the Sousaphone. One or more pianos figure in every 

band and, together with the banjo, keep a steady accompaniment practically throughout 

as follows: -  

AUGUST - PICTORIAL REVIEW 
 

JAZZ AND THE DANCE 

 

The outstanding characteristic of jazz and ragtime is syncopation, which means an 

accent thrown out of focus, and instead of being on the usual strong beat of the measure 

is thrown on the weak beat. Just as there are good polkas and bad, good marches and 

poor, so there are good jazz-tunes and bad ones. 

The blues is, to our idea of thinking, a truly melancholy form of jazz; it is a result 

of that scooping on trombone and wail of the saxophone that drag out the comic tragedy 

of the unmelodious-syncopated-tempoed delirium. 

SEPTEMBER 19 - LITERARY DIGEST 
 

ON WITH THE "CHARLESTON!" "THE DANCE THAT DEMOLISHED a 

building," 

 

The orchestration for the new "hoofing" mania is distinctive. According to Emil 

Coleman, the time and rhythm are the same as in the fox-trot, but the accent, being oddly 

placed "between beats," makes the curious syncopation that has so violently taken the 

country by storm. In the fox-trot the accent comes on the first and third beats; whereas in 

the "Charleston" it occurs on the first beat and an eighth before the third beat. It is that 

little eighth "off-beat" that fascinates the lovers of jazz so that they just can't resist this 

latest terpsichorrean craze. 

The experts whom I have timidly questioned assure me that the time of the pure 

Charleston is new. The ordinary syncopation of ragtime seems to have been aggravated 

and the accent falls in between the beats where you naturally expect it. This is what gives 

the Charleston its breath-taking quality; it corresponds exactly to the sharp broken intake 

of breath when you run into someone coming round a corner, where you make a mistake 

walking down a flight of stairs in the dark. Accustomed to the off-beat of jazz, we are 

startled again by this division of time-intervals, startled and exhilarated. It is a variation 

which multiplies the intricacies of jazz. Until you are accustomed to it the Charleston 

tempo is a little unnerving; and trying to follow it, even so distantly as in beating time, is 

a little maddening. There seems to be no telling when the accent is going to arrive; you 

are bewildered and excited as you are by the shifting measures of the Sacre du Printemps 

when you first encounter them. Yet neither the one nor the other is actually irresponsible; 

it is only the phenomenon of a new pattern that is disconcerting. 

Now, jazz can be defined as music written in the meter of the fox-trot. Its essence, 

in fact, contrary to the prevailing notion, is not the syncopation in the melody but the 

steady plunk-plunk-plunk-plunk of the four quarters of the accompaniment in rapid 

tempo (one reason for the precision of the orchestras and their ability to play without a 

conductor). It is not the effect of syncopation that is characteristic of jazz, since one finds 

syncopation in greater abundance and variety in serious music, but the effect of 
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syncopation in the jazz meter and tempo; and actually one can strip away the syncopation 

and still have "Bambalina," proof that the syncopated melody, like the scoring or the 

exciting rapid figuration introduced by pianists to fill in the beats, is mere embellishment. 

On the other hand, take away the plunk-plunk-plunk-plunk and jazz is no longer jazz. 

DECEMBER 9 - NATION 
 

MUSIC - THE PEDANT LOOKS AT JAZZ 

 

Syncopation in one voice when the regular beats in the other are unobtrusive; and 

above all the varying of the length and style of phrases and of the figuration. 

Now, jazz can be defined as music written in the meter of the fox-trot. Its essence, 

in fact, contrary to the prevailing notion, is not the syncopation in the melody but the 

steady plunk-plunk-plunk-plunk of the four quarters of the accompaniment in rapid 

tempo (one reason for the precision of the orchestras and their ability to play without a 

conductor). It is not the effect of syncopation that is characteristic of jazz, since one finds 

syncopation in greater abundance and variety in serious music, but the effect of 

syncopation in the jazz meter and tempo; and actually one can strip away the syncopation 

and still have "Bambalina," proof that the syncopated melody, like the scoring or the 

exciting rapid figuration introduced by pianists to fill in the beats, is mere embellishment. 

On the other hand, take away the plunk-plunk-plunk-plunk and jazz is no longer jazz. 

MARCH - HARPERS 
 

THE ANATOMY OF JAZZ by Don Knowlton. Syncopation in popular music first came into 

evidence in the old "coon" songs of minstrel-show days. Remember "But I Want Them Presents Back"? 

Next came such childishly simple attempts as "Under the Bamboo Tree" and "Rainbow," songs that 

could not attain popularity to-day, which succeeded because they were the first to stress syncopation in a 

form which could be reached by the masses. Then along came Irving Berlin and we were off. The 

ragtime piano player and then the jazz orchestra developed, until to-day we have "symphonic" jazz. 

Old-timers such as "Alexander's Ragtime Band," "When the Midnight Choo Choo Leaves for 

Alabam," Omar Kyayyam," and "Maple Leaf Rag" began to establish a conventional form for jazz. 

Since that time there has been no essential change in its structure, the development having been confined 

almost entirely too internal elaboration. 

The idea of exaggerated syncopation was first presented to America in a more or less respectable 

way. "Coon songs" and real Negro melodies were not considered damaging to one's social or business 

reputation. Syncopation itself had a well-developed and honorable lineage at the time. If the socially 

elect had adopted syncopation it might have been comme it faut from the outset, and we might have 

heard the Boston Symphony Orchestra rendering a legitimate jazz symphony years ago. But musicians 

of the radical type were developing scientific dissonance. Strauss discovered new uses for the cymbals, 

and Bloch conducted a series of fashionable experiments in the receptivity of the human ear. So 

syncopation was picked up by the dance hall, cabaret, and vaudeville group, who of course turned it 

toward their particular purposes. 

APRIL 17 - THE NEW STATESMAN 
 

WALTZ-KINGS AND JAZZ-KING  
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One is that the clever attempt of the Jazz-Kings to get away from the designation of "Jazz" by 

calling their music "Symphonic Syncopation" and their Jazz-bands "Syncopated Symphony Orchestras" 

is an amusing example of snobbishness. Let them stick to that admirable and excellent word "Jazz." Jazz 

has merits, symphonic syncopation has none. Moreover, symphonic syncopation is quite meaningless as 

a description, since there is symphonic syncopation in all orchestral music from the time of Haydn to the 

present day. 

JULY 3, - COLLIER'S 
 

WHERE HAVE I HEARD THAT TUNE BEFORE? 

 

Syncopation where ragtime left off and worked this primitive effect up into a system of rich and 

complex rhythm worthy of the great masters of classical music. Then it forged ahead on pioneer lines 

and struck out an original thing that might be called rhythmic counterpoint. Aaron Copland, the brilliant 

young American composer, feels that the essence of jazz is a steady, formal, basic rhythm, with another 

rhythm, strange and florid, gamboling fantastically above it, like a small monkey doing stunts on the 

back of a St. Bernard. 

NOVEMBER/DECEMBER - MODERN MUSIC 
 

JAZZ STRUCTURE AND INFLUENCE   

Syncopation, while a frequent characteristic of jazz, is by no means an essential factor." He 

concludes: "It is the spirit of the music, not the mechanics of its frame......that determines whether or not 

it is jazz." 

JULY/DECEMBER, VOL III, #2 - THE GOLD COAST REVIEW 
 

MUSIC IN THE GOLD COAST 

On the whole I think there is surprisingly little syncopation in African melodies 

themselves. The reason probably is that there is so much in the gong and small drum 

parts that it is not necessary in the voice part, and in fact would be wasted, if not actually 

worse than useless. In may be however that there is a good deal more syncopation than I 

have detected. The tune "Ya Amponsa", which I have given in a simplified form in Fig. 

4, also exists in the following form:- 

 

Figure 18 

 
 

Syncopation implies of course the existence of a regularly recurring accent, and 

such accent is far less common in African music than in European. To this extent then the 

term syncopation is inapplicable to African music. But where there is such a regularly 

recurring accent it coincides as a rule with the beat of the big drum and with the main 
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notes of the melody. Figs. 19 and 20 show two exceptions; the first a Dagomba song, the 

second a Fanti. 

JUNE - MUSIC TEACHER 
 

THE JAZZ-MAD PUPIL-I by Ronald Cunliffe 

 

Syncopation in the Classics 

 

To begin with, we might point out that syncopation is nothing new. No great 

composer has neglected to make first-rate use of it. All of us can remember scores of 

examples in Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, but we might begin our 

exploration of the standard composers with Schubert, and proceed along the well-worn 

track of the Romantics. 

Schubert's immortal syncopation in the first Unfinished Symphony (Ex. 9) comes 

first. This particular passage, elementary as it seems to a musician, would be 

revolutionary to the conductor of a modern dance-band-who dare not for the lives of him 

take the accompanying instruments off the plain beats. 

Since this tempo reflected the life of the whole nation which was dynamic, happy 

and energetic, it became the American idiom. Syncopation was one of its devices, but 

used in an individual way. Syncopation is not new, but its treatment by our native sons is. 

The granddaddy of this American music is, strangely enough, a white man from Detroit, 

named Kerry Mills, nom de plume for F. A. Mills, and he set its tempo in a piece called 

At A Georgia Camp Meetin’ in 1898. There had been plenty of music written before this 

in syncopated tempo and even ragtime. But this is the first piece that caught everybody’s 

ear, fancy and feet. It went over a million copies, has sold through the years, and still 

sells a couple hundred copies a year. Kerry Mills’ first cakewalk, Rastus on Parade, 

brought him to New York and started him in business. His next was Happy Days in 

Dixie, and his third, Georgia Camp Meeting, was a home run 
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EVOLUTION OF RAGTIME & EARLY JAZZ 

 
            Ragtime evolved on the American music scene sometimes in the late 1890's. Its 

predecessor was the Negro cakewalk. The predecessors of the cakewalk were the Negro 

jubas and what we call "plantation" songs. This Negro music was different from what 

was being published at the time as popular music, primarily because of the exciting mood 

of the tempo, the rhythm, and the subject matter of the lyrics when lyrics were included. 

Rhythm was the most impressive elements of this early Negro music. One of the 

earliest aspects of Negro rhythm was the technique of "patting," commonly known as 

"hambone." In a letter to Edgar Allen Poe by a news correspondent in 1835, the 

correspondent describes this Negro performance technique of patting is described as 

follows: 

 

"There is no attempt to keep time to all the notes, but then it comes so pat and so 

distinct that the cadence is never lost. Such irregularities are like rests and grace notes. 

They must be so managed as neither to hasten or retard the beat. The time of the bar must 

be the same, no matter how many notes are in it." 

 

Does this not sound like the use of syncopation, and the use of improvising, 

extensively but not exclusively, in the music of the Negro? The use of syncopation was 

used throughout a complete composition in the music that became known as Ragtime. 

Before this adaptation, composers used syncopation (as far back as the 14th century) but 

never throughout a complete composition. Brahms was noted for his use of syncopation, 

but he never used it extensively in a complete composition. There are only a few 

examples of a complete piece doing this before Ragtime - in a composition by Haydn. A 

most beautiful syncopated passage occurs in the solo "With Verdane Cald" from the 

"Creation." 

 

Sidney Lanier 

 
The great American poet (and flutist) Sidney Lanier (1842-1881) described 

Negro patting: 

 

"Everyone who has noticed a Southern Negro's "patting" will have been apt 

to hear an effect, produced by omitting the stroke, of foot or of hand, which the 

hearer expects to fall on the accented note at the first of the bar." 

 

Again this is a description of syncopation. This patting rhythm/syncopated 

style was transferred to the banjo, then from the banjo to the piano, and we have an 

evolution to ragtime music. 

An art Form (such as ragtime) is developed by its performers and 

performance techniques, not from a written page of music. It is developed by 

individuals, not from schools. Negro songs were performed by white minstrels and 

re-done by black minstrels prior to the ragtime era, then brought into the American 

musical scene throughout the U. S. by these minstrels. For the first time this new 

music form, the minstrel show, was established firmly as a popular and legitimate 
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form of entertainment. While the minstrel was a caricature of the American 

Southern Negro and is no longer deemed entertainment by those thinking of 

politically correct nomonclature, I do believe that, without it we would not have the 

music we call jazz. So something good came out of the use of Negro characteristics, 

although they certainly were greatly exaggerated. 

Prior to the minstrel performances, this style of music was centralized in the 

South, because of the many plantations existing there. Without a doubt, the minstrel 

movement changed that. It became one of the first national Negro entertainment 

styles to be established on the American entertainment scene. It brought Negro style 

music to the masses. 

An early collection of "Ethiopian Melodies" with a picture of two Negroes on 

the stage-one playing a banjo. The other, dancing, was published in 1846. 
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Stephen Foster 

 

We must mention the music of Stephen Foster. His 

music was used in the minstrels of his day and was in most 

every home in America. Following is an early song, "Gentle 

Annie." Foster uses syncopation in the 2nd measure of the 

melody. 

           
 

    We can find some passages of Foster's music in the early Negro 

spirituals. In "Lord Remember Me," the second section is closely 

related to "Camptown Races." 
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The spiritual "Brother Moses Gone" reminds one of a Foster melodic structure. 

There is no syncopation and this spiritual is more like one of Foster’s popular melodies. 

 

 
 

Evolution of the Cakewalk 

 
Many of these early Negro songs were short ones, and when put together they 

evolved into what we now call cakewalks. The cakewalk had an established rhythm, as 

seen by the excerpt given next. Notice measure 13 & 14. Most early cakewalks present 

the cakewalk rhythm in these measures. 
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This spiritual appears in the 1867 book “Slave Songs of the United 

States.” In a number of measures we find the cakewalk rhythm (see 

measure 1,3,5,7,etc.). A large number of spirituals appearing in this 

book use the cakewalk rhythm throughout. The Negroes sang this 

spiritual when the family of the deceased, arrange themselves around 

the coffin in the order of age and relationship. They sing this hymn 

marching round the coffin. It could be called a religious cakewalk. 

 

When written down we no longer have the spontaneous music of 

the Negro Juba. To bring it to the public it was necessary to be written 

down. The most popular form of published music during this era was 

sheet music. It made possible the exposure of this music to the parlors of 

the country by having piano music available to be played by the 

populace and enjoyed by them in the group get-together that were 

popular at the time. 

The characteristic rhythm of the cakewalk was familiar to the 

populace from the Scottish music with its characteristic rhythm called 

the 'Scotch Snap,' a rhythm that was characterized by a sixteenth note 

followed by a dotted eighth. This rhythm was reminiscent of the 

cakewalk rhythm with a short note followed by a longer one. The 

spiritual “I Wish I Been Dere” shows the use of this scotch snap which 

many think is the root of the cakewalk rhythm. 
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Jenny Lind 

 
An early piece sung by Jenny Lind a world renowned vocal artist (1820-1887), 

uses this short/long style of rhythm and also the long/short rhythm. 

 
Few Days - 1854 – She was brought to America by P. T. Barnum in 1850. She was a 

great success and became a household name. While basically an opera singer, she 

composed and sang on her concerts some Ethiopian songs, composing one, “Few Days” 

that became popular. There was a parody written on the music that served for political 

purposes. The words for 'Few Days' was written by Lucy Long, the first line being: 

“Come darkies all, we’ll sing a song, few days, few days. Subjects within the lyrics 

contain ideas on Afro-Americans, political platforms and parties, progress and the know-

nothing party. When used by the Know Nothing Union the words state: “Our country 

now is great and free, few days, few days.” Its lyrics subjects are: patriotism, pride, and 

political platforms. It became a United American Song with lyrics: “A subtle foe has 

plotted along, few days and the lyrics contains subjects as: patriotism, campaigns and 

battles, political elections and ballots.  
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Civil War Sentimental Ballads 
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The popular music during the time of the Civil War was more of a sentimental 

nature. An example of this is the song "Let Me Kiss Him For His Mother," excerpted 

below. Strangely, there is an occasion in the melody where syncopation is used.  

Many of songs that were sung during the Civil War are heavy with melodrama. 

They tugged at your heartstrings and had the power to strengthen the spirit of citizens 

everywhere.  

John Ordway wrote this song in 1859 and referred to a young man who died 

during a yellow fever epidemic in New Orleans. He died far from his home and the 

people that took care of him gave him their sympathy and he did not die alone. While this 

song was not about the soldiers in the war it struck a chord with the soldiers, many of 

whom died far from their home. 
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War Cloud 

 
Whether deliberate or not, the composition of ragtime took the form of the 

popular music of the era, the military march. The form of ragtime and the march are just 

about the same. The march was a composition style that used various melodic themes in 

two or more sections, including a trio with transitions to go from one melody to the other. 

Of course, the main difference was in the rhythm. Both utilized steady rhythms, but 

ragtime included syncopation. Even early jazz music was still influenced by the march. 

Observe the trio in the composition below, "War Cloud," published as an arrangement for 

the dance band of the era and played by the Original Dixieland Jazz Band. The melody is 

in small notes in the piano part of the arrangement. 

 

 
"Pops" Foster discusses this relationship of the march to ragtime. 

 
"Ragtime forms themselves appear to have been derived from brass band music, 

the most common being AA, BB, A, CC, DD, with a modulation at the halfway point. 

The harmonies were those heard in the brass band compositions of J. P. Sousa and Arthur 
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Pryor, to which the public ear had been conditioned by these and like organization during 

several decades of popularity. This sort of material had a strong appeal to musicians in 

the evolving jazz bands of New Orleans. To the precise format, simple key modulation, 

familiar harmonies, and strict 2/2 time, jazzmen made their inescapable modifications. As 

had happened with brass band music, rhythm became free and more flowing, and also 

more complex." 

 

In 1877 Braham and Harrigan published "Walking For Dat Cake." This probably 

was the first quasi-cakewalk published using the rhythm characteristic of the cakewalk. 

 

Walking For Dat Cake  - 1877 – Dave Braham 
 Written by Dave Braham and Edward Harrigan, this piece was published in 1877. 

The cakewalk was originally a plantation dance accompanied by banjo music, generally 

on Sunday when slaves would dress up in fancy clothes and prance around to the music. 

The custom developed of the master giving a cake to the couple that presented the 

proudest movements. It first appeared in the minstrel shows and passed into the variety 

acts of early vaudeville. 

 The team of Harrigan and Hart presented, in 1877, a musical selection called 

“Walking for Dat Cake.” It was billed on as an “exquisite picture of Negro life and 

customs.” 

 The rhythms are laced with dotted figures with some use of syncopation. 

However, it is the words that seem to be of more importance than the rhythms. The lyrics 

give a good explanation to the cakewalk style and the social affair that it was. 

 The song is divided into four sections with the 4th section an instrumental one 

before it repeats to a D. C. This piece does not use the traditional cakewalk rhythm and 

perhaps should not be called an early ‘cakewalk,’ but the title indicates the use of the 

activity of cakewalking as a viable article. 

 The lyrics describe individual participating in the cakewalk. There is no evidence 

of the traditional cakewalk rhythm (short, long, short) but the song contains dotted 

rhythms (dotted 8th and 16th notes), and if we put two in a row (short, long, short, long) 

we see a quasi cakewalk rhythm. The lyrics do state: “Den all forward four, just in de gay 

quadrille – O Lord how we perspire. No use, we can’t keep still; Oh, please to stop dat 

music – a walking for dat cake.” 
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A Warm Reception 

 
We find a piece of sheet music called "A Warm Reception." Published in 1899 which it is 

described as a 'characteristic march, two step and cakewalk.' The cover also states that 

this piece was a 'prominent number on Sousa's programme.' 

There is a paragraph on the 1st page explaining the theme of this 

song: 

 

“The members of the “Lucky Seben Social Club” had made porgeous 

preparations for an entertainment to be given in honor of a prominent member (Prof. 

Adolphus Duskee) just returning from a trip abroad. A bust of music greeted him upon 

being ushered into the hall, which was profusely decorated with flowers and palms, and 

ablaze with colored lights. Observing the evident delight with which the members of the 

club received him, he remarked: “Well, this is cert’ny A WARM RECEPTION.” 
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Ragtime was the first Negro music in which instruments were not used as strictly 

accompaniment to either dancing or singing. In 1897 Kerry Mills, one of the most prolific 

popular music composers of the era, wrote "At a Georgia Campmeeting." While it is 

actuality a cakewalk, is it given as a march. It contains the cakewalk rhythm. Its form is 

that of a march/ragtime form and contains a trio, which is more in the style of a march. 
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At a Georgia Campmeeting  - 1897 – Kerry Mills 
 Kerry Mills of New York was probably the first person to launch a ragtime piece 

on the musical market, no doubt innocent as a lamb at the time he set afloat his “Georgia 

Camp Meeting,” that the syncopate fever would follow in the wake of this famous piece. 

 There is one anecdote about how Mills came to write the song. Mills was a 

teacher in New York and also played at dances and receptions. Harassed with tone deaf 

or careless pupils, as are many of our music teachers. Mills one day announced to his 

suffering fellow dance musicians that “I intend to do something desperate to extricate 

myself out of poverty and unsatisfactory musical environments.” He did do something 

desperate! He wrote the music for “Georgia Camp Meeting,” which is a clever 

composition and eventually became very successful. He published it himself and sold; it, 

leaving copies at various music stores in numerous cities. At first, sales were insignificant 

and the profits were not ‘rolling’ in. To push his music he dressed up in a fine suit of 

clothes with new patent leather shoes, a silk hat, a fancy cane and other accessories and 

looked as though he had just became wealthy. Then he visited music stores appeared to 

the owners as very elegant and prosperous. 

 They thought “business must be good. Kerry replied “That Georgia Camp 

Meeting of mine is going like wild-fire.” 

The dealers didn’t see much of a demand for the piece but Kerry declared, “That Mr. so 

and so, was selling cart-loads of it.” So Mills got the dealers interested and the piece 

began to sell. 

 After the advent of the song ragtime dances began to multiply and soon became 

the most popular form of popular music. 
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Mississippi Rag 

 
The cakewalk era reached its zenith in 1899. It evolved directly into ragtime. The 

earliest ragtime publication that uses the name 'ragtime' was the Mississippi Rag,' and the 

Bos'n Rag,' both written in 1899. The cover sheet of the Mississippi Rag states that this 

is: "The first ragtime/two-step ever written. The two-step was a new jazz dance that 

eventually caused the banning of dancing.  
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In 1899, the Sunday Examiner of New York, published a piece of sheet music 

called "Trouble Never Troubles Dis Coon." Ragtime was popular and sold millions of 

copies of sheet music and the newspapers of the day, by printing ragtime songs, hoped 

that people would buy the newspaper not only for the news but for the song published in 

the paper each week. 
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John Philip Sousa 

 
It was John Philip Sousa who brought Ragtime to Europe with his famous band. 

This attempt to bring the music of Ragtime America to Europe was extremely well 

received and caused a great stir in musical circles of Europe. The French composer 

Claude Debussy caustically acknowledged Ragtime and had some choice words on Sousa 

and his conducting: 

 

"At last! The King of American music is here, Monsieur Sousa will reveal to us 

its beauties and how it is to be used in the best society. One must have a special gift to 

conduct this music, Ragtime. Thus Monsieur Sousa beats time in circular motions, mixes 

an imaginary salad, sweeps away invisible dust, and snatches a butterfly from the bell of 

a contrabass tuba." 

 

Sousa had the last laugh however, for it was his influence of which the result can 

be seen in Debussy's "Golliwog's Cakewalk," written in 1903. It is noted that while 

Ragtime is distinctly American, it had its counterpart in many countries in their music of 

marked rhythm and with the use of syncopation. So often people thing that Ragtime and 

Jazz are the only kinds of music that use syncopation. They do feature syncopation 

throughout a complete composition, seldom done in the past history of music. 

During Sousa's first tour abroad in 1900, in Paris, the people were unexpectedly 

enthusiastic over the Ragtime he played and in practically no time at all, Ragtime was the 

rage of Europe. This acceptance, when put in its proper light, becomes important, for 

during this time there was really no acceptance of any music nor any composer from 
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America by the European musical circle. Edward MacDowell and Maurice Gottschalk 

were the only American composers that were somewhat accepted at this time. 

Sousa had a dislike for early jazz, not because of the music but mainly because the early 

jazz band did not contain polished musicians. He expressed an opinion that jazz would 

die a quick death. (The same was said about early rock musicians) When high caliber 

musicians joined the ranks of jazz, Sousa was quick to realize that jazz would take on 

new meaning and popularity. He began to program jazz music, acquired musicians with 

jazz experience and presented jazz to his audiences. This acceptance and innovative 

programming at this early time in the history of jazz caused quite a bit of thought that if 

the highly regarded Sousa Band was playing jazz, jazz must be acceptable, thereby the 

contribution by Sousa to Ragtime and Jazz. Jazz and Ragtime was lying between Tin Pan 

Alley and the concert stage. By playing ragtime and jazz, Sousa showed that this music 

could be accepted as a popular style of music for the vast American public. Ragtime and 

Jazz did not really influence Sousa's compositional style but one can see his limited use 

of syncopation in some of the Suites and Marches for band. By the mid 1920's the 

program of Sousa concerts included nearly a half-hour of Ragtime and Jazz. 

 Two other notable names in this progression of ragtime were the trombonist of the 

Sousa Band Arthur Pryor and band leader Henry Fillmore. 

In conclusion, we have looked at the early music that was in existence during the 

evolution of ragtime and jazz and of its ancestors prior to its popularity. In our next 

article we will examine the early writings of the critics of ragtime and present some 

interesting items on the evolution of ragtime. 
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